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PREFACE

The analysis, design and construction of coastal structures is of

great concern to a broad cross-section of the population living near

ma]or fresh and salt water bodies. Realising this concern, the New York

Sea Grant institute instituted a pro]ect to develop a manual to assist

a variety of user groups in addressing the problems associated with the

development of coastal structures and coastal facilities. Although the

engineering community will find the manuaL to be of use, the focus of

this manual has been to develop a simplified user's guide which focuses

on the analysis, design and construction of coastal structures. The

emphasis has been on understanding the structures and. their behavior,

minimizing higher level mathematics, and presenting design charts and

design examples for smaller scale structures, typical of those of impor-

tance to a small community and the individual homeowner. Large scale

developments should be handled by design professionals with expertise

in the field.

This pro]ect was initiated in late 1977 by the New York Sea Grant

institute and has been developed by the School of Civil and Environmental

Engineering at Cornell University. The pro!ect was initiated by Drs.

Fred H. Kulhawy and Dwight A. Sangrey. Dr. Sangrey left Cornell before

much progress was made, snd subsequent work has been supervised by Drs.

Fred H. Kulhawy and Philip L.-F. Liu.

Under the auspices of this pro]ect, the following reports have been

prepared and submitted to New York Sea Grant:

1. "Regulatory Processes in Coastal Structures Construction'-',
August. 1979, by Susan A. Ronan, with the assistance of
Dwight A. Sangrey



2. "Coastal Construction Materials", Hovember 1979, by
Waiter D. Hubbell and Fred H. Kulhawy

3. "Environmental Loads in Coastal Construction", November
1979, by Walter D. Hubbell and Fred H. Kulhawy

4. "Analysis, Design and Construction of Pile Foundations
in the Coastal Environment", ApriL 1981, by Francis
K.-P. Cheung and Fred H. Kulhawy

S. "Breakwaters, Jetties snd Groins: A Design Guide",
March 1982, by Laurie A. Ehrlich and Fred H. Kulhawy

6. "Analysis, Design and Construction of Bulkheads in the
Coastal Environment", May 1982, by Thomas M. Saczynski
and Fred H. Kulhawy

This report is the seventh submitted to date.



Docks, piers and wharves are inner harbor structures that provide

a link between land and water modes of transportation. This study

presents guidelines for the planning, layout and design of these struc-

tures while focusing on small craft reczeationa1 applications.

The planning and layout ccnsiderations for docks, piers and

wharves are discussed while recognizing that these topics are correctly

a subset of overal1. harbor planning. Design loads and materia1. properties

are addressed to provide a basis for structuzal analysis and design.

Three broad categories of structural type are presented including

solid fill, fixed and floating structures. Each structural type is

described by component part, with design considerations and recommendations

based on practical. sound engineering procedures. Design considerations

for utilities, special services, snd dredging operations aze also presented.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Docks, piers, and wharves are types of coastal structures intended

to provide a link between land and water modes of transportation. Vith

respect to the recreational marines which are the focus of this study,

water transportation refers to small craft such as sailboats, open-hulled

power boats, and light cruisers. These vessels are often large enough to

preclude launching by trailer. hoist, or forklift with each outing.

Zn addition to convenient access, dock, pier, or wharf structures

must also provide mooring or tie-up facilities that afford adequate

protection from environmental loads.

The term "dock" is defined with some difficulty since it may refer

either to the area of water between two landing piers, or to the landing

pier proper  Webster' s, 1976!. According to Quinn �972!, a "dock" is a

general term used to describe a marine structure used for the mooring of

vessels, or for the transfer of passengers and cargo. Accordingly, a

dock may consist of various arrangements of wharves or piers which are

defined as follows: a "wharf" is a dock which parallels and is generally

contiguous with the shore, while a "pier" proJects out into the harbor

basin. The primary functional difference is that a pier may be ap-

proached from both sides, while a wharf only has one side open

to the water. Simple examples of these structures are illustrated in

Pigure I.l. Several other terms are commonly used in U.terature concerning

small craft harbor facilities. A "marginal wharf" is one that lies along

the border of a harbor, and along it runs the "marginal walkway". The
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dock surface of a pier that extends out from the shore is called the "main

walk" or "headwalk". As indicated. in Figure 1.1, berthed craft are

separated by "finger piers" which are known as "catwalks" in the case

of fixed dock structures, and "finger floats" for the corresponding

floating docks.

There are three broad categories of structural type used in the con-

struction of docks, including solid fill, fixed or pile supported, and

floating or pontoon supported. It would be unusual however, for the

typical small craft marina to consist of only one structural type. The

most common form of marginal wharf is the anchored. bulkhead which also

serves to retain the surrounding soil. Floating berthing arrangements

are often accessed by a fixed pi,er approach.

Xn the past, the analysis and design of these structures has been

based on the local experience of the owner and/or contractor. While such

procedures may have resulted in same savings in terms of first cost, the

quality of the finished product was often compromised. According to

Chamberlain �977!, a large portion of- the marinas built in the sixties

are literally falling apart. Although some of this deterioration may be

because of a lack of proper maintenance, most is a result of trying to

cut corners in the construction stage. In light of the rising cost of

construction materials and labor, there is increasingly a need for

rational analysis and design procedures that, incorporate the probable

environmental loads and material strength properties. Th object is

to develop an effici,ent, funct onal design at reasonable initial cost

that will provide an acceptable service life and a minimum of required

maintenance. An attractive appearance is generally considered to be of



secondary, but by no means trivial,.importance. Chapters 3 and 4

respectively present the design loads and material properties to be

incorporated in a successful dock design.

On the surface, the design of docks for small craft harbors seems

relatively simple because of their typically uncomplicated structural

geometry. Unfortunately, these docks must be located in a coastal

environment that is characterized by variable processes and complex

loads that are difficult to predict or quantify. Koelbel �979! states

that the design or rehabilitation of a modern marina is a job for an

expert, preferably with experience in this particular field. Chamberlain

�977! further suggests that a home-built system is not worth tbe time and

cost. This report is not presented as a structural design handbook,

therefore, and. is instead intended to provide the designer with

the considerations and assumptions particular to marine construction

regarding all aspects of small craft dock structures. The design con-

siderations that compzise Chapters 5. 6, and 7 on solid fill, fixed,

and floating docks are arranged according to the structural components

that make up each system  Figure 1.2!.

In addition to the dock structure itself, the modern marina also

provides various utilities and special services. awhile these provisions

are not essential, they may make the difference between a marina that is

economically viable, and one that operates at a loss. Similarly, dredging

operations are necessary to the successful operation of small craft docks

both in the initial excavation of the harbor basin, and in maintaining

an adequate depth as sediment deposition occurs. These topics are pre-

sented in Chapters 8 and. 9 respectively.
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While the recommendations of this study are based on the experience

of experts as recorded in an extensive body of literature, they must

not be considered absolute. The primary reason is that site-specific

conditions often impose unusual criteria that, must be recognized in dock

design. A healthy skepticism should be maintained tabard manufacturers

of prefabricated systems that claim their product is suitable for virtually

all locations.



CHAPTER 2

PKdiH1KNG AND LAYOUT OF DOCKS, PIERS, AND WHARVES

The recreational boating industry is currently experiencing a

period of continuing growth. Incx'eased demand has led to expansion

of existing marina facilities and the construction of new facilities.

Proper planning is essential to the functional and financial success

of all engineering projects, and max'ines are no exception. This section

presents the planning and layout considerations that should be addressed

in the design of docks, piers, and wharves.

2.1 EBQUKR TYPE AND LOCATION

Dock, pier and wharf plsnniag is a direct subset of harbor planning

and it would be incorrect to try to separate the two. Numerous site

specific design considerations prevent the development. of standard

structural types" that are suitable for all locations.

Harbox planning consists of detexmining the type of harbor to

be developed, choosing a location, and integrating all the aspects

of inner harbor structures with protective works to make the most

of the site. Harbor types are classified by function as harbox's of

refuge, commercial harbors, and recreational harbors. While this

report focuses mainly on xecreational marines, the design considerations

presented are equally applicable to commercial and refuge harbors.

Commercial installations in general must serve larger vessels  in

excess of 50 ft or 15.2 m!, while harbors of refuge need to provide

a minimum of moorage facilities as an emergency haven protected from

storm action  Dearstyne, 1969!.



The various locations of small craft harbors include freshwater

lakes, river mouths and sides, dredged lowlands and tidal inlets,

sheltered bays, and. open shorelines. Small lakes generally offer

the most mild load conditions with minimal wind and wave action. Marines

1ocated on inland rivers are subject to constant current loads and

may require a trailing slip layout or an off-river basin  Figure 2.1!.

Marina sites neax river mouths or in dredged lowlands are subject

to both river current and tidal variations. Tidal effects increase

as the location approaches the coastline and increased wind and wave

loads are encountered. Climatic variatians range from cold northern

locations subject to severe ice loads, to tropical sites where rapid

corrosion is the most serious design criteria.

A comprehensive plan that includes all the components of the

inner harbor with provisions for protecting these facilities i.s funda-

mental to a smooth running marina. These components typically include

berths for permanent mooring, transient berthing, repair stations,

fuel docks, boat launch x'amps, and in some cases a boat hoisting well.

Protective works are commonly provided to mitigate the effects of

environmental loads to an acceptable leve3.. The most common protective

structures are breakwaters and jetties which reduce wave loads and

create a sheltered area in theix lee. The analysis, design and con-

struction of these structures is presented by Khrlich and Kulhawy

�982!.

The Ideal Marina Site

In addition to protection from wind and wave loads, Chamberlain

�.979! suggests that the ideal marina site would have the following



a. Trailing Slips in a M.ver  Dunhsm and Finn, 1974, p. 21!

River Flow

r~s Deflector5

b. Boat Basin Marginal to a River  Dunham. and Finn, 1974, p. 73!

Figure 2.1 Inland kU.ver Marina Locations
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characteristics; a land area of at least 10 acres that is situated

well above the flood plain., a useable water area approximately equal

to the land area, reasonable proximity to navigable recreation waters

as well as at least one ma!or population center, public utilities

available at the edge of the property, and water depths of not less

than 8 ft �.4 m! at mean low water  MLW! and no more than 20 ft

�.1 m! at mean high water  MEW!.

The design and layout of land space is becoming very critical

 Chamberlain, 1977!. A land to water ratio of at least one to one

is difficult to maintain for many marines because of the high cost of

prime waterfront propezty. Landside aria requirements depend on

the harbor type and the facilities to be provided. The shoreside

facilities of the typical recreational marina include administrative

offices, sanitary conveniences, a marine supply store, a small craft

repair area, automobile pazking space, and sometimes park and picnic

areas. These last items take up the most area and must be planned

carefully to achieve smooth traffic flow. Waterside azeas are dependent

on the number and size of boats to be accommodated, which in turn

dictate the arrangement of the berthing facilities. An attempt should

aLways be made to provide room foz Suture expansion as the marina be-

comes more prosperous. Oock layout for maximum efficiency is addressed

later in this chapter.

Water access to a marina is a function of boat speed, the distance

to the use area, the "tortuosity" of the channels to be traveled,

and the depths of these channels  Dearstyne, 1969!. Most planing

type power boats can travel at speeds af 15 to 20 mph �4 to 32 kph!
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while sailboats can maintain 3 to 5 mph �.8 to 8.0 kph! depending

on the wind velocity and direction. Since the prime purpose of a

smaLL craft recreational harbor is to provide moorage within safe,

easy, and convenient use of a waterway, long snd twisting channels

or hazardous obstacles will discourage potential users. Likewise,

land travel time should be limited to 1 hr, although the acceptable

maximum travel time varies with geographical area  Chamber1ain, 1979!.

The ideal location is one on the outskirts of a city that is near

a ma!or highway and in an area compatible with the intended function

of the harbor. Heavy industrial or commerciaL areas should be avoided

even if they are easily accessible because of the potential congestion

and pollution problems.

Utilities are no longer considered options in dock design but

are nov essential to a successful marina operation. As such, they

must be included in the overall plan for the marina instead. of being

dealt with as sn add-on. It is most convenient if the utility lines

from the marina can be connected directly to those of the local muni-

cipality. In the case of the sanitary sewer system however, this

may not be possible for reasons discussed in Chapter 8.

The maximum and minimum water depths suggested previously for

the ideal marina are parameters which partially determine whether

it is feasible to construct and operate a marina on that particular

site. Other factors include the character of the underlying soil

in case dredging is required, the magnitude of the environmental loads,

and the history of other structures. If there are no financial con-

straints, the engineering technology exists to construct docks, piers



or wharves at almost any location. Feasibility, however, requires a

balance between technical and. financial elements of marina design..

2.2 CHOXCZ OF STRUCTURAL TYPE

The choice of the type of structure  i.e., solid fill, fixed, or

f1oating! is often a difficult decision that is based on such intangib1es

as owner preference and esthetics. Ln general, solid fill docks are

best suited to the marginal wharf application where they also stabilize

the harbor perimeter. Fixed docks are favored for Locations having water

level variations of less than 4 ft �.2 m! and small craft of 30 ft

 9.1 m! or more in length  Koelbel, 1979!. Water level fluctuations of

more than 4 ft Q.2 m! and/or predominantly sho t  less than 30 ft or

9.1 m! user craft are best served by floating docks. The 4 ft �..2 m!

fluctuation criterion is based on the ease with which boaters can board

small craft moored next to a dock. Zt should not be considered a clear-

cut standard since a small, low Level boat will be difficult to board from

a deck surface as much as 5 ft  L.5 m! above the low water level. The

attributes of solid fill, fixed and f1.oating dock systems were noted in

Chapter 1 and ara discussed further in Chapters 5, 6, and. 7 respectively.

2. 3 ENVIR0%fENTAL IMPACT

The environmental impact of a properly pLanned marina development

is not Likely to be particularly severe  Chamberlain, L"79!. The most

significant impact is a result of dredging operations and the disposal

of dredge spoil- The effects of dredging on the environment are largely

temporary and include the modification of underwater flow patterns, some

turbidity, and the destruction of some underwater habitat. These

topics are addressed in detail in Chapter 9. Merely placing a dock
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structure in the water of a protected harbor will also have an impact

on the enviroament. ln this case the effects are related largely to

the interruption of the normal water flow patterns by the structural

members or floats. An effort must be made to take advantage of tidal

flushing and wind or river currents to renew the watez within a marina

basin. When such natural processes are not sufficient, flushing currents

can be created by pumping water from ad!scent water bodies  Figure 2. 2!.

2.4 I,EGAL COFCEBNS

The final subject that should be included in dock, pier and wharf

planning is that of legal concerns. Specifically, this refers to the

agencies on the federal, state, and local level that regulate waterfront

construction. There are a number of permits that must be acquired

before construction of a marina project can proceed, and these may cause

delays measured in years  Chamberlain, 1977!.

2. 5 LAYOUT A5D GEOMETRY OF DOCKS, PIERS, AND WHARVES

The key to a successful berthing system is to use all available

area efficiently. The "best" layout is one which provides the most

desirable level of service to the greatest number of users in the

minimum space for the least cost  Dearstyne, 1969!. In practice, however,

some compromises are necessary to avoid either crowding or wasted space.

Dock geometry involves trade-offs between the dimensions of walkways,

slips and fairways while considering such factors as current, wave,

and wind magnitude and direction. Appendix A presents selected parts

of the berthing layout and design guidelines developed by the State of

California �980!. Figure 2. 3 illustrates the spatial arrangement of

each of the components to be addressed in the following section.
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Bulkhead and Sli Orientation

Bulkheads are situated along the perimeter of t' he marina basin, and

provide an abrupt Land/water interface that allows the area on either

side to be used efficiently. On the land side, a marginal walhray is

generally located ad/scent to the bulkhead  Figure 2.3!. Since the

depth of water on the harbor side of the bulkhead is sufficient for

navigation, boats can be moored right up to the wall. Slips should

be oriented parallel to the current whenever possible, but never broadside

 Chamberlain, 1979!. Where current is negligible, slips are then oriented

at right angles to the prevailing direction of approach of short wave-

length waves. Because of structuraL design considerations, slips should

always extend at right angles from the main walk, with the main walk

oriented perpendicular to the shore line. Along the main walk, slip sizes

should be kept constant where possible and, when a mix of slip sizes must

be used, the smaller slips shouLd be placed toward the shore  Chamberlain,

1977!. Again because of structural design reasons, finger piers should

not be staggered along the main walk but instead should always Lie in

opposition.

Mix of Sli Sizes

A mix of slip sizes must be provided by the marina to accommodate

the various boat sizes. Chamberlain �977! suggests a Gaussian distri-

bution of slip length with a mean of 35 ft �0.7 m!. A minimum slip

size of 2S ft �.6 m! should be maintained, while slips longer than 50

ft �5.2 m! are recommended only at the marina owners insistence.

Figure 2.4 may be used to determine the percentage of slips that should

be installed for a given slip length.
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Figure 2.4 Gaussian Distribution of Slip Length
 After Chamberlain, 1977, p. 53!



Slip width is determined by the width of the moored boat plus some

clearance for slip entry. Koelbel �979} recommends that single berths

be 1/3 of the boat length plus 4 ft �.2 m! while double berths should

be two times 1/3 of the boat length plus 3 ft �.91 m} as in Figure 2. 5.

Table 2.1 presents recommended slip widths for fixed and floating single

berths based on statistical data  Chamberlain, 1979!. Normally, no

provision is made for multi-hull boats when laying out small craft berths.

Appendix A should be consulted for slip sizes recommended by the State

of California �980!, derived from empirical zelationships based on field

observation and boat manufacturers specifications.

From the shoze, a dock user must traverse the marginal walkways,

main walhrays, and lastly the finger piers. The width of these walkways

should be kept to a minimum while maintaining adequate stability

 Chamberlain, 1977!. Very narrow wall+rays may be responsible for

psychological unease among the marina patrons, regardless of their

structural integrity. Koelbel recommends that marginal walkways be 8

ft wide � ft or 1.8 m minimum!, main walkways 6 ft wide � ft oz 1.2 m

minimum!, and finger piers have a width of one tenth their length

�.5 ft or 0.76 m minimum!. Appendix A presents the walkway dimensions

for floating structures as zeeamaended by the State of California �980!.

Fairwa Dimensions

As shown in Figure 2.3, the fairway is the area between the ends

of the fingers of adjacent piers. The recommended width of this fairway

is 1.5 times the Length of the longest slip  Koelbel, 1979; Chamberlain,
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1979!. If the berthing area permits increasing this width, a fairway

of 2 times the longest slip length is suggested for current velocities

of 2 to 3 knots �.7 to 5.6 kph! parallel to the longest dimension of the

slip. The extra room makes maneuvering into the slip much easier. Fair-

ways should in no case be less than 1.25 times the longest slip length.

Internal Harbor Channels and Turnin Basins

The entrance to a harbor basin must be narrow enough to protect

the basin from external wave energy while being wide enough for safe

maneuvering. Chamberlain �979! recommends that the entrance be 4 times

the beam of the widest boat in the marina or no less than 60 ft �8.3 m!.

Once inside the entrance, the interior channel should expand to a clear

width of twice the entrance width if possible; otherwise 100 ft �0.4 m!

is a suggested design standard. The entrance and channel should be

oriented so that boats can easily pass through in case of storm condi-

t'ons, fire, oz other emergency. Where practical, the entrance should be

aligned broadside to the prevailing wind for ease of passage by small

sailboats without auxiliary power.

Turning areas are a necessazy part of a marina layout, particular]y

in the vicinity of fueling or sewage pumpout facilities. A turning area

of 2.25 times the length of the longest boat should be adequate for most

boat types and average pilot ski.ll according to Chamberlain �979!. This

area should be increased to 2.5 or 2.75 times the longest boat for user

craft that are predominantly single screw power boats or if frequent on-

shore winds are anticipated.
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2. 6 SUMMARY

The planning and layout of small craft harbors and dock facilities

is very important to their functional and financial success.

Recreational marinas are located in many different sites ranging

from sheltered inland lakes to exposed coastlines. The severity of the

environmental loads imposed, and the degree of protection required,

increase with the increased exposure of an open shoreline.

protective structures in the form of breakwaters and Jetties are

installed in exposed locations to create a calm berthing area. The

design of these structures must be incorporated in the overall planning

stage to avoid resonance because of trapped wave energy.

In addition to a calm berthing area, the "ideal" marina should have

a land to ~ater area ratio of one to one, ease of access by land and

water, reasonable proximity to a center of population as well as

recreational boating waters, access to public utilities, and a basin

geometry in which dock design is technically and financially feasible.

Dock structures for small craft harbors generally consist of a solid

fill wharf around the perimeter leading to a fixed or floating pier

depending on the magnitude of water level variations.

An efficient dock design and layout is essential to the success

of a recreational marina. In general, a good. layout should maximize

the number of boats berthed per acre without causing navigational or

safety problems. Layout refers to the spatial arrangement of bulkheads,

slips, walk@aye, fairways, and internal harbor waterways. The dimensions

of these components should be minimized while maintaining structural

integrity and stability of the docks and navigability of the waterways.
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An exception to this rule occurs for locations subject to more severe

wave, wind, or current loads that could cause maneuvering problems.



CHAPTER 3

SUNNA' OP DESIGN LOADS

Sound engineering design of any structure must include a discussion

of design loads. In the casa of docks, piers, and wharves, the ma]or

environmental design loads are waves, wind, current, and ice. Loading

conditions that may be considered man-made include boat impact, and

dead and live loads. While it is not. usually practical to design for

catastrophic loads, it is important to discuss them, as well as pre-

cautionary measures that may help avoid damage.

It is also important to compute accurately the magnitude of each load

category as the cost of the finished structure is directly proportional to

the severity of the design loads. Loads should be calculated on the basis

that all berths are occupied by the largest vessel that can be accommodated

since wind, wave, and current forces are generally assumed to act on the

boat hulls and have negligible effect on the structure alone. Hubbell

and Kulhawy �979b! discuss general environmental loads acting on coastal

structures. The following section presents methods for estimating the

loads to be used in design.

3.1 DESIGN WAVE AND WAVE FORCES

A harbor by definition should provide a place of refuge for boats

with a protected entrance to allow for safe access. Th e exists some

maximum acceptable wave height within a harbor under which a boat may

be handled safely without undue hazard to either the boat underway or

the surrounding harbor structures. Depending on the characteristics

of the using craft, the normal criteria for acceptable maximum wave
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height are 2 to 4 ft �.61 to 1.22 m! in the entrance channel, and

1 to 1.5 ft. �.30 to 0.46 m! in the berthing area  Dunham and Finn,

1974!. Since floating docks derive their support fxom the water

surface, they are obviously much more susceptible to wave action than

are fixed docks. A wave height of about 2 ft �.61 m! is the maximum

allowable for any floating system for structural design reasons. This

value is generally used as a design wave for small craft harbors, and

protective structures must. be provided to shelter inner harbor facilities

in locations subject to greater wave energy.

Wave energy within a harbor may have three sources, including wave

energy generated within the harbor by boats, wave energy generated within

the harbor by wind, and external wave energy passing through the harbor

entrance.

Boat-generated wave energy  wake! is a function of boat displacement,

speed, and distance fx'om the sailing line. As displacement and distance

ax'e not practical variables in minimizing boat wake, it is common to

post a five mile per hour  8 kph! speed limit on the busier watexways.

Speed limits must be strictly enforced if the harbox structux'es are

expected to reach their design lives without major maintenance. Boat

wake generation is discussed by Seymour �977! and Gas �969!.

Wave energy generated w thin the harbor is usually negligible for

small craft marines. Local w'nd waves may become appreciable, however,

if long unrestricted ovexwater fetches within the berthing area are

aligned with the prevailing winds, or under hurricane conditions. The

result, will be short period, steep sided waves that cause excessive

agitation in the berthing area. These local wind waves may present



a severe wave loading condition since their short periods may correspond

to the natural period of oscillation of berthed small boats. Hubbell and

Kulhswy �979b! review techniques for predicting waves. If it is found

that local wind waves may be a problem, alteration of the harbor geometry

or construction of an inner-harbor protective structure is required..

External wave energy may only enter the harbor by way of an unin-

terrupted waterway or by overtopping the harbor boundaries. In the process

of harbor planning, breakwaters and jetties are commonly provided to fur-

nish protection for the harbor area, and create a safe, convenient navi-

gable entrance. To obtain an acceptable wave environment with minimal

harbor surge, the planner must design the entrance  using variable geometry

and orientation! such that the external wave energy is properly attenuated.

Obviously this process can only be started with a study of the wave input:

wave height, period and direction. Next a refraction and diffraction

diagram analysis should be performed to determine the optimum orientation

of the protective structures  See Hubbell and Kulhawy, 1979b!. Finally,

model studies may be useful to check the actual performance of the layout

and make adjustments if necessary to obtain maximum attenuation.

Xn a discussion of wave forces on docks and piers, a distinction must

be made between breaking and non-breaking waves. Breaking waves create

a state of dynamic loading in which air pressures and impact must be

considered. Non-breaking wave forces are not as abrupt and are usually

applied. to the structure as a static load. According to Hubbell. and

Kulhswy �979b!, wave breaking is likely to occur for basin depths less

than 1.5 times the incident wave height. The suggested 2 ft �.61 m!

design wave will not break in the berthing area of a marina since
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the depth required for navigation is greater than 3 ft �.9 m!.

Therefore, the assumption will be made that all wave forces are caused

by non-breaking 2 ft �.61 m! waves, and these loads will be applied as

static loads. It should be noted, however, that waves are a cyclic

phenomena and that fatigue of the structural connectioas may be a

problem.

Dock structures are usually analyzed for wave loading applied ia

the priacipal directions, parallel aad perpendicular to the axis of

the main walkway. If the structure has adequate strength in these

directions, it has beea found that all other orientations will be

satisfactory as well  Bunhsm and Fina, 1974!.

Horizontal wave forces oa a floatiag body may be determined using

the Froude-Kriloff theory as described by Brater, McNown, and Stair

�958!. This procedure is presented graphically ia Figure 3.1 and is

based on the assumptioa that the berthed craft can be approximated by a

barge-like hull shape that is in contact with the pier  Winzler and Kelly,

1979!. Given the characteristics of the berthed vessels and the approach-

ing wave, the wave force  F 1! on a floatiag ob]ect is taken from Figure

3.1 in terms of the object's displaced volume. Figure 3.2 may be used

to estimate the displacement volume  Vd! of small craft as a function

of their overall length. Figure 3.3 is thea consulted to ad!ust the

fiaal wave force for the length of the floating body relative to the

wave length. A sample calculatioa of wave force is demonstrated in

Design Example 3.1

In the case of floating docks, two additional wave load situations

must be considered. First, when the incident wave is travelling parallel

to the structure face, bouyaacy will not be uniform along the length
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100 150 200 250 300

Wave Length  ft!
� ft 0.3048 m!

Figure 3.1 Horizontal Wave Force on a Ploating Gbgect  Winzler and Kelly,
1979, p. III-16, after Brater, NcHown and Stair, 1958!
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Desi E le 3.1

Given:

A deep draft recreational vessel with an overall length of 30 ft,

width of 7.5 ft, berthed in a saltwater mooring, and moored broadside to

the direction of wave attack.

Find: Wave force  F ! to be resisted by each finger pier because of a
wl

wave of 20 ft length and 2 ft height.

F ~ 5.8 lbs
wl

ft displacement

Vd = 157.4 ft 3

XjL 7.5 0.375
20

3ody adjustment factor P ~ 0.92

Therefore:

Wave force on each finger pier

F. l 5.8 lbs x 157.4 ft x 0.923

ft

F 839. 88 lbs
wl

~ 0.84 kip
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of the float system. The system should be analyzed. for the location of

the incident wave where it produces maximum moment and shear forces.

Second, horizontal wave forces on the dock profile are usually consi.dered

negligible where deep draft craft � to 8 ft : 0.61 to 2.44 m! are

moored. at the berth. When shallow draft craft  less than 2 ft or 0.61 m!

are moored at the berth, however, the wave force on the face of the dock

should be estimated. The dock width is not to be added. to the craft

width to obtain the body length used in Figure 3.3 since the connection

is not rigid. The displacement volume  V ! of the dock may be found

using the dead and live load weights described later in this chapter

and Figure 3.3 of this section..

Attempts have been made to refine the wave force analysis to recog-

nize the fact that most boats are moored in such a way that the hull

is not in contact with the dock  See Section 6.6!. Unfortunately,

the analysis becomes complex as the vessel. is able to translate relative

to the dock. This mcvement is restrained by the mooring lines, but

the load must still be considered dynamic. For example, Raichlin �968!

developed an analytical model in which the restoring forces of quasi-

elastic mooring lines respond in a nonlinear fashion to boat displace-

ment as a result of wave impulse loads. The restoring force predicted

with this method correlated well with measured v lues for a series of

field tests-

3. 2 WIND LOADS

The maximum lateral load on a harbor structure is most often the

result of wind pressure. Strong, steady winds usually cause loads greater

than those produced by waves, current, or impact. The wind velocity,
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shape of the exposed object, and the severity of gusts are factors in-

fluencing the design wind load which is usually expressed as a pressure

acting on the above-water profile.

In many areas, the design wind velocity may be taken from local

buildi.ng codes. Where these specifications are not available, local wind

records, or isotachs such as that shown in Figure 3.4 should be used.

In the case of the local wind records, it is important to ascertain how

and where the measurements were made. The wind velocity variation with

elevation is generally assumed to be logarithmic with near-surface winds

being much less severe than those measured at the standard altitude of

30 ft  9.1 m!. Figure 3.5 is a dimensionless plot of altitude Z versus

mean wind velocity V , and may be used to reduce wind velocity measured
w

at standard elevation to a design wind velocity at the level of the

overwater px'ofile. Figure 3.6 is presented to permit reduction of wi.nd

velocity not measured at standard height. The relationship used to

develop this profile is taken from Linsley, Kohler, and Paulhus �975!

and is expressed as follows:

ln � + 1
Z
zV

w

V wl ln � + 1

V ~ unknown mean velocity at profile height Zin which:

V ~ measured mean velocity at altitude Z  usuallywl
30 ft ox' 9.1 m! 1

z roughness length  Table 3.1!0

The roughness length  z ! of Equation 3.1 is defined as the height
o

above the surface at which the wind velocity is zero. Values of roughness

length are presented in Table 3.1 for various terrains including a rough
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- 0.004 V �. 2!

in which: V ~ mean wind velocity  mph!

P ~ wind pressure because of V  psf!
w

This relationship is presented. graphically in Figure 3.7. The wind

pressure from Equation 3.2 or Figure 3.7 must be multiplied by the

appropriate above-water profile area to determine the actual wind

load. Figure 3.8 presents the profile height  h! of small craft as

a function of their overall length �.!. k, sample calcu3.ation of wind

force  F 2! may then be performed as in Design Example 3.2. Note

that in Design Example 3.2, the profi.le of the small craft is taken

as its overall length times its height, resulting in a flat-sided,

barge-like shape. For most modern recreational boats, thi.s assumption

is quite conservative.

During the structural analysis phase of dock design, wind loads

must be applied to Individual fingers as well as to the entire system.

Wind loads over the length of a dock can be greatly reduced because of

a shielding ef ect of the boats to the windward side. Winzler and Kelly

sea. The use of the minimum suggested roughness length �.2 in. or 5 mm!

is a conservative assumption that would, to some degree, compensate for

gust 3.oads. Wind gusts are usually assumed to have negligible effect

because of their short duration, the high inertia of the boats, and

the flexibility of the mooring system.

Alter the mean wind velocity has been determined, i.t must be resolved

into a force acting on the structure. Hubbell and Kulhawy �979b!

present the following expression relating mean wind velocity to the wind

pressure  P ! that acts on the above-water profi.le of a dock system:
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Des'. Exam le 3.2

Given'-

A single power boat 30 ft long, moored broadside to the direction

of wind movement.

Find: The wind force  F 2! to be resisted by each finger pier because of a
w2

wind with an average velocity  V ! of 60 mph.
w

Wind Pressure P ~ 14.5 psf
w

Profile height h ~ 4.9 ft

F 2 14-5 psf x 4 9 ft x 30 f

F 2 2131.5 lb



�979! recommend a design value of 15 percent of the full wind pressure

be applied to boats that are shielded by other boats, or structures,

while Dunham and Finn �974! suggest 20 percent.

3. 3 CAKED& LOADS

The primary sources of water currents include river flow, tidal

variations, and harbor surge. River currents vary little in magnitude

 peaking at the flood stage of the river! and are constant in direction.

Tides on the other hand produce a sinusoidal load that reverses direc-

tion in a predictable manner. Where river flow and tides interact along

a coast line, currents may be much stronger in one direction controlled

by the constant flow of the river. Harbor surge occurs primarily because

of surf beat resonance.

When a resonant wave system is set. up within a harbor, currents

are produced at the nodal points of the waves. At. this location, the

vertical motion is negligible, but the horizontal motion of the water

particles may be quite strong. Figure 3.9 illustrates the superposition

of waves because of resonance and the resultant harmonic motion. A good

discussion of resonance is presented by Galvin �969!. Nodal current

velocity may be from 2 to 4 fps �.6 to 1.2 mjs! while currents from

tidal action are typically an order of magnitude less and may be considered

negligible. Because of the large variation of current speeds within

the berthing area, no standard minimum pressure has been adopted and

current load design is performed on the basis of the maximum expected

current. Current load from harbor surge must therefore be used uniformly

unless it can be proven that resonance will not occur.
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AntinedeAntinode

 c! SUPERPOSITION OF IY*VES.  b! GEOMETRY OF NODE ANL
ANTINODE

DISTRIBUTION OF NODES AiND ANTINODES:  a! SECOND HAR-
MONIC FOR CLOSED HARBOR:  h! FUNDAMENTAL FOR OPEN HARBOR:
 n! SECOND HARMONIC FOR OPEN HARBOR

Figure 3.9 Superposition of Haves and Harmonic Notion
  :alvin, 1969, pp. 78 and 81!
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Current force, F, is related to current velocity through the follow-

ing expression:
x V

2

F' P x A = F � A- x A
c c c2 2g c2

�. 3!

P current pressure  psf or kN/m !
2

c

y ~ unit weight of water  pcf or kN/m ! 3
w

62.4 pcf  9.8 kN/m ! fresh water3

in which:

~ 64.0 pcf �0.1 kN/m ! salt water3

V ~ current veloci.ty

g ~ constant of gravitational acceleration

~ 32.2 ft/sec  9.81 m/sec !2 2

A 2 underwater profile areac2

Figure 3.10 relates current pressure to current velocity for both

salt and fresh water using Equation 3.3. Since there is only a 3 percent

difference between these curves, the salt water curve may be used when

the composition of the water is uncertain without being aver-conservative.

Figure 3.11 shows underwater boat profile height versus boat length

and should be used to compute the underwater profile area, A . As in
c

the case of wind loading, underwater profile height is often assumed

to be 15 percent of sUp length  Winzler and Kelly, 1979!. Figure 3.11

shows, however, that this approximation is only accurate for commercial

fishing boats and may be in error by + 2 ft �.61 m! depth for a 40 ft

�2.2 m! boat.

The application of current loads to a berthing facility is performed

in the same manner as wind loading. Winzler and Kelly {1979! aga'n

reccmnmnd applying 15 percent of the maximum current load to shielded
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H.gure 3. 10 Current. Pressure versus Current Velocity
 After Quinn, 1972, p. 296!
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hulls. Cheung and Kulhawy �981! may be consulted for current forces

on piles.

3. 4 BOAT IMPACT

Impact loads occur as two objects collide. Minor collisions are

a common eveat in small craft harbors as boats are maneuvered into their

berths. Since direct contact of the boat and dock may result in damage

to both, some form of protectioa or "feadering" is commonly provided

to absorb the energy of impact:

Impact may be seen as a form of kinetic energy:

VImpact ~ K.E.  Kinetic Eaergy! ~ 1 mia B
2 g �. 4!

where: g ~ constant of gravitational acceleration

32.2 ft/sec  9.81 m/sec !2 2

V ~ velocity of boat normal to the dock
B

~ weight of boat
min

~ 12 L for pleasure boats
2

~ 25 L for commercial boats
2

L ~ length of boat

Thi.s relatioaship is presented in a coavenieat graphical form in Figure

3. 12. Fi.gure 3.2 depicts boat weight as a function of leagth.

The variables of boat impact as showa above are boat weight and

velocity. Height may not be considered a true vari~hie since it depends

on the geometry of the slip which must be desi.gaed to withstand the

impact of the largest boat it caa accommodate. Note that the weight

curves of Figure 3.2 are minimum values aad should be adjusted upward

by the designer to account for special passenger or cargo loads.
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Figure 3.12 Docking Zmpact Energy for Sma].1 Craft
 State of California, 1980, p. 6!
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Impact velocity depends not only on pilot skill but also meteoro-

logical and oceanographic conditions  Cheung and Kulhswy, 1981!. As

the speed of approach must be assumed, herein lies the greatest uncer-

tainty. The impact velocity is a critical parameter since impact

energy varies with the square of the velocity. Winzler and Kelly �979!

recommend that a velocity of one foot per second �.3 m/s! normal to the

dock be assumed for small boats. This is also a minimum value and

should. be increased subject to the designers discretion, if difficult

docking conditions are anticipated.

Figure 3.3.3 illustrates a boat entering a slip and. impacting

one of its sides. In adverse conditions, the boat may not enter the

slip perfectly and will, therefore, contact the slip at some small

angle. Quinn �.972! suggests an approach angle of 10 degrees with

respect to the face of the dock to be used for design purposes.

Note Chat a velocity of 1 fps �.3 m/s! normal to the dock corresponds

to an approach velocity of + knots �.0 m/s! for an angle of 30 degrees.

The energy to be absorbed by the dock ahd fender system is usually

taken to be half of the kinetic energy as obtained in Figure 3-12.

Figure 3.13 shows that the point of contact is assumed to be at the one

fourth point along the boat, and Chat the impact energy acts through the

center of gravity of the boat. As a result, the center of gravity tends

to rotate about the point of contact. causing a hydrostatic pressure

build-up along the side of the boat that absorbs some of the energy

of impact. Figure 3.3.4 relates the percentage of impact energy  K !

that must be absorbed by the fender system, to the berthing contact
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c.g. � Center of Gravity
V � Approach Velocity
V - Velocity of Boat 5ormal to Dock
B E � Impact Energy
L � Overall Boat Length

Figure 3.13 Assumed Geometry for Boat Impact Analysis
 After Quinn, 1972, p. 384!
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point along the boat  K 0.5 for contact of L/4!. Note that if

the boat strikes at its midpoint all of the impact energy must be

acting on the dock directly. This maximum value  K 1.0! should

be used for small boats when adverse conditions such as high winds

or turbulent water are expected since the orientation of approach

will be uncertain. The reduction in impact energy should be made,

however, for larger boats and calm weather conditions.

Impact loading is the primary design criterion of fendering systems.

Fenders act to distribute impacts into the major structural components

of the dock without causing large stress concentrations. Since impact

tends to be of short duration, it should not be combined with large

wind or current forces. Impact energy has the dimensional units of

work  ft-lbs! and must be absorbed through a displacement of the fender.

Impact is obviously a case of dynamic loading, but analysis of a struc-

tural system for such a load is very complex. It is common practice

to apply impact as a static load so that the relationship between

impact energy and fender deformation becomes:

K.E. x K
2

�.5!

where: K ~ reduction coefficient for berthing point
 see Figure 3 ' 14!

k stiffness of dock and fender system  k/ft!

6 ~ deformation of the fender under impact  ft!

The stiffness  k! of a fender is defined as the force caused by a unit

displacement, and is a function of the material properties of the fender,

and the structural design of the supporting framework. The necessary
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stiffness is determined by the maximum d,eformation that can be

tolerated.

3.5 ICE LOADS

Northern harbors present a very hostile environment for harbor:

structux'es. Ece forces are responsible for extensive damage to boats,

docks and piers. While it is possible to avoid damage to most boats

by removing them from the water, large floating docks, fixed docks,

and piers must be designed to resist ice loads. The ice forces themselves

may be minimized by reducing the ice sheet thickness with compressed

air bubbler systems. The design details and limitations of these

bubbler systems are discussed by Ashton �974!.

Significant vertical and horizontal loads result from the formation

of ice in a harbor. Vertical loads are caused by ice "grip" as ice

adheres to the surface of floats, piles and bracing. Fluctuation

of the water level then ~oses load from the water-ice system on

to the structure. Sieche action  responsible for most winter water

level fluctuation! is the short term rise and fall of water level

caused by persistent. strong winds piling up water, or because of changes

in barometxic pressure over the lake  Wortley, 1979!. The period of a

sieche may range from a few minutes for a bay or harbor to ten hours for

a very lax'ge lake. and water level changes of 3 in. �6 mm! in ten minutes

are common. Uplift forces are caused by bouyancy of the ice as the water

level seeks to rise. Downdrag results when the water level lowers and

the ice sheet becomes an added "dead load" as it hangs up on the structural

members.

Lateral ice loads may be broken down into two categories, including
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thermal expansion loads and ice floe impact loads. Expansion of ice as

it freezes generates tremendous compressive forces if the ice is confined.

In some cases horizontal pressures of 400 psi �.7 MN/m !  the approximate2

crushing strength of ice! have been used for pier design, as reported by

Wortley �979! but this may be overly conservative. In practice, ice

crushing strength is less because of impurities and cracking. Ice floe

impact is caused by the momentum of moving ice blocks and is often ignored

as a design criterion. Wortley �979! observed that the horizontal forces

of the moving pieces generally do not exceed the mooring forces for which

the docks are designed, so no special analysis is required.

The engineering characteristics of ice and the different forms of

ice loading are discussed further by Eubbell and Kulhswy �979b!. Proce-

dures are presented to estimate the magnitude of ice loads. Note that

the flexibility of the dock system, and the rate of deformation have con-

siderable influence on ice forces. These variables are often site specific

and must be recognized by the designer when applying ice loading to the

trial design. Another important parameter, ice thickness, is dependent on

location, severity of the winter, and the salinity of the water. Salt water

typically freezes at 28'7  -2 C! while fresh water freezes at 32'F  O'C!.

An ice sheet in salt water will always be thinner than in fresh water for

the same temperature conditions, thus reducing the ice load. Where

salinity is uncertain, it is consemative to assume fresh water.

3.6 DEAD AND LIVE LOADS

A dead load by definition includes the combined weights of all the

components that are considered permanent in a structural system. For

a fixed pier, the dead load will be the sum of the weights of all
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piling, pile caps, stringers, decking, fenders, hardware, and aay

permaneatly attached accessories. In the case of a floating dock, the

piling, pile caps, and stringers are replaced by flotation units, wales,

and. gaagways. Permanent accessories include pipes, pumps, utilities,

fire fightiag equipment, storage lockers, etc. The dead load in its

various combinations must be added to the live load to develop a desi.ga

load for each structural compoaent.

The unit weight of the timber used in construction should be assumed

to be a minimum of 35 pcf �.5 kM/m !. Dry Douglas fir or Southern pine3

for example may have a dry unit weight of 35-40 pcf �.5 � 6.3 RH/m !,3

di.sregarding the retention weight of water or preservatives. Actual density

in service will depend on the species of tree, moisture content, and the

type of preservative treatment. Hubbell aad Kulhswy �979a! may be con.�

sulted on wood properties aad preservatives. Reiaforced concrete using

staadard aggregate has a unit weight of L50 pcf �3.6 kN/m !. The unit3

weight of steel is 490 pcf �7.2 kH/m ! but weight per lineal foot, is

usually specified. by the manufacturer for common structural shapes.

Aluminum has a unit weight of approximately 169 pcf �6.6 kN/m !, but this

may vary considerablg depending on the type of alloy. As in the case of

steel, manufacturers supply the weight per lineal foot of aluminum members.

Live load criteria are usually specified by local buidling codes-

Ia the absence of such specifications, there are accepted minimum loads

that should be applied to the various types of structures.

Fixed piers are normally designed for a deck live load of not less

than 100 psf �.8 kN/m ! of deck area oa main walkways. Finger piers2

having limited access are often designed for 50 psf  Dunham aad Finn,
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1974!. This design live load must be adjusted by the designer if

vehicular traffic or heavy cargo is anticipated. Piers upon which a

vehicle may be driven should be designed for at least H 10-44 loading as

specified by tha AASEZ0 Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges  State

of California, 1980!. H 10-44 loading specifies a 20,000 lb  89 kN!

truck having a 14 ft �.3 m! wheelbase snd a front/rear axle weight dis-

tribution of 4,000 lb. l7.8 kN! and l6,000 lb �1.2 kN! respectively.

Floating docks must be provided with sufficient flotation to support

their dead load plus a uniform live load of 20 psf  l.0 kN/m !. A2

floating pier used solely for pedestrian access to a floating structure,

however, should. be designed to support its dead load plus a minimum live

load of 40 psf �.9 kN/m ! since there wiLL be heavy traffi.c. An2

exception may be made in the case of a rough water installation using a.

thin-deck laminated wood float system  State of California, 1980! ~ Under

these conditions, it is advantageous to maintain a "flexible" structure,

and the use of the 20 psf  l.0 kN/m ! live load requirement results2

in a large number of flotation pontoons that act to stiffen" .the system.

Under no circumstances should a live Load Less than 12 psf �.6 kN/m !2

be used for any floating dock.

Both fixed and floating structures must also be able to support a

400 lb �.8 kN! concentrated Load without overstressing the framing

members or creating more than a 6 tilt of the deck surface. This con-

centrated load need not be applied simultaneously with the uniform live

load previously discussed.

The State of California  l980! recommends that gangways up to 6 ft

�. 8 m! in width be designed to support a minimum live load of 40 psf
2�.9 kN/m ! while those greater than 6 ft �.8 m! wide must support



at least 100 psf �.8 kN/m ! ~ I<ote that haLf of. the Live load on2.

the gangway must be transmitted to the end of a floating pier. Extra

flotation must be provided to support this concentrated load.

A final live load specification refers to walkway and gangway rail-

ings. The railings should be capable of withstanding a horizontal force

of 20 ppf �.29 kNfm! at their highest point from the deck  State

of California, 1980!.

3. 7 CATASTROPHIC LOADS

Catastrophic loads are caused by meteorological events such as

earthquakes, hurricanes, and tsunamis. As stated in the introduction,

it is not practical to design docks, piers, and wharves to resist these

severe loads directly. Protection in the form of breakwaters or jetties

should be provided during the harbor planning and layout phase so that

the harbor performs as an integrated system.

In areas where the probability of catastrophic loading is high,

heavy emphasis should be pLAced on early warning and emergency evacuation

systems. If the marina operator is given sufficient warning of the ap-

proach of a storm it may be possible to secure the harbor and avoid major

damage. Some preparations that may be made include: the transfer of

small boats from the water to dry storage to minimize wind and current

loads, inspection of moorings to make sure that all lines are snug snd

in good condition, checking the placement of portable fenders, disconnec-

tion of electric and fuel lines in case of rupture, and clearing all

personnel from the area.

Tsunamis are long period �0-20 minute!, high velocity  several

hundred miles per hour! waves of seismic origin  Dunham and Finn, 1974!.
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As these waves approach shore, they cause water level fluctuations like

a rapid tide with a magnitude of several feet. Some design considerations

for tsunami prone areas are as follows' anchorages must resist the lateral

loads of tsunami-generated currents, anchor pile tops in a floating slip

syst: em must be high enough that the floats do not rise above them, pile

guides should be provided with a barnacle shearing device to keep floats

from hanging up on anchor piles as the trough passes, and the basin area

should be dredged deep enough so that the berthed craft are not lowered

to the bottom.

3.8 COKBINATION OF LOADS

It is clear that, harbor structures must be designed to resist

individually each of the load categories previously mentioned. While

it is not likely that these loads would act on the structure simultaneously,

it is important to consider possible combinations. Most of the loads

are caused by the environment and typically fluctuate in both magnitude

and direction with time. Current, wind, and wave forces may in some

cases be directly additive, but it would not be reasonable to combine

thea all indiscriminantly at their maximum values. Two cases of

combined loading will be considered for this report. Case 1 vill apply

wind pressure directed perpendicular to the structural element with waves

of a suitable length to maximize lateral load also approaching perpen-

dicular to the element. This combination produces the maximum horizontal

load that can normally be expected. Case 2 maintains the wind pressure

normal to the dock element, but applies a variable length wave moving

parallel to the structure. The result is a combination of vertical and

horizontal loads that may be critical for wale design. and connections.
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Current forces have not been included in the above combinations

because the loads produced by harbor surge are very severe and harbor

surge is a relatively rare occurrence that can be avoided through proper

layout and planning. This is not to say that such current loads will

not or do not occur. Winsler and Kelly �979! suggest that to accommodate

such site specific conditions, designs should assess environmental load-

ing conditions that may require more stringent loads, or which may require

reductions in allowable stress because of fatigue considerations. To be

thorough, the analysis should be sufficiently detailed to apply to specific

locations within the berthing area where increased loads may be experienced.

3-9 SUMMARY

The several types of loads that should be addressed in the design

of harbor structures such as docks, piers, and wharves have been in-

troduced herein. Procedures are presented to determine the forces be-

cause of wind, wave, current, boat impact, ice, and dead and live loads.

Catastrophic loads caused by earthquakes, hurricanes, and tsunamis are

also discussed briefly but it is not usually practical to incorporate

them in structural design.

Host of these loads are a product of environmental conditions and

are highly variable in magnitude and direction over time. The loads

used in design must be appropriate to the location of the structure,

taking into consideration site specific conditions. Underestimation

of the design loads will usually result in premature failure while being

overconservative causes costs to become excessive. Good ]udgment in

the estimation of design loads is the first step toward obtaining proper

performance at an acceptable price.



CHAPTER 4

ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS

Material properties are an important aspect in the process of

structural design. From the designer's point of view, each material

should be used. "efficiently" in an effort to make the most of its

structural capabilities while at the same time minimizing first cost.

The owner on the other hand will be more concerned with maintenance

costs and service life. Therefore, the material must be functionally

adequate as well as Structurally sound. An untreated timber pile that

comes under the attack of marine borers may quickly lose its strength

and fail prematurely. In this case, the material is initially strong

enough to support the loads, but it is unacceptable because of environ-.

mental factors. The marine environment is usually very hostile toward

engineering works, and a useful service life may be difficult to achieve

unless the proper material is chosen. For a discussion of the

deterioration pzocess and the cozresponding protective measures avail-

able, the reader should zefer to Hubbell and Kulhawy �979a!. This

chapter will focus on the engineering properties of the materi~~ and

how they influence performance in a coastal structure. Concrete,

steel, and wood are the principal materials addressed since they are

the ones most commonly used. Emphasis has been placed on concrete

and wood since they may be quite variable as structural materials and

are often misused. Other materials including aluminum and wrought-

iron are also ~entioned brief]y.

60



4 . 1 CONCRETE

As with other structural materials, strength is an important

characteristic of concrete. In the marine environment, however, concrete

strength may not be the primary design criterion since properti.es such

as durability, permeability, and wear resistance become more critical.

If the engineer provides for these latter considerations when designing

a concrete mix, adequate strength is often assured. In this section,

the variables that influence each of the above mentioned properties

will be examined. Gui.delines will then be presented concerning mix

design specifications.

Durability

The useful life of concrete is normally limited by the disintegra-

tion effects of freezing and thawing, wetting and drying, heating and

cooling, chemical attack, and abrasion. To be durable, concrete must

be able to withstand these types of exposure so than an acceptable

service life is attained. Durability may be enhanced by choosing the

proper type cement and aggregate. Other variables include aggregate

gradation, water-cement ratio, and the use of entrained air or water

reducing admixtures. Cement types have been investigated by Hubbell

and Kulhawy �979a! and will not be addressed here.

Aggregate forms by far the major portion of the concrete, and the

durability of the mix is directly proportional to the durability of the

aggregate. For this reason, concrete specifications require a well

graded aggregate of proven durability  Cordon, 1979; ACI, 197Sa; Bureau

of Reclamation, 1975!. If possible, "proof" of durability should come

from field experi.ence. Alternatively, a laboratory procedure such
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as the Magnesium Sulfate Soundness test  ASTM C88-76! may be used to

verify aggregate stability. As illustrated by Figure 4. l, concrete

durability is increased in mixes using a low water-cement ratio and

incorporating some degree of entrained air. Water reducing agents,

as implied by their name, allow foz greater durability by further

reducing the ~ster content while maintaining workability.

All concrete is porous to some degree because of the presence of voids

within the mix. These voids are caused by the loss of water during drying,

the decrease in volume of the cement paste during hydration, and the

voids incorporated intentionally through entrained air. As with

other porous media, concrete is permeable to air, water, and water

soluble corrosives. Since these agents adversely affect the weathering

and durability of marine concrete, it is advantageous to proportion

the mix for minimum permeability. Fortunately, the water-cement ratio

is again the primary factor involved. It should be kept as low as

possible while still maintaining a workable mix Phxrdock and Blackledge,

l968!. Figure 4.2 shows the relationship between the water-cement

ratio and the coefficient of permeability foz various maximum aggre-

gate sizes. To assure low concrete permeability, good aggregates must

be used that are sound and of low porosity. The aggregate should also

be proportioned so that maximum density is achieved. A convenient

way to represent this concept is through the use of gradation charts

 Figures 4.3 and 4.4!. Figure 4.3 shows two gradation .curves drawn

on a gradation chart which plots the percent of a test sample passing

various sieve sizes versus the log of the aperture particle size. Figure

4.4 on the other hand is a gradation chart of percent passing versus
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aperture size raised to the 0.45 power. The gradation curve which

is suggested by Nurdock and Blackledge �968! as a standard mix for

the 1.5 in. �8 mm! maximum aggregate size has been replotted on the

second chart. Note that while the shape of the curves is concave up on

the standard chart, it is nearly a straight line when redrawn. It has

been found experimentally that a straight line connecting the maximum

and minimum allowable aggregate sizes on the 0.45 power chart  demon-

strated by the broken line! represents a gradation that will have the

maximum theoretical density. The designer has only to choose the

maximum aggregate size and plot the line on the graph to estimate

the percentages of each aggregate size when specifying a dense mix.

Two final factors that influence concrete permeability are age

and. conditions during curing. Permeability decreases as the concrete

ages and approaches a complete "set". Since the outer layer of the

concrete is the most critical for permeabiU.ty  because it covers and

protects the reinforcing steel!, it is very important to keep the surface

moist during the cure, particularly during the first few days  Rxrdock

and Rlackledge, 1968!.

Abrasion Resistance

Abrasion resistance is directly related to the crushing strength

of the concrete since concentrated stresses tend to chip and spall

the surface. Generally, the concrete with the highest compressive

strength will have the greatest wear resistance. The susceptibility

of the aggregate to chemical attack may also be important. Limestone .

for example, dissolves in an acid environment which often occurs in

polluted areas.
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Concrete strength is highly variable and is dependent on such

factors as water-cement ratio, curing, degree of compaction, aggregate

properties and admixtures. Water-cement ratio is again the most impor-

tant single factor in determining concrete strength. Figure 4.5 illus-

trates the decxease in strength that occurs as the water-cement ratio

increases. The lowest water-cement ratio that. may be used while still

providing acceptable workability will result in the strongest mix,

all other factors staying constant. It is convenient that at the same

time durability, permeability, and wear resistance are also optimized.

The influence of curing on strength is very complex and can be best

illustrated with the aid of two figures. Figure 4.6 demonstrates the

effect of moist curing on strength gain with age, while Figure 4.7

indicates the temperature dependency of concrete strength. Optimum

strength may be achieved by moist curing at a relatively warm temperature

|,'70'F!, The summer months are therefore the best season for concrete

construction with respect to proper curing in the field.

Thorough compaction is necessary to densify the mix and remove

unwanted void spaces. It can be carried to the extreme, however, since

vib~ation will segregate the aggregate and reduce strength. Aggregate

properties such as surface texture, particle size, pax'ticle shape,

and aggregate-paste bond influence concrete strength. Their effects

are somewhat interrelated and tend to have compensating results. For

example, rough surface textures enhance concrete strength  assuming a

cement paste of constant water-cement ratio! because of better bonding,

but a greater paste content is required. Angular particles also increase

strength by creating an "aggregate interlock" but require higher water-
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cement ratios for workability. The lower water-cement ratio obtained.

with a rounded aggregate balances the better strength producing pro-

perties of a crushed aggregate. In geaeral, high quality concrete

is assur'ed by using strong, clean, sound aggregate proportioned for

a dense gradatioa.

Air entrainment aad water reducing agents ar'e the most common

admixtures used in marine concrete. Entrained air reduces the strength

of the concrete by about 5 percent for each percent of entraiaed air.

Figure 4.5 demonstrates this strength loss graphically. Water reducing

admixtures have become widely accepted as a means of increasing slump

and workability without compromising strength or quality. They may

also be used to decrease the water coateat of a mix without reducing

the slump or workability.

Reccmmendatioas for Marine Concrete

Marine concrete must be of high quality if it is to resist the

environmeatal and structural loads imposed oa it and still provide

a useful service life. Specifications for marine concrete aaturally

place limits oa many of the parameters previously discussed as iaflueaciag

coacrete properties. Table 4.1 presents a summary of the recommendatioas

of three committees concerned with the quality of coacrete used in

mariae structures. Note that while these guidelines aid in producing

a high quality concrete, the final mix proportions should always be

based on the adjustmeat of trial mixes whenever possible. Properties

peculiar to each aggregate type must be taken into consideratioa. Step

by step procedures for proportioning normal, heavyweight, and lightweight

concretes are presented in the 1977 American Concrete Institute standards
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 ACI 211.1-77 and ACI 211.2-69!.

4.2 STEEL

Steel is a very' common materi.al in modern civil engineering.

It is estimated that steel is used in at least a mi,llion applications

 Cordon, 1979!. With respect to coastal structures, the steel products

of interest are structural steel, reinforcing steel, and hardware such

as bolts. While many steel alloys are available for high strength

or corrosion resistance, the most common steel i,s an' all purpose carbon

grade referred to as "mild steel"  ASTN designation A36!. Table 4.2

lists the various steel alloys available, giving their ASTN designations

and common uses. While each of these alloys may hold advantages over

A36 structural carbon steel, they should not be used indiscriminantly

since they may cost. significantly more. Table 4.3 indicates the avail-

ability of the different. steel types for structural shapes, plates

and bars. Note that the table includes t' he ultimate and yield stresses

for each alloy listed. Other steel properties that are important are

the modulus of elasticity �9. 1 x 10 psi oz 200 GN/m ! and density6 2

�90 pcf or 77.2 kH/m !.3

Steel's low cost and excellent engineering properties compensate

foz its one major flaw; corrosion. The process of corrosion and the

methods of protecting steel from its effects are dealt with in detail

by Hubbell and Kulhawy �979a! and will not be discussed further here.

4. 3 WOOIj

Wood was one of the very first materials used by man for the purpose

of construction, and its unique engineering properties will make it
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Table 4.3 Availability of Shapes, Plates and Bars According
To ASK?i Structural Steel Specifications  AISC,
1980, p.. 1-5!

~ lAinirnum unless a range is shown.
s Includes bar-size shapes.
' For shapes over 426 lbs./ft.. minimum af 58 ksi only applies.
a Plates only.
SS Available.
W ffot available.
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indispensable in the future. High strength in addition to low weight

gives wood a strength to weight ratio much larger than for steel or

concrete  Cordon, 1979!. Wood is easily worked using a variety of

tools and it is readily available in standard sizes and grades. Timber

structures are attractive, inexpensive, and may be very durable if

properly treated. Wood structural members also have excellent shock

resistance. The following section first examines the nature of wood

with respect to its growth, composition, defects, and species. Second,

the variables that influence strength and shrinkage are discussed.

Third, the response of wood to load duration  both short and long term!

and its fire resistance are investigated, and finally, laminated wood

members are presented.

Growth, Com osition, Defects and Species

Wood is a cellular material growing naturally in response to constantly

changing conditions such as moisture regime, soil status, and growing

space. It is an orthotropic substance composed of long tube-like

cells  Figure 4.8!, having unique and independent mechanical properties

along each of three mutually perpendicular axes; longitudinal, radial,

and tangential  FPL, 1974!. Figure 4.9 depicts these axes with respect

to the grain direction and growth rings. 3ecause of this special case

of anisotropy, extensive tasting would have to be conducted to determine

separately all of the mechanical properties of wood on each of its axes.

To compound the problem, these data must be acquired on many different

species of wood. In practice, wood is only used in simple tension

or compression parallel to the grain, and simple bending along its

s rong axis, so the amount of testing is greatly reduced.
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of WoodFi re 4.9 The Orthotropic Axes o
 ASCE, 1915, p. 33!
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For the purposes of testing, small specimens of "clear" wood

 free of defects! are used. that are .assumed to be homogeneous. In

fact, because of the variable environmental conditions noted pre-

viously, the mechanical propex'ties of "clear" wood may be highly variable

themselves. On a larger scale however, the behavior of wood members

is often controlled by defects such as knots, cx'oss-gzain, checks snd

splits. Other imperfections, including insect damage, reaction wood,

compression failures, pitch, and bark pockets may also x'educe the

strength and flexibility of wood members. Mood properties are also

very species dependent. Hardwood species include the deciduous, broad-

leaved trees that shed their leaves in the fall in cooler climates.

Softwoods on the other hand, are conifers that are "needle-leaved"

and reproduce through seed bearing cones. These "evex'green" softwoods

make up most of the commercially important species because of their

rapid growth and straight stems. The species available in the United

States aze listed in Table 4.4. Note that most of the species are

softwoods and that while most hardwoods have a greater specific gravity

 i.e., greater density!, there are exceptions- Specific gravity is

a useful index of the mechanical properties of wood, the primary one

being strength.

Parameters Influancin Stren th and Shrinka~e

Tests of small, clear, straight-grained wood samples establish

an upper bound on the strength of an actual wood member. Grading zules

are then applied to reduce the allowable strength of the member caused

by defects and other stxength-reducing characteristics. The basis

for lumbar grading in the United States is the American lumber standard
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PS 20-70 published by the Board of Review of the American Lumber Stan-

dards Committee �970!. After visual inspection, each grade is given

a commercial designation  No. l, No. 2, etc.!. This system allows

the lumber yard to supply the user with the proper grade corresponding

with the strength values used in design. The material properties of

visually graded structural lumber to be used in design of wood struc-

tures is presented by the National Porest Products Association �978a!.

Some of the more important parameters concerning the strength

of wood members are specific gravity, growth characteristics, defects,

moisture content, temperature, grain orientation, chemicals, and decay.

Of these, the important growth characteristics and defects have been

mentioned briefly. The manner in which each defect or growth irregularity

affects timber strength will not be addressed since the material pro-

perties recommended by the National Porest Products Association �978a!

have been adjusted according to the appropriate grading rule.

Specific gravity is related to the amount of woody fiber that

a piece of wood contains. Regardless of species, the specific gravity

of this woody fiber  primarily cellulose! is about 1.5  FPL, 1974!.

The specific gravities in Table 4.4 are considerably less than 1.5

because part of the volume of a piece of wood. is occupied by all cavities

and pores. Logically, lower void volumes will be associated with

thicker cell walls that should result in greater strength. This ~ s

found to be true as the tensile and compressive strengths of wood increase

with specific gravity for clear, straight-grained pieces that are free

of defects  Patton, 1976!. It should be noted however that specific

gravity also reflects the presence of gums, resins, and various imper-

fections that may actually reduce strength while increasing density.
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When fresh cut wood begins to lose moisture in the seasoning  drying!

process, the cell walls remain saturated until the free water within the

cell cavities has been evaporated. The Fiber Saturation Point  FSP! may

then be defined as the state where free water evaporation is complete but

the cell walls are still saturated. For most species, this occurs between

25 and 30 percent moisture content  National Forest Products Association,

1978b!. While variations in the moisture content above the FSP have little

effect on the strength of wood, the mechanical properties will increase with

a decrease in moisture content below the FSP  Table 4.5!. The location of

vood members used in harbor structures ranges from totally submerged to

above the water but open to the weather. Since these members wiU. tend to

come to equilibrium with their environment, their moisture contents can be

expected to vary from saturated to send.-dry �5 to 20X moisture content!.

Some provision must be made to reduce the design strengths of timber

members when they must serve at high moisture contents. The National

Forest Products Association �978a! specified maximum moisture contents

for various wood species, and presents reduction factors to be applied

to the tabulated strength properties when these moisture contents are

exceeded.

The drying process may also be important since wood strength may be

permanently reduced by prolonged temperatures abbve 150 F �5'C!.

Figure 4.10 demonstrates the effect of extended heating on modulus

of rupture. Temperature extremes may be expected during the oven drying

of lumber and during the pressure preservative treatment process. In

the latter case, the maximum temperature level and duration are respec-

tively 240'F �15'C! and 10-15 hours  NacLean, 1952!. As shown by
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Figure 4.10, the damage incurred by such heating should be negligible.

In structural design, wood members are commonly loaded both parallel

and perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the member. In the first

case, growth ring orientation is not important as long as the member

is straight-grained. If the fibers do not run parallel to the longitudinal

axis  as in the case of cross or spiral grain!. a reduction of working

stress has been made through application of the grading xules. Growth

ring orientation is important, however, when the member is loaded in

bending  stress perpendicular to the longitudinal axis!. The orientation

of the stress with respect to the growth rings may range from tangential

� degrees! to radial  90 degrees! as illustrated in Figure 4.11.

Depending on the portion of the log it was sawn from, the orientation

of the growth rings relative to the faces of the member may range from

pure tangential to pure radial. As such, grain orientation must be

incorporated in the grading rules when rating a member for its allowable

wor]dng stress.

The recommended wood strength properties  National Forest Products

Association, 1978a! are all based on edgewise use  bending stress applied

to the narrow face!, and using these values for flat-oriented membex's would

be incorrect. Again, footnotes are provided. to adjust the tabulated

design values fox grain orientation.

The effects of chemicals on the mechanical properties of wood

depends primarily on the specific type of chemical involved  FPL, 1974!.

Basica].ly, they may be separated into two groups: swelling and non-

swelling liquids. Petroleum oils and creosote are examples of non-

swelling chemicals since they cause no volume change of the wood and
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Figure 4.11 Load Direction in Relation to
Annual Growth Ring Direction
 Forest Erodncts Laboratory,
3.974, p. 4-29!
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therefore have no appreciable effect on properties. Liquids that cause

swelling on the other hand  water, alcohol, and organic solvents for

example! may reduce properties even though they do not. chemically degrade

the wood  FPL, L974!. The loss of properties is a function of the degree

of swelling and the process is reversible upon removal of the swelling

Liquid. Obviously there will be water present in the marine environment

so some volume change of structural wood members is to be expected. Chem-

icals that act to decompose the wood fiber  alkaline solutions and non-

oxidizing acids! result in a permanent reduction in properties. While

pollutants may cause some of these substances to be present in trace amounts

in harbor waters, their concentrations are negligible and cause no damage.

Water-borne preservative salts are now commonly applied to timber for marine

use to provide resistance to decay and fire. Ki.ln drying usually follows

the preservative treatment. While mechanical properties are essentially

unchanged for pressure preservative salt treatments, the combined effects

of fire retardants and kiln drying may reduce maximum load as much as 45

percent. A 10 percent reduction is often applied to the design modulus

of rupture which is affected much less severely.

Decay is caused by a fungi that. consumes the cellulose and Lignin

in the wood, seriously reducing strength. The rate, of decay depends on

moisture content, oxygen availability, snd temperature  National Forest

Products Association, 1978b!. The process of decay and t' he treatment

of wood to combat it is discussed by Hubbell and Kuihawy  l979a! and will

not be addressed here.

Shrinkage is dependent primarily on moisture content. It begins

when the free vater in the cells has been evaporated  '.e., at the

fiber saturat'on point FSP! and continues until the member comes into
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equilibrium with its surroundings. The reverse process, expansion, is

equally likely if excess moisture is available to be absorbed. Wood

shrinkage is greatest in the direction of the annual growth rings

 tangentially!, somewhat less across the rings  radially!, and very

little along the grain  longitudinaLly!  National Forest Products Asso-

ciation, 1978b!. Longitudinal shrinkage is negligible except for very

long continuous members, or for abnormal wood which is usuaLly excluded

in well graded structural lumber. Typical shrinkage values are given

in Table 4.6. Figure 4.12 is presented to illustrate that because of

shrinkage, wood members will distort from their fresh cut shape.

The Effects of Load Duration

Wood has the property of carrying 'substantially greater maximum loads

for short durati.ons than for long durations of loading. The strength

values tabulated by the National Forest Products Association �978a!

are based on the "normal duration" of loading which is defined as

"the application of the full maximum normal design load for the dura-

tion of approximately ten years  either continuously or cumulatively!

and/or the application of 90 percent of this full maximum design load

continuously throughout the remainder of the life of the structure..."

Xt is appropriate to increase the working stresses to recognize the

resistance of wood to short duration loading. Figure 4.l3 presents

the duration of load adjustment factors for impact, wind, seven days

load, and snow. Et should be noted that these load modification factors

do not apply to modulus of elasticity. Additionally, the National

Forest Products Associati.on �978b! states that "the impact load duration

increase factor does not apply when the member has been pressure impreg-
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9!OLSCE, 1975,Table 4.6 Shrinkage Values of Wood

Shrinkage from Green to Oven-Dry
Percentage of Green SizeSpecies

Radial Tangential Volumetric

SOFTbfOODS:

Cedar. western red
Cedar. not them white
Douglas fir~
Firs, true  Hem-fir!*
Hemlock, eastern
Hemlock. western
Larch, western
Pine, eastern white
Pine, lodgepole
Pine, ponderosa
Pine, red
Pine, southern*
Pine. sugar
Pine. western  Idaho! ~hite
Redwood. Cali fornia
Spruce, eastern~
Spruce, Eng 1 emann
Spruce. Sitka

HARDNOOOS:

Alder, red
Ash*
Aspen*
Basswood
Beech
Birch, ye'!low
Cherry, black
Cottonwood, black
Hickory, pecan
Hickory, true"
Maple, sugar
Dak. white
Oak. red. northern
Oak, red, southern
Halnut, black

2.4
2.2
4.8
4.5
3.0
4.2
4,5
2.1
4.3
3.9
3.8
5.4
2.9
4.1
2.6
4.1
3.8
4.3

4.4
5.0
3.5
6.6
5.5
7.3
3.7
3.6
4.9
7.7
4.8
5.6
4.0
4.7
5.5

5.0
4.9
7.6
9.2
6.8
7.8
9.1
6.1
67
6.2
7.2
7.7
5.6
7.4
6.9
7.8
7.1
7.5

7.3
8.1
7.9
9.3

11.9
9.5
7.1
8.6
8.9

12. 6
9.9

10.5
8.6

11.3
7.8

6.8
7.2

11.8
13.0
9.7 '

12.4
14.0
8.2

11.1
9.7

11. 3
12. 3
7.9

11.8
11.2
11. &
11.0
11. 5

12.6
15. 2
11.8
15.8
17.2
16.8
11.5
12.4
13.6
19.2
14. 7
16.3
13.7
16.'J
12.8
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Figure 4.12 Characteristic Shrinkage and Distortion of Mood Shapes
because of Annual Ring Direction  ASCK, 1975, p. 12!
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nated to the heavy retentions required for marine use." Loads of dif-

ferent durations may be combined using the following procedure

 National Forest Products Association, 197Sb!:

�! Determine the magnitude of each load that vill
occur on a structural member and accumulate
subtotals of combinations of these loads of
progressively shorter duration.

�! Divide each of these subtotals by the duration
of load adjustment factor of the load having
the shortest duration in the combination
of loads under question-

�! The largest value thus obtained indicates
which is the critical combination and the
loading to be used in determining the
structural element.

Long term loads on wood members result in permanent plastic defor-

mation called "creep." As a rule of thumb, at design stress levels.

the long time creep in wood structures can produce as much additional

deflection as the original elastic deformation  ASCZ, 1975!. Creep

is found to be a function of stress level, moisture content, and

temperature. Figure 4.14 indicates that creep increases with increasing

load. Ordinary climatic variations in temperature and moisture content

may cause creep to increase. A. two or three fold increase in creep

may be expected for a temperature increase of about 50 F �8'C! and

green wood may creep four to six times the initial deformation as it

dries under load  FPL, l974!.

Pire Resistance and Wood Structures

A remarkable property of wood is its capacity to survive fires. Xt

is in fact much more fire resistant than steel because of its low thermal

conductivity and high specific heat  Patton, 1976!. This seems to

be incongruous with the common usage of wood as a fuel for heat. A
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Curve for Wood  ASCZ, 1975, p. 50!
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12 by 12 in. �00 by 300 mm! timber might requix'e days to burn through

while a steel member' of the same strength could fail in less than an.

hour. Wood ignites at about 550'F �88'C! while steel is weakened. con-

siderably at that temperature. While the strength reduction of

wood with respect to increased temperature has been discussed previously

the loss of strength during a fire is primarily because of a loss of

section as the member is consumed. Fixe retardants improve the fire

performance of wood by reducing the amount of flammable products released.

Treated wood will not sustain a fire and is self-extinguishing once the

heat source is removed. The rate of fire penetration through treated.

wood is about the same as for untreated wood. Fire-retardant treated

wood is not usually used in harbor structures because of its cost, and

because decay preservatives are deemed more important. Additionally,

the potential for loss of life is great]y reduced compared to an

enclosed building.

Laminated Wood Nembers

The lamination of wood products allows the designer to take advan-

tage of the unique mechanical properties of wood without being penalized

for defects. The two basic types of laminated wood products are

structuzal glued laminated timber  or Glu-1am for short! and plywood.

Glu-1am consists of 3 or more layers of lumber glued face-to-face so

that the grain of all laminations is approximately parallel. Glu-1am

members have many advantages over common timbers including hi.gher working

stresses, a wide variety of shapes, and a very attractive appeazance.

Primarily because of cost, they have not found an application in

marine stzuctures such as docks and piers. They are very useful



as arches and other roof-supporting members in covered structures. Ply-

wood on the other hand is used both during the construction phase  as

temporary concrete formwork, for example! and in the final product as

decking or siding. It is made up of thin layers of wood glued together

with the fibers arranged cross~ise for maximum strength. Plywood is

commonly available in 4 by 8 ft �.2 by 2.4 m! panels of varying thick-

nesses �.25 to 1 in., 6 to 25 mm!. Cordon �979! recommends that where

plywood will be exposed to moisture as in the case of marine structures, an

exterior type should be used which is bonded with 100 percent waterproof

glue.

4.4 ALUNXNUM

Xn spite of its high cost. aluminum is becoming increasingly popular

as a structural material on the waterfront. While aluminum and aluminum

alloys have high strength and low weight as their pnme assets, they are

also very corrosion resistant because of an oxide layer that quickly forms

upon exposure  Patton, 1976!. Since aluminum is easily forlaed and machined,

many attractive finishes are possible. Aluminum is used chiefly in pre-

fabricated, modular construction where the parts can be built in the

controlled atmosphere of a shop. Welding of aluminum must be done by the

heliarc process which requires special welding equipment not usually avail-

able to most contractors, especially in the field.

Aluminum presents some special challenges to the designer with

respect to repeated stzess. As Figure 4.15 illustrates, aluminum parts

 especially welded members! must be designed against fatigue failure

since the material does not show a true endurance limit  Patton, 1976!.

Electrolysis may also be a problem if a dissimilar metal  such as a
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boat hull! contacts the aluminum for any length of time. Electrolysis

and corrosion are discussed by Hubbell and Kulhawy �979a!.

Pure aluminum is not often seen as a structural material since it

is soft and relatively weak  ultimate tensile strength only 1 x 10

psi or 68.9 MR/m !. On the other hand, in the alloy form strengths,2

as high as 7.5 x 10 psi �17 MR/m ! are possible. The most4 2

common alloys are the 5000 series  magnesium! for sheet and plate

members, and the 6000 series  magnesium-siU.con! for extrusions. The

properties of a low alloy commercial aluminum  99X pure! are presented

in Table 4.7.

4. 5 WROUGHT XRON

Wrought iron consists of grains of pure iron interspersed with

filaments of iron silicate slag  Chancy, l961!. The grain structure

is such that the individual crystals are visible to the naked eye on

a fractured surface. While many designers consider wrought iron a

material of the past, its excellent resistance to corrosion makes it

a viable product even when used in saltwater.

The corrosion resistance of wrought iron is two-fold. First,

the protrusion of the silicate threads through the surface enables

wrought iron to retain a coating of corrosion that serves to protect

the base metal. In the case of steel, this layer of "rust" easily

faU.s off to allow continuing corrosion. Secondly, the rough surface

typical of wrought iron. members causes them to retain a heavier coating

of zinc  if galvanized! or other coating than equivalent steel members,

resulting in longer design lives.

Because of its grain. structure, wrought iron has directional physical
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Table 4.7 Properties of Commercial Aluminum  Cordon, l979,
p. 214!

+ fetnper designatiou; 0. nnnentcd: Hltt, fully cold-worked  hatd!; Hl4 Hl4. H16, intcrtncdinte
degrees of cold work between 0 and Hlg.

it Based on 500 tniHion cycles. using R. R. Moore type of rotsting-benrn tnnchine.
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characteristics much like w'ood. During the rolling and forming process,

the slag inclusions become oriented in the longitudinal direction ox'

the direction of rolling. The material therefore has greater tensile

strength on the longitudinal axis and is mox'e easily bent  more ductile!

in the longitudinal direction than the transverse direction. In general,

the physical properties of wrought iron are approximately the same

as pure iroa  Cordon, 1979!. Mrought iron typically has a maximum

carbon coatent of 0.35 percent while medium-high carbon steels range

from 0.35 to 1.5 perceat  Patton, 1976!. Primarily because of its

ductility, wrought iron is commonly formed into pipes, plates, sheets,

bars, angles and channels.

4 . 6 SUMMARY

The materials used in the construction of coastal structures must

be stroag and durable. The waterfront is a very harsh environment for

man-made structures, aad their success is directly a fuaction of the

properties of the materials iavolved.

The primary coastal construction materials are concrete, steel,

aad wood. Aluminum and wrought iron ax'e used less frequently. The

advantages and disadvantages of each of these materials have been dis-

cussed.

Concrete properties such as durability, permeability, and abrasion

resistance are more critical than strength. A mix designed for the

former considerations is usually assured of adequate strength. The

water-cement ratio of the paste and the soundaess of the aggregate are

the most important parameters determining concrete quality. Steel is

a very common material used ia civil engineering, and its properties
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are well known. Steel must be protected from rapid corrosion for it

to reach an acceptable design life. As a natural material, wood and

its engineering properties can be quite variable. Wood properties depend

on species type, and the presence of defects or imperfections. Grading

rules have been developed to reduce the clear wood strength properties

because of these defects and to determine working strengths to be used

in design. Aluminum is gaining acceptance as a coastal construction

material because of its Light weight and high strength. It is now used

primarily as a material in prefabricated dock systems. Wrought iron

consists of pure iron with internal filaments of silicate slag. Zt

has very high corrosion resistance and is one of the preferred materials

for hardware and fasteners.



CHAPTER 5

SOLID FILL TYPE DOCKS, PIERS AND WHARVES

Docks, piers and wharves constructed of a natural or artificial fill

surrounded by a vertical wall are considered solid fi.ll structures. While

there are many variations, anchored bulkheads are the most common wall

type. Others include cantilever sheet pile walls, cantilever "L" walls,

gabion walls, crib walls, cellular sheet pile walls, concrete caisson

walls, and walls supported by relieving platforms. Each wall type is

suitable for different applications depending on the required depth of

water, character of the foundation material, loads imposed, and. the

allowable movement once it is put in service. Basin depth depends on boat

size and berth layout plan, topics that were discussed in Chapter 2. Soil

properties and the loads soils impose on a retaining wall are addressed

by Saczynski and Kulhawy �982!. Wall structures are also described by

Zhrlich and Kulhawy �9S2! with regard to their use for erosion control

and wave protection.

This chapter presents a brief'discussion of each wall type, the

factors involved in selecting the proper wall type for a particular site

or application, and the design considerations pertaining to the use of solid

fill structures for docks, piers and wharves.

5. l WALL TYPES

Anchored Bulkheads and Cantilever Sheet, Pile Walls

Anchored bulkheads consist of a row of interlocked sheet piles,

stiffened across the face by wales and restrained from moving away from

the fill by tie-rods connected to anchors  Figure 5.1!. A canti.lever

101
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Figure $.1 Anchored Bulkhead Wall  Saczyaski and Kulhavy,
1982, p. 8!
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sheet pile walL differs from an anchored bulkhead in that it does not have

an anchor system and depends f' or stability on its embedment and sometimes

heavier cross-section  Figure 5.2!. The cantilever wall is better suited

to relatively shallow water or sites where anchorage is poor  Saczynski

and Kulhawy, 1982!. Traditionally, anchorage for bulkheads is obtained

from deadmen, braced piles, sheet piles or footings located in the back-

fill. In the case of relatively narrow solid fill piers, the tie rods

extend through the fill to the adjacent bulkhead. This removes the need

for an anchor system, but the wall must be analyzed further for stability

against tilting as a unit. Anchored bulkheads and cantilever sheet pile

walLs may be designed as described by Saczynski and Kulhawy �982!.

Cantilever "L" Walls

The cantilever "L" wall consists of a concrete stem and concrete

base slab  Figure 5.3!. Both the stem and slab are relatively thin and

are steel reinforced to resist the moments and shears to which they are

subjected  Peck, Hanson, and Thornburn, 1974!. Cantilever "L" walls

have not found widespread application as bulkheads but are often used in

conjunction with relieving platforms  Chancy, 1961!. Where the design

finds them a viable alternative, these walls may be analyzed and designed

using methods described in texts on soil mechanics or foundation engineer-

ing. Peck, Hanson, and Thornburn �974! and Terzaghi and Peck �967!

are useful references for rigid retaining walls.

Gabion Walls

Gabions {Figure 5.4! are low cost structural walls that offer several

advantages, including: �! flexibility, allowing them to adjust to
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Figure 5.2 Cantilevered Sheet Pile WalL  Saczynski
and Kulhawy, 1982, y. 14!



Figure 5.3 Typical Pile Supported "L" Wall for Weak Soils.
 Dunham and Finn, 1974, p. 103!
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foundation irregularities and settlement, �! versatility, or the capa-

bility to be placed and filled under water with minimal problems, and

�! permeability, preventing the development of a hydrostatic head ir.

the backfill  Hubbell and Kulhawy, 1979a!. Gabion assembly is labor

intensive and requires the rock fill to be hand placed before the lids are

"sewn" shut with wire. Protection in the form of a fender system or

facing material is a must for gabion walls since the wire mesh is sus-

ceptible to damage by impact which could allow the rock fill to spill out.

When used to support a solid fill structure, it is common practice to cap

the wall with a concrete slab  Bekaert Gabions, 1977! which may dramatically

reduce flexibility. Gabions as a coastal material are discussed by

Bubbell and Kulhawy �979a! while Ehrlich and Kulhawy {1982! address the

use of gabions in coastal protection structures.

Crib Walls

Rock filled crib walls constructed of timber  Pigure 5.5! or precast

concrete elements act in much the same manner as gabions. They can

withstand considerable racking and. settlement without rupture, and are

permeable enough to relieve excess hydrostatic stress in the backfill.

According to Quinn �972!, rock-filled timber cribs were used extensively

on the Great Lakes for early construction of piers and wharves. When

timbers are used for t' he cribbing, the wall is usually terminated at low

water level and the wall above is constructed of concrete. In this manner,

the wood remains saturated and is less susceptible to borers and natural

deterioration. Standard designs for pressure-treated timber cribs have

been suggested by the American Wood Preservers Institute �969!.
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Figure 5.5-' Typical Timber-Crib Wharf
 Quean, l972, p. 279!
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Cellular Sheet Pile Walls

One variation of the conventional steel sheet pile wall is the

celluLar wall type illustrated in Figure 5.6. The cellular sheet pile

wall possesses a high degree of stability in conditions where anchored

bulkheads are impractical. Lt should be considered for dock, pier

and wharf constnxction where the water depth is greater than the feasible

anchored bulkhead height, or where sufficient penetration may not

be obtained because of shallow bedrock  Cummings, 1957!. To avoid sta-

bility problems or excessive settlement when used on soft materials,

predredging and placement of a foundation mat may be necessary. A

stability analysis for cellular sheet pile walls should include sliding

along the base, overturning as a unit, and rupture of the web and inter-

locks  USCOK, 1963!. Circular cells connected by intermediate arcs

are used more often than the diaphram type wall  Figure 5.7! since each

individual cell may be filled independently of the others and is stable

in itself  Quinn, 1972!. Cummings �9S7! notes that the main cells of

a circular cellular wall increase in diameter about 1.5 percent when the

pressure of the fill takes up the slack in the sheet pile interlocks.

The connecting arcs may then bulge outward beyond the bulkhead line

causing construction problems with the deck and fender system. Locating

the connecting arcs such that their tangent is about 2 ft. �.6 m! back

from the deck line is a solution recommended by Cummings �9S7!.

Concrete Caisson Walls

A caisson wall is composed of a row of reinforced concrete shells

that are floated into position, sunk, and filled with a granular material.

Figure 5.8 illustrates a closed bottom caisson resting on a prepared,
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Figure 5.6 Cellular Sheet Pile Wharf
 Quinn, 1972, p. 277!

CRI~R CELL

Figure 5.7 Sheet Pile Arrangement for Cellular Walls
 Cuamdags, 1957, p. 1366-2!
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Figure 5.8 Concrete Caisson Wharf
 Quinn, 1972, p. 280!
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level foundation mat. Open well caissons with cutting edges that obtain

support by sinking into a soft bottom are also used  Quinn, 1972!.

Caissons are usually designed so that their tops lie gust above the

Lowwater level. A cast-in-place concrete cap forms the upper part of

the dock face, allowing true alignment and grade as well as providing

for the attachment of the fender system, cleats, railings, and other

hardware. One of the advantages of concrete caissons is that much of

the construction work is performed on land for ease of access. In

addition, construction is much less dependent on weather and wave

conditions.

Relievin Platforms

A relieving platform type bulkhead combines many of the features

of walls previously discussed into one system. As Figure 5. 9 illustrates,

it consists of a concrete wall resting on a pile supported timber plat-

form. A. line of sheet piling retains the soil behind the bulkhead

while rip-rap under the platform provides stability. The rei.iev'ng

platform is suitable for greater water depths and softer under1ying mate-

rial than are sheet pile walls  Chancy, 1961!. To minimize deterioration

and prolong its life, the timber members of the relieving platform should

be Locatei at or near the Low-water level so that they are continuously

wet. The rip-rap acts to reduce the stresses in the sheet pile wall

while at the same time protecting against Loss-of-ground from scour.

In addition, its sloped and porous surface absorbs wave energy and creates

a calmer berthing environment. Depending on the geometry of the face

of the pLatform, problems can arise because of air pressure that causes



Figure 5.9 Relieving Platform Type Wharf
 Quinn, L972, p. 270!
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structural damage and rip-rap instability  Leitass, 1979!. Figure 5.3.0

illustrates the effect of wave characteristics on this air pressure

buildup, while Figure 5.11 shows the reduction of air pressure in relation

to relief hole area. Remedial measures include reducing the wave energy

with protective structures, resisting the air pressure by stronger plat-

form design, and arranging for air relief. While relieving platforms

are the most desirable wall type with respect to permanence and stability,

they are also the most costly to construct  Chancy, 1961!.

5.2 SELECTION OF WALL TYPE

Each of the wall types discussed above has been constructed and has

performed effectively in harbors around the world. None of the wall types

are universally applicable to any given location, however. In addition

to sound design, construction and maintenance practices, a successful in-

stallation requires that the wall be well,-suited to the site conditions and

its intended application. The designer should consider the following

factors when selecting a wall type to be used at a particular location

 after Chancy, 1961!:

in most marinas ranges from 8 to 12 ft �.5 to 3.5 m!

 See Chapter 2!. For this wall height, anchored bulkheads

will be the most economical wall type, given sufficient

embedment and anchorage for stability.

2. Soft Substrata. When the substrata is composed of layers

of soft sediments, piles driven to "refusal" will show

less settlement than gravity structures such as crib

walls or concrete caissons.
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Figure 9.10 Effect of Wave Characteristics on Air Pressure
Buildup  Leitass, 1979, p. 1120!
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3. Hard Substrata. When a dense layer of soil or rock lies at

a shallow depth below the dredging line, piles may not

penetrate far enough for adequate horizontal stability,

and concrete caissons or filled cribs may be more suitable.

Settlement. The use of gravity walls  rock filled cribs

and concrete caissons! causes high contact stresses on

the foundation. When placed on relatively soft underlying

materials, these walls are subject to settlement and

horizontal slippage that may result in damage to walks,

buildings, and other structures resting on them.

dredge soft foundation materials and replace them with a

bedding layer of sand and gravel. This technique will

reduce settlements in gravity walls, and assure adequate

anchorage for sheet pile stability. Densification of

bottom materia1.s may also be achieved by loading with a

layer of rip-rap.

6. Berthin Access. The use of a relieving platform with a

line of sheet piles driven landward of the platform, or

sheet piling alone, driven at the face of the bulkhead

will permit dredging to full project. depth up to the

face of the wall. On the other hand, sloping rip-rap and

some crib walls will encroach considerably into the water

area and prevent boats from berthing along the wall.

7. Materials. The durability and disintegration of materials

when subjected to alternate wetting and drying should be
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considered when selecting a wall type. For material

px'operties see Chapter 4. Materials are also dis-

cussed. by Hubbell and Kulhawy �9>9a!.

5 3 GEOTECHNICAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Perimeter walls in small craft harbors are seldom used as breasting

docks permitting boats to tie up parallel to the wall face  Dunham, 1969!.

Except for small scale prospects or private installations, breasting is

an inefficient use of dock space. Bow cIamps and stern hooks have been

used to moor small craft perpendicular to a perimeter wall, but they

are inconvenient to use and pose boarding problems.

Generally, solid fill structures are used to stabilize the boundary

walls of a harbor and provide anchorage and access to either a fixed

or floating berthing system. In some locations, fire and safety regula-

tions require that the fuel dock be of solid fill construction  See

Chapter 8 on Utilities and Services!. Where solid fill docks, piers

and wharves are to be used, some areas of design deserve special attention.

The following discussi.on addresses foundation design, dredging, and back-

fill considerations for solid fill walls.

Foundation Desi Considerations

Foundation design is concerned with the interacti.on between a struc-

ture and Zne material it rests upon. In the case of waterfront struc-

tures such as docks, piers, and wharves, the underlying material usually

consists of layers of sand and clay. The in-place or undisturbed density

of these marine sediments is often quite low since they are deposited

undex' water in a very Loose condition. Although the engineering behavior
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of clay in general is very complex, it should be sufficient for this

discussion to note that marine clays are often weak and highly com-

pressible. Sands, on the other hand, are much less compressible and

can be easily densified through vibration. In practice, soils range

continuously from fine-grained  clay! to coar'se-grained  sand! sizes.

Since the engineering properties of a soil are highly dependent on

grain size and in-situ condition, a geotechnical investigation is usually

performed to characterize the soil type, extent, and expected behavior.

The scope of such an investigation depends primarily on the scale of

the project and the discretion of the designer.

The character of the underlying soil is an important factor influenc-

ing the stability and settlement of a foundation. Zn addition, scour

potential is determined by the soil type to be transported as well as

the energy available to move it. Ideally, foundation design is intended

to protect structures from failure because of a lack of bearing capacity,

excessive settlement, rapid scour, or combinations of these. Unfor-

tunately, foundation design is often minimized in coastal structure

design, resulting in problems that are difficult and costly to repair.

The following discussion briefly addresses each of the possible failure

modes with respect to waterfront design. Xt is not within the scope

of this report to go into the details of geotechnical analysis; the

reader should r'efer to texts on soil mechanics and foundation engineering

for this information.

Bearin Ca acit . Bearing capacity refers to the ability of the

foundation to carry a load without failure within the soil. Failure
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usuaLLy occurs because of shearing of the underlying strata and backfill

along a cuxved surface  Figure 5.1 2!. Stability of a sheet pile wall de-

pends on the depth of embedment; greater embedment depth forces the failure

surface to go deeper and thereby mobilizes more resistance. Saczynski

and Kulhawy �982! present the procedures for analysis and design of

anchored bulkheads and cantilever sheet pile wal3.s. The stability of

gravity walls such as concrete caissons, cx'ibs and gabions is dependent on

the size of the base and the wall weight, and may be enhanced by the

placement of bedding layers.

According to Quinn �972!, the bedding layer should extend beyond the

toe and the critical plane of failure so that its weight and strength in-

crease the factor of safety with respect to a shear failure at the toe

 Figure 5.13!. A properly designed bedding layer will reduce settlement

by spx'eading out the wall load to decrease its contact pressure below,

provide a leveling course that facilitates constxuction, and protect the

foundation material against scour. Foundation blanket design is

addressed by Ehrlich and Kulhawy �982!.

Stability against a bearing capacity failure can on3.y be determined

through a detailed geotechnical analysis. The approach commonly used is to

analyze a number of possible failure planes and determine which is likely to

be critical. The conservative assumptions of a fully saturated backfill and

extreme 3.ow water at the face of the wall are made to simulate the worst ex-

pected service condition. A. more critical state can be created during con-

struction if poorly administered hydraulic fills are used in conjunction

with dredging in front of the wall. According to the Committee for

Waterfront Structures �966!, a temporary lateral pressure may exist with an
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intensity somewhere neax' the hydrostatic pressure of a material with

the density of the slux'ry and the earth pressure at rest of the

consolidated hydraulically filled soil. The actual pressure will

depend on the degx'ee of consolidation the fill has reached.

Settlement. Settlement relates to the downward movement of a struc-

ture during and after construction. The two ma!or causes of settlement

of waterfront structures are the consolidation of weak, compressible

soils in the foundation and the removal of supporting soil from scour.

Scoux' related settlement is discussed in a subsequent section.

Settlement is not always detrimental to solid fill docks, piers

and wharves. Uniform settlement can be tolerated as long as the wall

remains functional and buried utilities are not damaged. Gn the other

hand, differential settlement from compressible strata of irregular

thickness can easily result in structural damage to the wall- that. will

lead to complete failure. Some wall types, notably gabion and timber crib

walls, are more resistant to differential settlement and racking than

are rigid walls. While a deformed wall may be structux'ally sound, its

appearance can deter usexs such that it consti.tutes a functional failure.

Although good foundation design cannot eliminate settlement, its

magnitude may be reduced and. its effects mitigated so that it is no

longer harmful to the structure.

Consolidation settlement is a timeMependent phenomenon that occurs

when a surcharge load is placed above a layer of soft substrata. One

method of controlling this settlement is to place a temporary surcharge

to "preconsolidate" the soil. After consolidation is complete� the sur-

charge is removed and is replaced by a wall structure and backfill. A
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disadvantage of preconsolidation is that substantial time  measured

perhaps in years! is necessary for completion, especially if the

foundation materials are fina-grained with low permeabili,ty. Aa alter-

native suggested by Quinn �972! is excavation and replacement of the

compressible layer with a more competent material. Foundation mats are

commonly used beneath gravity walls to provide a stable base for con-

struction and minimize settlement. Design of these mats is presented

by Ehrlich and Kulhawy �982!.

Scour. Bulkheads must be both vertical and smooth-faced to serve

properly as a dock, pier or wharf. Unfortunately, such a barrier is a

very efficient reflection of wave energy and is accepted as the primary

cause of bed scour. Since scour potential is greatest at the toe of

a wall where its smooth face meets the foundation material, progressive

excavation will take place ~til undermining, 'stability and settlement

problems occur. The situation may be aggravated if excess hydrostatic

pressures are allowed to build up in the backfill as in the case of

hydraulic fill placement. Water will then flow along a path leading

under the toe of the wall and cause a reduction in the soil strength

and resistance to erosion.

When scour-induced erosion is expected to be a problem, protection

is commonly provided in the form of a foundation blanket. While the

blanket serves as a mat to distribute wall loads over a larger area and

reduce settlement and bearing capacity problems, it. must also be designed

as a filter to avoid the loss of fines through its voids. The mechanism
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of scour and protective measures including foundation blanket design

are addressed by Ehrlich and Kulhawy �982!. Additional references that

should be consulted include HaLe �9 80! on site ~ecific scour problems,

scour control methods and construction techniques, and Keown and Dardeau

�980! on filter fabrics and filter design criteria.

Dr~ed ~in

While the general topic of dredging is presented later in this report

 S ee Chapter 9!. some of the aspects of dredging that relate to solid

fill structures should be mentioned here. The dredging process occurs

in two phases. The first or initial phase is performed when the harbor

basin is originally excavated for navigation. Dredging must precede

placement of a foundation mat for gravity type walls. In the case of

sheet pile walls, however, Saczynski and Kulhawy �982! recommend that

dredging operations be conducted after wall construction is complete

and the backfill has been placed and consolidated. This delay allows

arching to occur in the backfill that wiLL reduce the stress level in

the wall and result in less outward deflection.

The second or maintenance phase of dredging must be carefuLLy

administered to avoid. over-dredging and hitting the wall. Over-dredging

adjacent to the wall should not be allowed since excavation of material

below the original design depth will result in a Loss of toe support

and possible stability problems. Depending on the dredge method used,

it is relatively easy to damage bulkheads structurally by hitting them.

The dredge operator must exercise caution and proceed more slowly than

usual.

Another important aspect of dredging is the disposal of the excavated.
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material. Assuming the soil is acceptable backfill material, using it

for fill behind the wall is obviously more efficient than wasting it

sway from the site. The use of dredge spoil for backfill is discussed

subsequently while other disposal methods are addressed in Chapter 9.

Backf ill

The second step in solid fill dock, pier or wharf construction

following the completion of the wall is the placement of the backfill.

The type of fill material and method of placement used are important

parameters determining wall stability and long-term performance. These

topics are addressed in the following discussions.

The strength and engineering behavior of cohesive soils or clays is

highly variable and depends on mineralogy, structure, stress history and

water content. Low permeability and poor drainage is characteristic of clay

fills causing them to consolidate for long periods of time, and to develop

hydrostatic imbalances under the action of heavy rain or rapid tides. A

successful clay backfill requires that the same type of soil be used

throughout and that special attention be given to the water content and

compactive effort during placement so that a uniform solid mass is achieved.

The Committee for waterfront Structures �966! suggests, however,-

that compaction of clay backf ills causes considerable additional earth

pressure that may damage an otherwise sound wall. Zn light of these

problems, cohesive backfills should be used only when cohesionless

materials are not available within a reasonable radius of transportation.

Saczynski and Kulhawy �982! suggest that a coarse-grained, free-

draining backfill should be used whenever possible. Because the engineer-

ing behavior of these cohesiouless materials  sands and gravels! 's
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predictable, the resulting wall designs are quite reliable. Bray �979!

recommends that specifications for sand fills should include the follow-

ing: �! required grain size distribution - to ensure that the soil

can be compacted to a suitable density, �! minimum acceptable particle

size and the percentage of this size which is allowable � to control

settlement and to be used in filter design, and �! acceptable organic

content � since the presence of organics affects settlement and soil

strength. Compaction specifications should also be written to address

in-situ densities and compaction techniques.

Relative denisty is a qualitative parameter used to measure the

degree of compaction of granular soils. Xn its most convenient form,

the relative density, Dr, is defined as follows:

m  Y-Yo!
Y  Ym-Yo!

where Y minimum density of soil in laboratory

Y ~ field density of soil

Y maximum density of soil when compacted in laboratory
by vibration

The relative density of a soiL is usually expressed as a percentage

and may vary from 0 percent to 100 percent. A relative density of 0

percent represents the loosest state theoretically possible while a soil

at 100 percent relative density is in its most dense condition. While

shear strength in a sandy soil also depends on particle size and shape,

greater densities result in increased strength and bearing capacity.

FILLs derived from sand containing less than 15 percent fines can

be placed naturally to a medium relative density �4 to 55 percent!

capable of supporting foundation pressures of 500 - 3000 psf �4-144

2
k<fm !  Bray, 1979! ~ The Committee for Waterfront Structures �966!
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notes that a relative density of around 85 percent may be obtained by

placing the fill in well-compacted layers.

Placement of backfill material is accomplished by either mechanical

or hydraulic means. Mechanical methods include dumping by truck, or

dropping from a clamshell, dipper, or drag bucket. The fill is first

placed in piles aad then distributed into even layers with a bulldozer.

Hydraulic fills are created by pumping a soil/water mixture iato a

contaminant area through a pipeline. Hydraulic fills are very convenient

whea granular materials must be dredged nearby, but they create some

special problems. Ponding of the water in the reclamation area should

not be allowed since fines may be segregated into mud pockets. Unfor-

tunately, the initial fill behind a bulkhead must often be placed under-

water. Bray �979! suggests that this initial layer be formed to a

level 2 to 3.5 ft. �.5 to 1 m! above the maximum level of the water

in front of the wall. Subsequent layers 3.5 ft. � m! thick can be

added as compaction and consolidation is achieved. Saczynski and Kulhawy

�982! note that the fill should be placed in even lifts along the length

of the wall to avoid local overstressing.

Compaction of sandy fills is commonly achieved through the use of

vibroflotation or a vibratory roller. Vibratory compaction is effective

oaly in well-drained soils and becomes less efficient with increasing

silt or clay content. Vibroflotatioa can be conducted 'above or below

the water table and is accomplished by insertiag a vibrating probe into

the fill and feeding the annular space around the probe with additional

fill material as it is withdrawn  Bray, 1979!. A grid spacing of less

than 15 ft. � m! is normally required to obtain full coverage or 80
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percent relative density using a 100 horsepower probe. Vibratory rollers

are used above the water tabl.e where the density that may be achieved

depends on the soils moisture content. Bray �979! suggests that a

vibratory frequency of 1500 to 1700 Hz is most effective in compacting

sands.

En areas of active seismicity or intense industrial or construction

activity, sand backfills are subject to liquefaction. The vibration of an

earthquake, blasting, or heavy equipment acts in much the same manner as

vibratory compaction but on a much larger scale. The effect is known as

liquefaction and is manifested in a sudden, temporary loss of shear

strength. Liquefaction potential depends on soil grain size and density

and is greatest for silts and fine sands of uniform gradation. The risk

of liquefaction is minimized by specifying a well-graded granular backfill

to be compacted as dense as passible.

5.4 S~mm

Solid. fill structures are rarely used for berthing because of their

inefficient use of space and high cost compared to fixed or floating docks

or piers. They are more suitable for stabilization and protection of

the harbor perimeter and for the construction of marginal wharves.

Selection of the type of solid fill wall depends on site specific

conditions and the scope of the pro]ect. Anchored bulkheads are the most

common wall type for recreational marines because of their low cost and

ease of construction.

Solid fill walls must be designed against bearing capacity failures,

excessive settlement, undermining from scour, or combinations of these.

Design itself follows the procedures of soil mechanics and foundation
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engineering and should be performed by a competent geotechnical engineer.

Attention must be given to dredging and backfill operations to control

the forces acting on a wall and to avoid damage during construction.



CHAPTER 6

FIXED DOCKS, PIERS AND WHARVES

For the purposes of this report, docks, piers and wharves that are

pile supported will be considered fixed structures. Fixed docks and

piers are generally less expensive to construct than equivalent floating

berths. In spite of their economic advantage, however, there has been

a trend away from the fixed structure toward the use of floating slips

for all small craft marines  Dunhsm, 1969!. Fixed berths are usually

limited to locations where water surface fluctuations do not exceed 4 ft

�.2 m! and the basin depth is less than about 20 ft �.0 m!. Where

greater water surface changes occur, boats are difficult to board at

extreme low water, -and traveling irons must be provided for safe

mooring at all levels. Deep water installations  in excess of 20 ft or

6.0 m! are not economically feasible since piles represent a ma!or portion

of the cost of a fixed pier structure, snd their cost is directly propor-

tional to the length required.

Fixed pier construction i.s particularly favorable for covered

berthing since long piles csn be used to support both the deck and roof.

While covered slips provide excellent protection from the elements,

they have several disadvantages  Dodds, 1971!. The cost of constructing

and maintaining the roof must be borne by increased slip rental fees.

Since wood is the material commonly used for such structures, fire

hazards are dramatically increased while the enclosure makes it difficult

to fight the fires. Changing the slip sizes of an open slip system

is difficult, but the problem is compounded by a covering which interferes

with the equipment needed. to pull and drive piles. The economics and

131
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feasibility of the covered berth depend on the anlaysis of the individual

marina site, the intended user, and any future plans for expansion. For

small craft, up to 30 ft  9 m! in length, dry stack storage as shown in

Figure 6.1 should be considered an attractive alternative  New York Sea

Grant, 1978!. Where covered berths are to be built, standard pole-shed

construction is recommended as presented by Patterson �969!. Covered

berthing will not be addressed further in this report except to note

that failure to design properly for wind uplift forces has been the major

cause of damage in these structures  Dodds, l971!.

Fixed docks in general are subject to damage by ice in northern

areas. Lateral forces because of expansion/contraction of the ice sheet,

as well as vertical forces resulting from water level changes, literally

tear a structure apart  Wortley, 1981!. Bearing piles are abraded at the

waterline and jacked" out of the bottom. 3racing members are knocked

off by ice floe impact, while utility lines are bent or broken by pro-

truding ice rubble. Design of harbor structures for such conditions may

be one of two types: with or without ice suppression. Design with ice

suppression relies on the operation of a bubbler or propeller system to

reduce the ice sheet thickness and the resulting forces. Compressed

air bubbles  Figures 6.2 and 6.3! circulate warm water from the harbor

bottom by entraining water into the rising bubble plume. Propeller

systems operate in the same manner but are more suitable to warmer water

of 33 to 36 F �.5' to 2.0 C!. Harbor structures designed without ice

suppression must resist the full forces of the ice mass which may approach

its crushing strength of about 400 psi �.8 MN/m !. Design of dock,2

pier, and wharf structures for northern small craft harbors is addressed
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Figure 6.2 Compressed A5.r-?ce Suppression System
 Vortley, 1979, p. 5!

Pile Protection Oofy P

Figure 6. 3 Air Bubbler Layout  Dunham and Finn,
1974, p. 216!



by Wortley �978, 1981!. Mr bubbler system design for ice suppression is

presented by Ashton �974!.

Several manufacturers have developed modular fixed dock and pier

systems which offer the marina designer several advantages over a system

specifically designed f' or one location. Design costs are absorbed by

the manufacturer and spread out over several installations, thus reducing

the total cost per unit. Prom experience gained by the building of

similar structures, many construction problems can be eliminated and

necessary design modifications made. Prefabricated systems also lend

themselves to rapid installation and ease of expansion. On the other

hand, Dunham �969! notes that most steel and aluminum prefabricated

docks have had problems with corrosion in salt water, while Dunham and

Finn �974! state that they are more suitable for individual docks than

for large installations as required in marinas. Since these limitations

must be considered minor for such a rapidly evolving industry, the marina

designer should consider modular dock and pier systems a viable solution

to marina berthing design.

The following discussion addresses the design considerations of t: he

components of a fixed dock, pier, or wharf. These topics include

structural geometry, pile types by material of construction, design of

pile foundations, and decking and framing details. Mooring provisions

and fcMers as they relate to.fixed docks and piers are also addressed

briefly.

6. 1 STRUCTURE. GEOMETRY

The structural geometry of fixed docks, piers and wharves is rela-

tively simple, as illustrated in Figures 6.4 and. 6.5. Piles are arranged
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in rows or "beats" spaced 10 to 14 ft. � to 4 m! apart. A pile cap

connecting all the piles in a bent runs from one side of the pier to

the other and supports the stringers and deck. Lateral cross-bracing

is used to resist lateral loads and provides stability and a sense of

rigidity. Where lateral loads are large, inclined or batter piles are

used instead. The fixed wharf closely resembles a solid fill relieving

platform as described in the previous chapter. The fundamental difference

lies in the fact that the fill of a relieving platform extends over the

deck to provide additional weight for stability. Fixed wharves typically

have high level decks in which the deck superstructure system is supported

directly on piles arranged in transverse rows. A lighter deck is therefore

acceptable and fewer piles are required since the vertical loads are

greatly reduced. Open type fixed wharves are less expensive and easier

to construct than are relieving platform wharves.

Fixed docks and piers are smaller  See Chapter 2! and therefore less

substantial than fixed wharves. Their structural geometry is the same,

however, with pile beats, caps, and stringers supporting a continuous

deck. Since fixed docks and piers are built for the purpose of berthing

boats, they are generally constructed with a deck elevation 1 ft. �.3 m!

above extreme high water. Sloping gangways connect the low level decks

of the berthing system with ' he perimeter wharf or bulkhead wall.

6.2 PILE FOUNDATIONS

The basic material types for piles used in waterfront construction

are timber, steel, and concrete  Figure 6. 6!. Composite piles formed by

combinations of these materials are also used for special conditions.

There are two general classes of piles including bearing piles and sheet
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Figure 6.6 Typical. Pi1e Types Used in Waterfront Construction
 Tobiasson, 1979, p. 2!
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piles. Bearing piles are used to support structural loads  both Lateral

and. vertical! while sheet piles form continuous walls to resist horizontaL

soil and water pressures. Bearing piles may be further classified as

"end-bearing" or frictional" piles. End-bearing piles rely on point

bearing on a firm stratum to support the pile load. Frictional piles

transfer the applied load into the surrounding soil along the pile

embedded Length  Figure 6.7!. The following section focuses on the

bearing pile types by material of construction, the selection of the proper

pile type for a given location, the design of pile foundations, and the

installation of piles. Pile foundations are also addressed by Cheung

and Kulhawy �981!.

Timber Piles

Timber piles are probably the most commonly used pile type- on the

waterfront because of their availabil.ty, constructability, and low cost.

According to Tobiasson �979!, timber piles often cost less per foot when

in place than other pile types. For many applications, however, their

use is limited by their load carrying capacity, length availability,

and susceptibility to deterioration. In addition to soil conditions

at the point of installation, the capacity of a timber pile is determined

by its axial strength which is a function of the material defects inherent

in a wood member. Wood defects and strength properties are discussed in

Chapter 4. Timber piles are best used as friction piles in soft soils

because of their relatively small cross-sectional area and tapered shape.

Where they are intended to be used in end-bearing, hard driving through

highly resistant soils may cause crushing and damage that is mistaken

for additional penetration. The result of over-driving is a structural
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Figure 6.7 Bearing and Batter Piles  Tobiasson, 1979, p. 4!
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failure of the pile before it is even loaded. For the above reasons, wood

yiles must be considered Low capacity foundations when compared with steel

or concrete piles. This is of little consequence in marina design where

the yile spacing is determined by superstructure framing details and

only a portion of the piles Load carrying capacity is used.

The standard lengths of timber piles are limited by the height of

suitabLe wood species. Southern pine and Douglas fir are the principal

species used for treated piling in saline environments. Red pine, Norway

pine, Oak, Red cedar and other species are also acceptable if properly

treated with preservatives. Southern pine is readily obtained in lengths

to 60 ft. �8 m! while Douglas fir is available on the West Coast in

lengths up to 100 ft. �0 m!. With the low applied loads and shallow

water depths typical of the recreational marina, timber piles are rarely

found to be fnadequate because of their available Length.

Unlike load capacity or length availability, rapid deterioration

in the marine environment is a serious problem. Timber piling comes

under the attack of insects, marine borers, organic decay, and abrasion

from boats and scour currents. Protection in the form of a pressure

impregnated preservative is required in most cases. kfaterial deterioration

and preservative treatment is discussed by Hubbell and Kulhawy �979a!.

Encasement in a concrete jacket or various patented methods of plastic

wray have also been used to protect timber piles in saltwater locations

where marine organism attack is especially severe  Tobiasson, 1979!.

Additional protection must be provided to the top of timber piles

where they extend above dock level. First, the top of the pile where

it is cut off must be sealed to keep moisture from penetrating the end
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grain and starting decay  Chancy, 1961!. Chancy suggests that the pile

butt be swabbed with creosote, followed by a thick coat of tar and a

concrete or cast iron cap  Figure 6 ~ 8!. Molded plastic or fiberglas

pile caps  Figure 6. 9! are suggested by Dunham and Finn �974!. The

conical shape of these caps sheds the rain and helps keep birds off the

piles. Secondly, when creosoted piles are used for support members,

the portion above the deck line will always be dark and oily as the

creosote seeps out of the wood. To avoid. users clothing from coming

in contact with this creosote, Dunham and Finn �974! recommend a wood

batten system as illustrated in Figure 6. 10. Another alternative is to

splice on a salt treated pile butt that is stained to match the creosote

as in Figure 6.11.

Several agencies have prepared specifications for wood poles to

be used as pile foundations. Among these, the American Hational Standard

 ANSI 05.1-1979!, American Society for Testing and Materials  Standards

D25 and D2B99!, and American Wood Preservers Institute  Technical

Guidelines Pl through P5! are recommended references for information

on wood species, dimensions, general quality, strength, decay resistance,

preservative treatment, inspection, splicing, storage, and handling of

timber piles.

Steel Piles

Steel pi.les in the form of H-sections or pipes are widely used for

pile foundations. Steel piles are especially applicable to conditions

that. require hard driving, great lengths, or high single pile capacities.

Since H-piles displace relatively small volumes of soil, they are more

easily driven than other pile types and are commonly used to reach strong
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Figure 6.11 Timber Pile Sp1.ice Detail
 Van B~com, 1970, p. 3!



bearing strata at great depths. Pipe piles capped on the end by flat

plates or conical points are sometimes harder to drive than H-piles be-

cause of their larger end area. Unlike H-piles which are most efficient

in end bearing, pipe piles are more suitable as friction piles. A, sig-

nificant advantage of pipe piles is that they can be visually inspected

after driving to identify any damaged casings and allow repair or

replacement. Pipe piles are usually filled with concrete to increase

their compressive strength and control internal corrosion.

Length is not a critical factor in the use of steel piLes since

they are easily joined on the job site by welding. At the other extreme,

steel piles that are too long can be quickly trimmed to the proper

height by oxyacetylene cutting, even under water. Large steel piles

are considered very high capacity foundations and are rarely used in

marina construction. Smaller sections with correspondingly lower

capacities are more suitable but are also more easily damaged by

handling and boat impact. As in the case of timber piles, deterioration

proves to be the major factor determining the lifetime performance of

steel piles.

Deterioration of steel usually takes the form of oxidation corrosion,

more commonly called rust. Xn the tidal range, bare steel exposed to

saLtwater may corrode up to 0.020 in.  O.S mm! per year  AAPA, 1964!. In

such an environment, steel piles must be considered temporary unless

some effective form of protection csn be devised. Epoxy coatings, concrete

encasement, and sacrificial cathodes are some of the techniques that

are successful depending on site specific conditions. For example,

cathodic protection is not reliable in the tidal zone  Peck, Hanson.
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aad Thornburn, 1974!, and coatings may be worn away by sand blast abrasioa

near the harbor bottom  AAPA., 1964!. Hubbell aad Kulhawy �979a! discuss

the corrosion process of steel in the marine environment with various

coatings or cathodic protectioa.

Specifications for steel piles are much less detailed thaa those

for wood because, as a man-made material, steel is much more uniform aad

predictable. Material properties aad standard dimensions for steel

H-piles and pipe piles are specified by the American Society for Testing

and Materials �980! in standards A690-77 and A252-77a respectively.

Manufacturers of steel piles  Bethlehem Steel Corporation or the U.S.

Steel Corporation, for example! also publish product literature and are

available for technical consultation.

Concrete Piles

Concrete piles may be divided into two main categories, cast-i+-

place and precast. Cast-in-place piles may be further classified as

cased or uacased. The concrete of a cased pile is poured inside a form

that remains in the ground. The form is usually a steel shell or thin

pipe that has aegligible strength with respect to the structural capacity

of the pile. In some ground conditioas, the shell may be drivea alone,

but often it must be supported by aa internal driving mandrel to prevent

collapse. The mandrel is withdrawn and reused on subsequent. piles but

it still represeats a source of expense and construction difficulties.

Uncased cast-in-place piles are less expensive since elimination of the

casing lowers the material costs. A mandrel is again driven and withdrawn

before or during the placement of the concrete,. These piles should be

considered only where it is certain that the hole will not be partially
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or completely closed by soil stresses after the removal of the shell,

since imperfections or discontinuities will res~it that severely weaken

the pile  AAPA, 1964!. Waterfront construction with uncased piles

presents a problem above the mudUne where the concrete is not retained

by the surrounding soil. Figure 6.12 illustrates the various types of

cast-in-place piles used in North America.

Precast concrete piles have found more extensive use in marine

installations  AAPA, 1964!. Square, round, or octagonal shapes are com-

mon with tapered or constant cross-sections. Conventionally reinforced

precast piles generally have pointed driving ends and hollow cores for

low weight. Examples of precast conventional piles are illustrated in

Figure 6.1 3 ~ Prestressed, precast concrete piles have also come into

general use  AAPA, 1964!. Prestressing reduces the incidence of tensile

cracking during handling and driving since the piles are stronger in

bending when sub]ect to lateral loads and buckling. Theoretically, pre-

stressed piles should therefore be more durable, but Buslov �979! noted

in a study of the durability of wharves that after 15 years in service,

"no ma/or differences in performance were found between regular and

prestressed piles. "

The load capacity of concrete piles is highly variable depending

on cross-sectional area, concrete quality, thickness of the steel shell.

and the-amount of reinforcing s"eel. Very large concrete piles are

of medium to high capacity, being somewhat less than large steel piles

but. considerably greater than the average timber pile. As in the case

of steel piles, only smaller sections have found extensive use in marina

construction since high single pile capacity is rarely required.
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High quality concrete piles are very durable and are essentia11y

permanent where they are entirely embedded in soil. Special types of

cement are available to resist the attack of ground water sulfates where

they are found to occur. The portion of the pile above the mudline is

subject to deterioration by abx'asion, freeze-thaw, and cover spalling.

These topics and the proper methods of protection are addressed by

Hubbell and Ku3hawy �979a!.

Specifications for conventional and prestressed precast piles are

available from the Portland Cement Association.

Piles that consist of one type of material fox' the lower portion

and another type of material for the upper part are considered composite

piles. The most common type that has been used is an untreated timber

pile supporting a cast-in-place concrete upper  AAPA, 1964!. The un-

treated timber is terminated below the permanent water table where the

oxygen content is minimal and decay processes are therefore very slow.

The compressive strength of the timber pole limits the load that can

be supported by a wood/concrete composite pile such that it must be

considered a low capacity foundation.

Where high load capacities are x'equired, composites of steel and

concrete may be used. A concrete filled steel pipe lower section with

a concrete top can be driven to high resistance to develop high load

carrying capacity in fri.ction. Steel H-piles are used as the lower sec-

tion to obtain better penetration when end bearing is expected.

Another variation that is not a true composite pile is when a timber

or steel pile is encased in concrete to protect the top portion from
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deterioratioa and damage. In this case, the concrete shell is intended

to be sacrifi,cial rather than a load carrying element.

The most critical part of composite pile desiga is the joint

between the upper and lower sections. This joint must be both water

tight and capable of withstanding tensile and beading stresses. It should

also be fast aad economical to produce in the field so that pile driving

progress is not interrupted. Peck, Hanson, and Thornburn �974! state

however that "the cost and difficulty of forming a suitable joint have

led to the virtual abandonment of this type of construction in the United

States and Canada."

6.3 SELECTION OP PILE TYPE

As the previous sections indicate, the ~arious types of piles are

best suited for different applications. Several factors should be con-

sidered when selectiag pile material including availability, durability,

strength, and estimated costs. Appearance is also a conceivable criterion

for material selection but will not be addressed here because of its

subjective nature.

While timber, steel, and concrete products are all readily available

throughout most of the United States, they must be transported to the

construction site. Availability is a factor then, not because the

materials are scarce, but instead. because of shipment aad handling

problems. Timber piles are light, strong in bending, and usually in

lengths of less thea 60 ft.  l8 m!. They caa be easily sh'pped by land

carriers with little concern for damage and at relatively low cost

 AAPA, 1964!. Steel is much heavier per foot of pile and is

much more expensive to ship. Heavy equipment is required to handle



steel piles, but their excellent strength charactexistics prevent damage.

While short lengths may be shipped by land carrier, with splicing per-

formed on the construction site, it is preferable to use full length

piles. Special heavy equipment is also required to ship and handle

precast. concrete piles. Their weight and length makes them costly to

ship unless they can be transported by barge. Multiple pickup points

or st rong-backs are usually used when hand ling concre te piles in an

effort to reduce the bending stresses incurred that may cause tensile

cracking. Once in place, these cracks could act as a pathway for water

to reach the reinforcing steel. Prestressing minimizes this problem,

but duxability may still be adversely affected.

Durability must be measured. in terms of the intended des/.gn life

of the structure. Although the deck superstructure of a fixed dock,

pier, or wharf is relative1y easy to repair, its pile foundation is both

difficult and expensive to replace. Material deterioration depends on

site specific conditions such as the Level of the permanent water table,

the presence of insects and borers, groundwater chemistry, and scour

related abrasion. Piles should be selected carefully with respect to

the environment they will be p1.aced in snd the service life expected.

Some manner of preservative treatment is usually required for piles to

achieve a reasonable design life. Hubbell and Kulhawy  L979a! discuss

material deterioration and protective methods for timber, steel, and

concx'ete in the marine environment.

Foundation pile capacity is more often limited by the surrounding

soil conditions than by the pile axial compressive strength. Material

strength is important, however, during handling and driving operations
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to avoid structural damage to the pile. Sizeable bending stresses are

induced by the pile weight in beam-like loading as it i.s moved from

transportation to storage to the pile driving rig. Both timber and steel

have excellent tensile strengths  per unit weight!. Concrete, however,

has small tensile strength and must be reinforced with steal bars

or- mesh. This reinforcement is often a major cost item but may be

reduced by extra care in handling or by prestressing.

The final and often controlling factor in the selection of pile

type is, cost. To be consistent, costs for each material must be compared

over the anti.cipated structure design life. Included must be installation

and maintenance costs wi.th insta3.lation covering such areas as pile

purchase, preservative treatment, transport, handling, splicing, driving,

and cut-off to the finished elevation. While timber piles may have the

lowest cost after installation, other materials could be favored because

of environmental conditions that cause excessive maintenance costs.

6.4 DESIGN AND INSTALLATION OF PILE FOUNDATIONS

The capacity of a pile foundation depends on marry factors such as

the properties of the soil mass, the dimensions and material properties

of the pi3.e, the method of installation, and the loading conditions

imposed. These topics are covered in detsw3. by Cheung and Kulhawy �981!

and will not be presented here.

6.5 DZClHNG Ai&! FRAKXNG DESIGN CONSIMRATIOHS

Subsequent to the construction of the pile foundations for a fixed

dock, pier, or wharf, the deck superstructure must be erected. The piles

are first trimmed to the proper elevation, followed by the installation



of the bracing and pile caps to finish each pile bent. Next, the stringers

or beams corre3.ating each bent are installed and the deck is placed to

complete the structure. The following discussion addresses the design

considerations of each of the components mentioned above.

A well designed fixed dock, pier, or wharf must satisfy several

seemingly non-essential criteria. Poor appearance, smel3., or "feel"

may discourage potential users of an otherwise adequate faci3.ity. The

latter of these is probably the most difficu3.t to quantify. In fact,

Chamberlain �.979! has said that "one of the worst faults in marina

structure, whether fixed or floating, is a lack of rigidity, or at least

a sense of rigidity." This "sense of rigidity" may be achi.eved in one

of two ways. Gross overdesign. of all the structural members and connec-

tions will result in a solid, stable structure at unnecessary expense.

This approach may be justifiable for very small facilities where the sav-

ings in design fees compensate for the added material costs, or where

the design loads cannot be properly quantified. A more reasonable approach,

certainly for larger projects, is to consult a competent. structural

engineer familiar with marina design. After an analysis of structural

geometry and design loads, each structural member and connection may

be designed for the loads it must carry, achieving structural integrity

at lower overall cost.

It is not within the scope of this report to present the structural

design philosophy and procedures for each of the components to be

addressed. Structural design criteria for fixed timber docks and pi.ers

are presented by Chancy �961!. Dunham and Finn �974! note that the

design criteria for steel and concrete fixed-level berthing systems
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are similar to timber construction except for the connection details and

the magnitude of the dead load.

Two additional aspects of structural engineering bear mentioning

at this point. While it is the designers duty to account properly

for the anticipated loading conditions, it is the responsibility of

the marina owner or manager to see that the design loads are not exceeded.

The failure of a structure that has been improperly used  overloaded!

will be identical to one that i.s structurally inadequate to begin with.

Secondly, the ease with which maintenance can be performed is

largely a function of the design  Tobiasson, 1979!. With regard to

maintenance, a design which minimizes t' he potential for rot, corrosion

of fastenings, snd deterioration of main members is advantageous. For

timber structures, holes should be predrilled and all cuts should be

made before pressure treatment. Where this is not possible. and the

timber must be bored or cut during construction, all open surfaces

should be coated with preservative. Holes, points and splices below

the water line should be avoided. Timber pile tops must be waterproofed

immediately after cutoff. Chamberlain �977! notes that treated wood

may not meet treatment specifications, and recommends that a clause

requiring an independent assay of the wood be included in a specification

for wood construction. The most cotnmon problem in concrete construction

according to Buslov �979! is "corrosicn deterioration". This phenomenon

occurs as moisture reaches the reinforcement steel and it starts to

rust. It is usually most intense on lower horizontal surfaces and may

be because of poor quality concrete, inadequate cover over the reinforce-

ment, or a combination of the two. Corrosion deterioration is much



less a problem in precast elements because quality control is usually

better. Finally, Tobiasson �979! states that prompt repair of damaged

structural components aids in reducing maintenance costs since Local

damage often leads to accelerated deterioration elsewhere.

The purpose of bracing pi]e supported structures is to resist

lateral loads, and to stiffen the structure to reduce side and end

sway. Excessive sway is equivalent to lack of rigidity which is the

primary cause for a dock or pier to "feel" unsafe. Bracing consists

of batter piles, x-bracing, or knee braces as illustrated in Figure

6.14. Batter piles are driven at an angle to provide a horizontal

load resisting component either in tension or compression. X and knee

braces effectively reduce the free length of the pile above the mudline

that is available for bending, thus stiffening the system and reducing

lateral deflections. X-braces usually consist of steel tie rods or

wood members. The tie rods are typically 5/8 to 3/4 in. diameter

�6 to 19 mm! and are fitted through drilled holes that have been flooded

with preservative  AQPl, 1975b!. Note that they are only effective in

tension since they are slender members. Wood x-bracing is constructed

by bolting treated wood planks, typically 2 x 6 in. �1 x 152 mm! or 2 x

8 in. �1 x 203 mm! lumber, to the front and back face of a pile bent.

Knee braces are similar but do not extend the full width of the bent.

Batte r piles are the most effective means of reducing horizontal

movement under lateral load. They are also more expensive than x or

knee bracing and are difficult to replace if damaged. Chancy �96L!

recommends that the batter pile be framed into the bearing piles as
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near the low water line as practical to minimize decay. Xn the event

that decay of the upper portion of a bearing pil* requi,res that it be

spliced, a low batter pile conncection will retain its full bracing

strength.

Of the three bracing systems mentioned, knee braces are the least

effective means of controlling horizontal deformation, but are sub-

stantially better than no bracing at all. Both x and knee braces are

easily installed by hand labor and may be repaired or replaced easily

while the structure is in service. To retain its integrity, the

connections of these braces must allow no slack so bolts alone are not

adequate. Most references suggest a single-curve spike grid but that

will be addressed in a subsequent section on connections. Care must

be taken in using x or knee braces in cold regions where ice drift will

loosen connections and knock the braces loose from the bearing piles

 AMPI, l971!.

The pile cap serves to distribute the loads from the stringers

above among the piles of one bent. Two general configurations have

been used, including a single member resting directly on the pile butts.

and separate members attached to the sides of the piles  Figure 6.15!.

The second type is known as a "split-cap" snd is favored for its ease

of construction and because the piles may then extend up through the

deck to support handrails, hose bibbs, fire extinguishers, electrical

outlets, lights, and mooring hardware.

While timber, steel, and concrete are all used. for pile caps, timber

i.s again the most common. Chancy �961! suggests that timber piles
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should be "dapped" or relieved. about 1 in. �5 mm! when using split

caps so that part of the load is taken in bearing and smooth surfaces

are available for attachment. Timber cap size has traditionally been

based on local experience with typical sizes of 12 x 12 in. �00 x 300

mm! for a single member or two 6 x 12 in. �50 x 300 mm! for a split

cap  Tobiasson, 1979!. In many cases, however, these members are grossly

overdesigned, and economy may be achieved with the use of smaller members

specified by a structural engineer after analysis of the structural

geometry and design loads. Member sizes for concrete and. steel pile

caps are determined similarly.

It is usually difficult to drive piles to precise positions. As

such, it may not be practical to use precast concrete pile caps since

the connections would have to be preformed. Cast-in-place concrete

pile caps, however, easily accommodate small pile deviat:ions and still

form excellent. connections. Some of these connections are illustrated

in Figure 6-16 for various pile types. Buslov �979! cautions that

severe spelling of cast-in-place pile caps has been observed at, expansion

joints, recesses for nuts and bolts, and. lower surfaces which are damaged

by main bar reinforcing corrosion.

The stringers or a fixed dock, pier, or wharf lie between each pile

bent and support the decking  See Figure 6.4!. These stringers

are very important in determ ning structural geometry and overall

cost. While i.t has been noted that the pile foundations are

the most expensive component of a fixed dock, the number of pile bents

required is determined by the length of the stringers above. Longer
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spans mean fewer piles at reduced cost.

The practical maximum span length depends on material strength

as well as the standard sizes available. Goner'ete stringers are precast

 Buslov, 1979! and may be formed to any desired dimension. Dunham and

Finn �974! propose a prestressed, precast concrete deck system that

combines deck and beam properties in a single element  Figure 6.17!.

Stringers may be designed as simple beams under a continuous uniform

deck load or concentrated point loads as discussed in Chapter 3.

The decking of a fixed dock, pier, or wharf structure must satisfy

several design criteria in addition to structural integrity. It must

be durable, slip-proof, easily repairable, clean, and preferably attrac-

tive. The most common decking materials are timber, steel, concrete,

and aluminum  Tobiasson, 1979!. The metal decks are less cost effective

than timber or concrete, and their use is usually limited to gangways

and ramps.

Timber decks have traditionally been constructed of 2 in. by 6

in. �0 mm by 3.6G mm! wood planks spaced approximately 4 in. � mm!

apart  Dunham, 1969}. Thinner members have been found to be too flexible

and may break under concentrated loads. The planks should be laid with

the proper grain orientation  Figure 6. 18! to encourage water runoff

as they warp with age. They are often installed diagonally  Figure

6.I.9! to stiffen the dock structure in the horizontal plane and to

strengthen the finger pier-walkway connections. Chancy �961} recommends

tha- the wood be a wear-resistant species such as oak, maple, or black
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gum. Redwood decking is very attractive but should be avoided. because

of its poisonous splinters  Dunhsm, 1969!. Deck timbers must be treated

to obtain a reasonable service life, but creosote should not be used

 Koelbel, 1979!. Creosote bleeds out of the wood and sticks to shoes,

clothing, and boats, and discourages customers in the long run. Pres-

sure impregnated salts are a much cleaner solution.

Exterior grade plywood has also been used as a decking material.

According to Dunham �969!, 3/4 in. �0 mm! thick plywood provides greater

structural strength in cross-bracing than 2 in. �0 mm! wood decking.

To avoid, delamination with age, plywood decks must be kept painted.

Exterior house paint mixed with 4 lb. �.23 kg! of coarse ground pumice

per gallon �.2 1! will give a satisfactory non-slip surface  Dunham,

1969!. Plywood deck panels with a bonded synthetic non-slip surface

are available from marine materials manufacturers at greater costs but

correspondingly lower maintenance and longer life.

Sheet metal deck panels of steel or aluminum have found l,imited

application on marine structures. These open grating type decks are

suitable where deck areas are small or on gangways where low weight.

and good traction are required. Dunham �969! indicates that while

metal decks have performed acceptably in fresh water environments, their

use is not recanmended around. salt water because of corrosion problems.

Concrete decks may be either precast or cast-in.-place; in either

case, they are more massive than timber or metal decks. Since heavier

supporting systems and piles are then required, concrete decks are

typically used on larger structures. A concrete dock may be designed

as a one-way slab, a two-way slab, or as a "T-beam" which combines the
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deck and girder in one element. While thin elements are not recommended

 Chancy, 1961!, properly designed concrete decks are durable, economical,

and especially suitable to areas subject to marine borer attack.

Tobiasson �979! suggests that curing compounds be used to densify the

top surface of the concrete to make it less permeable to water. Flexible

expansion joints should also be provided to minimize cracking.

Gan,@ra~~a

The deck level of a berthing system is often lower than the marginal

wharf on the harbor perimeter. When this is the case, some ramp or

transition zone is necessary for ease of access to the berths. Ef the

change in elevation between dock and wharf level is small, the difference

can be accommodated by a sloping section of deck similar to the rest

of the dock. Since this section should have a maximum slope of 1 vertical

to 3 horizontal  state of California, 1980!, its vertical rise is limited

by its length which is a function of stringer size and design load. Gang-

ways or "brows" are used when the vertical rise is too great for a sloping

deck, or when a gentler slope is preferred  H.gure 6.20!. The handrail

of most gangways doubles as a truss to help support the deck and increase

the allowable span length.

Connections and Hardware

Joint design is probably the most involved and neglected element

of timber structure construction. according to Chancy �961!. Presumably

the same is true for steel and concrete design, although their material

properties are much more predictable. Constructing a joint usually

entails connecting various structural elements with some sort of fastener
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or hardware. The joint. must transmit, the full force of its members

with approximately the same  but no less! stiffness. lf the joint is

either less stiff or weaker than the rest of the structure, large da-

flections may result that lead to fatigue failure. Joint stiffness

is a function of connection geometry, material properties, and type

of fastener used. Discontinuities in finger pier and walkway alignment

 skewed wa3.kways or pinwheel finger'8 as in Figure 6.21! are examples

of poor structural geometry that lead to stress concentrations and a

higher degree of sheared bolts and loosened joints  Curry, 1979!. The

fol,lowing disc~ssion presents the types of fasteners used for marina

construction, followed by a brief review of joint design considerations.

Hardware, for the purposes of this report, refers to the fasteners

necessary to hold a connection together. h, greater number of fasteners

are used for wood joints than for steel or concrete because of the

complex nature of wood connectors. The bolted joint is the most common

for timber dock, pier, and wharf construction. Other timber joint fast-

eners include washers, split rings, spike grids, screws, drift pins,

nails, and shear plates  Figure 6.22!. Washers are used to distribute

the campressive stresses under bolts and avoid crushing the woad fibers.

Split rings are installed in precut grooves of timber-on-timber joints

to increase their axial shear strength  Timber Engineering Company,

1956!. Split ring joints are highly "esistant to loosening oecause

of vibration, impact or cyclic loads, and are most suitable for completely

prefabricated structures. Spike grids are used in similar wood-to-

wood connections where prefabrication is impractical. Ordinary wood

screws are seldom used in structural applications because they require

significant labor to install, and while they have higher withdrawal
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Figure 6.22 Timber Joint Fasteners
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resistance than nails, such loading should be avoided if possible  Timber

Engineering Company, 1956!. Lag screws, however, are the connector

most often used when a through bolt is impractical. Since they are

inserted in predrilled holes and turned into place, they can be retightened

if shrinkage of the wood or flexure causes them to loosen. Drift pins

are also installed in predrilled holes but are driven into place rather

than turned. They are often used to anchor heavy timbers to the tops

of piles or beams. Hails and spikes are driven into wood members without

predrilled holes, and. must be loaded in shear since they have relatively

low withdrawal resistance. While grooved or spiral nails resist loosening

better than smooth nails, Chancy {1961! notes that nailed joints may

work loose under repeated flexure. Hails are often used in conjunction

with framing anchors or joist and beam hangers  Figure 6.23! to eliminate

toe-nai,ling and improve the joints shear strength. Finally, shear plates

 See Figure 6.22! are used in steel-to-wood connections or for timber

joints that may need to be dismantled. Like split rings, they are installed

in precut grooves but are flush with the timber face when in place  Timber

Engineering Company, 1956!. The design of wood connections using all

of the above mentioned fasteners is presented in the "National Design

Specification for Wood Construction"  National Forest Products Association,

1977, Supplement 1978!-

The principal methods of connection in steel construction are bolting

and welding. High strength bolts have replaced rivets because of their

ease of installation and higher initial tension that keeps the joint

from loosening under dynamic loads. Bolts are also easily removed when

dismantling or repair work is required. ln situations where, dismantling
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is not critical, welded connections are prevalent. Welding allows reduced

weight through elimiaatioa of secondary members such as gusset plates

aad connection angles  Chancy, 1961!. The design of bolted or welded

steel connections is presented in. the '".fanuaL of Steel Construction"

 AISC, 1980! ~

Concrete joints or conaections occur in several categories including

those betweea precast members, between cast-ia-place members, between

precast and cast-in-place members, and between structural steel and

both types of concrete. Joints may be made by welding steel reinforce-

ment or structural steel inserts, by bolting, by pinning with dowels or

key-type devices,,by prestressing, and finally, with adhesives  ACI,

1977b!. Encroachment of water into the joint is seen as the major cause

of deterioration in concrete connections, so some method of sealing

is required. Coacrete joint' design and seaLing is addressed by the

American Concrete Institute �977a! aad Noble �964!..

Joints or connections are often the areas of a structure most

vulnerable to damage. This is especially true of dock, pier, aad wharf

structures in which a connectioa is afforded little protection. To

be durable, a connection must resist both corrosion and fatigue failure

by Loosening. Oa the topic of corrosion, all light ferrous hardware

should be hot-dipped galvaaized  AWPI, 1975b!. Contact of dissimilar

metals must be avoided to minimize galvanic corrosion. Chancy �961!

recommends the use of wrought iroa or malleable cast iron in place of

steel. Finally, loosening of joints may be controlled by proper design

initially, combined with good mainteaance. Timber x-braces are a

prime example. Instead of just a bolted joi.nt that holds the brace
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and pile in contact, a spike grid should be used inbetween. All bolts

should be tightened during Che early life of a structure to take up

shrinkage and maintain full strength.

6. 6 FIXED DOCK MOORAGE

Proper berthing of a small craft requix'es Chat the vessel be

safely held in the slip without damage to itself or the structuxe.

Mooring refex's to the method of attachment of the boat to the dock.

Fenders are provided to prevent damage resulting from hull to structure

contact. Whi].e the pximary task of the fendering system is to protect

against impact on docking, it must be integrated into mooring design

so that a vessel moox'ed alongside" is safe from abrasion.

Two types of mooring are currently used in recreational marinas:

a stiff arm ox' strut system, and the traditional line mooring  Figure

6.24!. Steel whips have been used to hold boats away from contact,

as well as stern snd bow clips. Dunham �969! points out that while

these systems work well initially, they become noisy with usage,

and boarding may be difficult. Hull contact may also be avoided with

line mooring systems if some provision is made to hold the craft away

from the finger pier. The water level fluctuation that can be accommodated

by fixed dock moorage systems depends on the length of the link between

the dock and boat. Longer arms or tie lines allow greater height

variations, but require more water area and larger berths.

Cleats are the most common method of attaching mooring lines between

small craft and their berthing slips. Metal cleats of galvanized steel

or noncorrosive alloy are available in several sizes from marina suppliers

 Uunhsm and Finn, l974!. Some marina operators prefer wooden cleats
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 Figure 6.25!, since they can be split to expose rusted bolts for

repair. For small craft up to 40 ft �2 m!, a 10 to 12 in. �50

to 300 mm! cleat is recommended. Since many cleat failures have been

the result of pull-out under severe line stresses, Curry �979! re-

commends that metal cleats be welded to a 1/4 x 3 x 6 x 12 in.  8 x 75 x

150 x 300 mm! angle that is then through bolted both vertically and

horizontally to the dock. Lag bolts should not be used because they

tend to loosen with stress and age.

While the ideal arrangement pattern will vary with each berthing

system, Dunhsm and Finn �974! suggest that one cleat fore aud aft on

either side of the vessel will be sufficient for boats up to 35 ft

�1 m! long. The fore cleat should be mounted on the knee brace near

the headwalk, while the aft cleat should be mounted near the end of the

finger pier. Ãooring systems for single and double-boat berths are

illustrated in Figure 6.26. In the latter case, two cleats spaced

3 ft �.9 m! apart on the edge of the headwalk replace the missing finger

pier  Dunhsm and Finn, 1974!. A tie-pile is also recommended as a

substitute for the two outboard cleats of the finger, or a cooperative

switch-tie system  Figure 6.27! may be used although this causes some

inconvenience to the user.

Other methods of line attachment include rings, traveling irons

and rails. Rings are used much like cleats but aze less popular because

they are somewhat noisy and because, unlike a cleat, the mooring line must

be knotted.. Traveling irons consist of hardware attached to the face

of a dock that allows the point of fixity to move up and down with a

moored boat as it rides the tide. Traveling irons are recommended by
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Chancy �961! as a space-saving measure  Figure 6.28!, and to eliminate

the need to change line lengths of moored craft as the water level

changes. Finally, Curry �979! describes a "Bull rail" system installed

along the main walkways of an Oregon commercial marina. These rails

consist of 6 by 6 in. �50 by 150 mm! or 8 by 8 in. �00 by 200 mm!

timbers set on 3 in. �5 mm! blocks on 4 to 6 ft �.2 to 1.8 m! centers and

and bolted vertically with 5/8 in. �6 mm! bolts. A continuous rail

system is especially suited to the fuel dock where mooring is temporary

but large vessels must often be accommodated.

6.7 FZXZ0 DOCK FZmZRS

Fixed dock fendering systems are designed to absorb impact energy

through controlled deflection of the fender material and dock structure.

Fender design factors include vessel characteristics such as shape,

mass, and speed; the approach direction; and the rigidity of the dock.

While rubber, gravity, and floating fenders are all common to larger

structures, wood rubbing strips are the standard for small craft fixed

docks. Wood is an excellent material for such an application because

of its low initial cost, resiliency, and ease of placement  Texas A 6 H

University, 1971!. Lasting performance should not be expected, however,

unless properly treated, stress graded lumber is used with non-corrosive

hardware. Furthermore, bolt hole diameter should be the same as the

attachment bolts used so that no slack can develop in the system.

Fixed pier fendering commonly runs vertically rather than horizontally

to accommodate water level changes. Wood rub strips are bolted to the

dock face at 8 to 10 ft �.5 to 3.0 m! intervals so that they bear on

the rub nails or gunwale copings of small craft and hold them clear of
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the rest of the dock superstructure. Typical sizes range from 3 x 4 in.

�5 x 1GO mm! to 8 x 8 in. �00 x 200 mm! depending oa the size of the

vessel berthed  Dunham aad, Fian, 1974!. Length depends on the magnitude

of water level variatioas but, in general, the fender must extend

higher than the highest gunwale at extreme high water, aad 3.ower than

the lowest rubbing strake at extreme low water. While all dock face

hardware must be couatersuak or recessed to avoid damage to the boats

 Chancy, 1961!, it should be noted that this reduces the working section

of the wood member somewhat. Fender and attachment design must account

for this reduced strength as well as any moments induced by cantilever

bendiag loads as the feader is struck at. its extreme ends.

Other fixed pier feader systems include vertical plastic tubes,

fender pi3.es, and do3phins. Vertical plastic tube fenders  Figure 6.29!

work much the same as wood rubbing strips but are more flexible aad exert

a milder impact oa hulls  Dunham aad Finn, 1974!. They may be supported

as shown in the figure or suspended from a top bracket with a heavy weight

haaging below the lowest possible point of hu3.1 contact. Fender piles

also functioa like rubbing strips but have a lower point of fixity

somewhere below the mud 3.ine. As Figure 6.30 illustrates, fender piles

are slender, flexible piles that are driven at a slight batter and

attached to the deck superstructure. Fender piles are more expensive

than rubbing strips, and their higher load capacity is not necessary

for small craft berths. Dolphins are isolated marine structures that

protect ships aad docks from damage and aid in mooring. Dolphins

usually consist of clusters of piles that are placed at the corners of

docks to protect these easi3.y damaged areas. The piles may be driven
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Figure 6.30 Vertica1. Feader Pile
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to stand free, or be wrapped with several turns of steel cable  Figure

6.31! to work as a group.

6. 8 SESQQH

Fixed docks are supported by piles driven into the soil bottom of

a marina basin. Fixed docks are best suited to locations where tidal

variations are less than about 4 ft �.2 m!, total water depth is less

than about 20 ft �.0 m!, and ice loads are not too severe. Fixed

docks constructed in northern climates are usually provided with an

air bubbler system to suppress the ice around the piles and

minimize packing and impact damage problems.

The most common pile type used in fixed dock construction is the

pressure-treated timber pole. Other pile types include steel, concrete,

and composite sections. The selection of pile type is based on avail-

ability, durability, strength, and estimated cost. Timber piles are

generally the most readily available, the least expensive, and are

durable if properly preserved. Steel piles are expensive to buy and

transport, but can be spliced to any required length and can support

very high capacity loads. Concrete piles include both cast-in-place

piles and precast sections. Precast piles are more practical in the

marina environment, but are very heavy and difficult to handle. Com-

bination piles are not often used because of problems with the splice

joint between the two materials.

The fixed dock superstructure consists of a pile cap connecting the

piles of each "bent", stringers spanning between the bents, bracing

to stiffen the framework, and a deck material laid over the top.

substantial portion. of the cost of a fixed dock is spent on the pile
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foundations. The overall pile costs can be reduced. by using fewer pile

bents, spaced at greater intervals, but this requires longer stringers.

The practical maximum span depends on the material strength of the

stringers and the standard sizes available. The decking is often timber

planking which is placed diagonally for a lateral bracing effect. Fixed

docks are designed as rigid frameworks and require tight connections.

Xf the connections loosen because of fatigue, wood member shrinkage, or

deterioration, artificial hinges can develop that quickly destroy the

structural integrity of the system.

Fenders for fixed docks usually consist of vertical wood rub

strips. The rub strip should be smooth faced so that the gunwale or

rub rails of a berthed boat can slide up and down smoothly. Other types

of fixed dock fenders include vertical plastic tubes, fender piles,

snd dolphins.



CHAPTER 7

FLOATIHG DOCKS, PIERS ANO WHARVES

Floating docks, piers, or wharves are those that r ly on their

buoyancy for support. They are the ma/or alternative to fixed or pile-

supported structures intended for the berthing of small craft. While

the application of either the "fixed" or "floating" type to a particular

location depends on many site specific factors, floating slips are

generally favored for water level variations greater than about 4 ft

�.2 m! and for basin depths greater than about 20 ft �.1 m!. Large

water level changes are common on flood control lakes, rivers, and tidal

inlets on the coast. Under such conditions secure mooring of a small

craft to a fixed dock is difficult and boarding may be hazardous. Since

pile costs are responsible for a large portion of the overall cost of

a fixed dock, factors that increase pile costs such as great depths,

very soft bottoms, or very hard  ledge rock! bottoms all favor floating

berths.

Cost comparisons between fixed and floating docks, piers, and

wharves are very risky in today's economy. Dunhsm �969! notes that

while fixed docks appear to be less expensive, there is an increasing

trend toward the use of floating berths for all small craft harbors.

In a later report, Chamberlain �977! also finds the floating systems

preferable while stating that costs are competitive between the two

types.

In an effort to protect moored small craft better, floating and

covered berths have been designed  Dunhsm, 1969!. Two types are prevalent,

differing in the method of supporting the roof. When the maximum water

190
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level fluctuation is less than about 6 ft �.8 m!, the anchor piles

of the float system may be extended up to support the top. In this

type, pole shed construction is used that is identical to fixed-pier

covered berths  See Chapter 6!. The second type of floating-covered

berth is suitable for water level variations in excess of 6 ft �.8 m!.

Each floating pier is incorporated in a covered structural unit as

illustrated in Figure 7.1. The superstructure consists of a continuous,

truss-framed roof supported by columns from each side of the main walk

and the outboard ends of the fingers. According to Dunhsm �969!, the

superstructure is markedly different than a similar roof on land since

it must provide structural rigidity for the entire float system that

limits differential flexing to a small fraction of that which occurs

in an open berth arrangement. Substantial bracing is required to achieve

acceptable rigidity which leads to very large dead. loads. The large

above~ater profile area causes high, wind-induced lateral loads that

must be resisted by the anchorage system. Excepting very calm and pro-

tected waters, it is questionable whether floating covered berths are

practical in light of their considerable cost for minimal benefits.

As with fixed-covered berths, dry stack storage is suggested as an

alternative  New York Sea Grant, 1978!.

Floating dock, pier and wharf systems are well-suited to modular

construction, and several manufacturers are marketing complete berthing

systems. In general, their approach has been to develop float units

that can be fastened together in various arrangements appropriate for

different sites. The float unit usually consists of a number of pontoons

attached to a framework that supports the deck. A mixture of plastic,
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Figure 7.1 Floating Covered Berths
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timber, steel, aluminum, and concrete materials is common for a well-

designed system.

This chapter begins with a discussion of structural geometry of

floating docks, piers, and wharves. Next, foam flotation is addressed,

followed by the various types of pontoons differentiated by shell material.

The selection of float type and design considerations for floating docks

concludes this second section. Anchoring systems comprise the third

section, including control piles, pile yokes, pipe struts, and cable

anchors. The final section consists of the design considerations concerned

with decking and framing for floating docks, piers, and wharves.

7. 1 STRUCTURAL GEOMETRY

The structural geometry of floating docks, piers, and wharves is

in a sense similar to the fixed structures described in Chapter 6. Ver-

tical support is provided by flotation elements or pontoons which replace

the pile bents and are arranged under a deck superstructure which acts

to distribute the deck loads. The pontoons are most often rectangular

 parallelepipeds or cylinders and may be placed transversely or longitu-

dinally under the superstructure  PIANC, 1976!. If placed transversely,

the pontoon should be as long as the dock is wide to ensure maximum

transverse stability. Stability is also a ma]or concern when the

longitudinal arrangement is used. Chancy �961! notes that stability

is maximized by concentrating the flotation elements under the edges

of the dock, even for asymmetrical Loading.

The deck superstructure of a floating dock or pier usually consists of

a set of stringers that supports a deck that rides 15 to 20 in �80 to

510 mm! above the water with no live Load  Figure 7.2!. Other structural
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Pontooas

Figure 7.2 Floating Dock Indicating Suggested Freeboard
 Ayers and Stokes, 1976. y. 37!
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types include a metal truss system supporting the deck, a g]ued-laminated

marina plank, or a concrete deck that is monolithic with the floats

below  Figure 7.3!. Along the perimeter of most of these systems lies

a heavy timber rub rail or waler.

Short float sections or modules are generally assembled on shore,

launched, and then connected end to end to form the berthing system.

The main walkways of the piers extend outward from fixed or floating

marginal wharves. Small craft are berthed at finger floats attached

at right angles to the pier. Nonorthogonal connections in finger float

and walkway alignment should be avoided since they are subject to stress

concentrations that cause damage and increased maintenance  Curry, 1979!.

Knee braces are commonly provided at the finger float/main walk junction.

The knee brace area is a good location for anchor piles, locker boxes,

and utility risers. Access to the float system is gained by means of

hinged gangways that slide along the deck as it rises and faU.s with

changes in water level. Anchorages in the form of guide pile or cable

systems are used to restrain floating berths against lateral loads.

7.2 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR FLOTATION ELEMENTS

According to Dunham �969!, the earU.est known flotation is the

ordinary timber log. While logs are very economical on a first cost

basis, they have two main disadvantages. First, they tend to become

saturated vith time and vill sink after a few years. Secondly, they

are susceptible to marine borers and, if treated against biological

attack, they retain little of their original buoyancy. Except in unusual

circumstances, wood is not recommended as a flotation material. A suitable

replacement should be inexpensive, light, and impermeable to water.
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To be durable in. the marine environment, it should also be resistant

to petroleum products, easily fastened to the deck structure, flame

retardant, and resistant to i.ce damage in cold climates  Koelbel, 1979!.

Satisfactory float types include lightweight solids, hollow she].ls,

or combinations of these. Several types of closed-cell foams qualify

as acceptable lightweight solids. While there are many types of hollow

shells that could be used as flotation devices, most are now being

replaced with foam-filled shells  Dunham and Finn, 1974!. Problems

with leakage, internal condensation of moisture, impact damage and

vandalism are largely responsible for the change. Combinations of shells

and foam cores are therefore the primary float type to be addressed.

Foam Flotation

The most "successful" of the foam flotation materials include extruded

polystyrene, expanded-pellet polystyrene, and foamed polyurethane  Dunham

and Finn, 1974!. While foam blocks have been used successfully as flota-

tion elements without any surface coating, they suffer from a lack of

durability. One of the worst problems is somewhat indirect. Large

quantities of marine growth rapidly accummulate on unprotected foam

floats. The plant matter attracts small organisms which in turn attract

birds and sea animals to feed. It has been reported. that large pieces

of foam have been tom out as these animals seek marine life burrowed

into the underside of the foam surface  Dunham and Finn, 1974!. In

addition, some foams are susceptible to damage from petroleum or ice

contact, and may be flammable. For these reasons, some form of external

protection is now applied to all foam floats, especially in saltwater.

Protection may be in. the form of a brushed"on coating or a more substantial
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shell of plastic, fiberglas, metal, or concrete.

There are two basic approaches to manufacturing foam Tilled pontoons.

The first method is to use a block of foam as the internal form and

construct the shell around it. The alternative is to finish the shell

first and foam the coze material in afterward. Extruded polystyrene

 commonly called styrofoam! in the form of planks is most suitable for

the internal form construction because of its low costand uniform quality,

and because it is completely impervious to water  Dunham and Finn, 1974!.

While the expanded-pellet polystyrene may be Less expensive than styro-

foam, it is subject to quality control problems. Overexpansion of the

beads or non-uniform heating will produce a low quality friable foam

that is permeable to water. Since polystyrene is a common flotation

material, the following specification recommended by the California

Department of Navigation and Ocean Development  State of California,

1971! is reproduced for potential buyers:

"�! Materials: Cellular polystyrene may be formed by
the expansion of high density beads or granules in a mold
or directly from the base resin by extrusion. The material
shall be firm in composition and essentially unicellular.
No reprocessed materials shall be used.

�! Dimensions: Unless otherwise specified, the manu-
facturers' standard size will be acceptable if incorporated
into the design with a minimum of field cutting. The
tolerance in each dimension shall be plus 1 inch or minus
0.5 inch.

�! Color: As normally supplied by the manufacturers for
the particular type of polystyr'ene. Variation in color
indicative of damage or deterioration will not be accepted.

�! Surface Finish: Surface shall be stressed, polished,
free from pits, blisters, cracks, dents, waviness, heat. marks,
or deep scratches.

�! Odor: The material shall be free from any ob]ac-
tionable odor.
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�! Exterior Coating: Xn all locations where the water-
front is subject. to infestation by marine borers which damage
polystyrene, the flotation material shall be protected with
an adequate material capable of resisting any anticipated
attack by marine organisms.

�! Physical Properties: Specimeas from polystyrene plaaks
shall coaform to the requirements stated below:

 a! Density: 1.5 pounds per cubic, foot  minimum!.
 b! Compressive Strength: 20 pounds per cubic inch

minimum at 5 percent deflection.
 c! Tensile Strength: 40 pounds per square inch

minimum at break.

 d! Shear Strength: 25 pouads per square inch
minimum at break.

 8! Moisture Absorption: The maximum water absorption
shall be 0.12 pounds per square foot of skialess or rindless
surface when tested by immersion method in accordance with
U.S. Department of Defease, Military Specifications Mil-P-
40619 � April l962! 4.5.7.

 9! Hydrocarbon Resistaace: Polystyrene planks to be
used in the vicinity of gas docks or other areas subject to
petroleum products floating on water shall be hydrocarbon
resistant. The materials shall show ao apparent softeniag
or swelling when tested by the immersion method specified
ia the U.S. Department of Defease, Military Specifications
MIL-P-40619 � April 1962! 4.5.10.

�0! Shape: Surfaces of the finished planks shall lie
in normal planes so that the plank, when installed ia final
position in the floating dock, shall lie in a true horizontal
plane with the water. Edges formed by molding or cut sections
may be either rounded or square."

Polyurethane is often preferred over polystyrene when the foam

is to be placed inside a finished shell. Of the two types of polyurethane

available, only the monocellular variety is non-absorbeat and should

always be specified  Dunham and Finn, 1974!. While polyurethane foams

are naturally resistant to hydrocarbons, they are prone to oxidation

and should be provided with a protective covering.

Oae final note regarding foam flotation has to do with polymer

compatibility. Some coatings or adhesives will work well with one foam
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but react with another. According to Dunham and Finn �974!, polyester

resins are compatible with polyurethane but not with polystyrene.

Most manufacturers have representatives available for technical advice

should such a question arise with the use of their product.

Coated Li htwei ht Pontoons

Lightweight shell pontoons are those in which the coating is

a form of protection only and does not add significant strength to

the foam core. Common protective coverings include brush or spray

coats of polyvinyl-acetate emulsion or dense polyurethane  Dunham

and Finn, 1974!, epoxy paint  Dunham, 1969!, and fiberglas reinforced

polyester  PIAHC, 1976!. These coatings all bond to the foam core

and provide a tough flexible skin that attracts less marine life

and is easily wiped off. Compatibility between the coating and core

should be checked to ensure the two materials do not react. For

example, if the protection of a fiberglas and resin shell is desired

over a polystyrene foam core, an intermediate coating of epoxy that

is compatible with the resin must first be applied  Dunhsm and Finn,

1974!.

Concrete has also been used as a coating for light, foam core floats.

Although it adds considerable weight which must be compensated for with

more flotation material, concrete provides an armored surface that

may prolong the life of the system  Dunham, 1969!. Concrete coated

floats are stable because of their increased mass, and are quite durable

as long as they are protected from impact damage. Noble �964! cites

the use of a polystyrene pontoon coated with 3/8 in. �0 mm! of concrete

troweled in place. PIANC �976! recommends a coat of fiber reinforced
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concrete about 3/4 in. �0 mm! thick. Shotcrete has also been used

with some success as a coating material. These pontoons are simi1.ar

in appearance to the concrete shell type but float much hi.gher.

S~~thetic Molded Shells

The most common mo1ded synthetic shells are made of fiberglas-

reinforced polyester resin or high density polyethylene. Material

technology in the field of synthetics is rapidly evolving, however,

and other shell materials that are equally acceptable may be available.

An attempt should be made by potential users of these materials to

investigate their service record with respect to durability.

Fiberglas and polyethylene shells tend to be more durable than

the lightweight shells mentioned above because of their better quality

and increased strength. Brushed or sprayed-on coatings are typica1.ly

non-uniform in thickness and contain local defects such as air bubbles

or contsminants. This leads to cracking, pinhole leaks, and general

slow deterioration  Dunham, l969!. The fiberglas and polyethylene

shells on the other hand, are pressure molded between matched dies

to ensure uniform wall thicknesses. Control1.ed manufacturing and curing

conditions eliminate the defects experienced with lightweight she1.ls.

As pontoon materials, fiberglas and polyethylene have many other

advantages that are attractive to the marina designer and owner. Floats

made of' these materials are non-corrosive, non-conductive, resist marine

life build-up, are not affected by petroleum spills, and have excellent

impact strengths. Xn addition, one piece seamless construction is

possible with provision for easy attachment to the deck framing,
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Steel or Alundnum Shells

Metal shelled floats of steel or aluminum are another alternative

for floating dock pontoons. Two shapes are common including a rectangular

unit of folded thin gauge metal sheet with stiffener baffles, or a

tubular one with end caps that resembles a corrugated drainage pipe.

Used steel oil drums have been used as flotation units but should be

considered only for short. term or temporary projects because of their

poor durability  Dunhsm, 1969!. Vhile fabricated steel and aluminum

floats are also subject to rapid corrosion, they are commonly protected

by manufacturer-applied preservative coatings both inside and out.

In spite of this coating, most metals are not recommended for use on

the sea coast. because of their high corrosion rate in the saltwater

environment  Dunhsm, 1969!. Corrosion resistant alloys are available

at some extra cost that may overcome this objection. Metal floats

are nearly all foam-filled to provide extra protection against leakage,

internal condensation, and internal. corrosion  Dunhsm and Finn, 1974!.

Metal pontoons are particularly serviceable where ice formation and.

heavy floating debris is encountered.

Concrete Shells

Concrete has proven to be an excellent material for marina pontoons

 Noble, 1964!. Several manufacturers market floats with lightweight

concrete shells around foam cores. The concrete usually used has a

density of 100 to 110 pcf �5.7 to 17.3 kN/m ! significantly less than3

the 145 pcf �2.8 1$/m ! density of normal concrete  Curry, 1979!.3

The primary advantage of lightweight concrete is that less buoyancy

is required to support its dead weight. Pontoons of normal concrete
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also require larger handling equipment and the resulting handling

stresses are more critical because of increased size and weight

 Noble, 1964!.

Concrete floating dock systems are often cited for their stability

and durability  Noble, 1964; Duoham, 1969!. The heavier the pontoon,

the greater its stability, providing the center of gravity remains

low. Concrete pontoons tend to be more massive than other float systems

and do not respond as quickly to load impulses or small waves. The

mass of a concrete float system may work against it, however, in areas

sub]ect to long period waves or harbor surge  Curry, 1979!. Considerable

damage has been noted at locations where surge ran 10 to 1S in. �50 to

450 mm! at periods of l to 5 minutes. MM.le concrete is very durable

in the marina environment, it has three main weaknesses. First, rein-

forcement corrosion has led to deterioration. of the walls of concrete

shells. Since these must be thin-wall structures, it is difficult

for the manufacturer to keep the reinforcing mesh in place at the center

of the concrete section. For this reason, many designers do not use

any reinforcement but instead design the float so that at no point

will the tensile strength of the concrete be exceeded  Dunhsm, 1969!-

Second, concrete borers of the pholad family may damage concrete pontoons.

Resistance to pholads depends on the quality and dispersion of the

aggregate. Noble �964! notes that ordinary rock and expanded shale ag-

gregate have resisted. attack while perlite aggregate, shotcrete without

coarse aggregate, and plaster concrete coatings can be bored in 3 to

4 years. Finally, concrete pontoons are very susceptible to poor quality

control and poor installation practices  Curry, 1979!. Care must be

taken during construction to use the proper quantity and quality of
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foam core material, to locate the core correctly in the form, and to

vibrate and finish the concrete shell proper3.y. These steps will ensure

that the floats are balanced and uniform, with walls, bottoms, and

decks of the proper thickness and concrete quality. The best designed

floats of the finest quality will still not function properly if poor

installation procedures are used. Rough handling during transportation

and launching will induce bending and impact stresses that lead to

broken corners, cracks, and holes  Dunham; 1969!. Rapid temperature

changes and improperly tightened connections may also cause cracking.

7.3 SELECTIOH OF FLOAT ZLZMENT TYPES

Of the decisions that must be made by the designer of a floating

dock, pier, or wharf, the choice of flotation material may be the most

controversial  Dunham, 1969!. In some cases, the proper ggdgment

is obvious. Logs, unprotected foam billets, and waste oil drums are

acceptable only as temporary or short term float materials. On the

other hand, the selection of a particular type of foam-filled shell

may be based largely on the preference of the marina operator or

patr'ons. Avai3.ability, durability, stability, and life cycle costs

are factors to be considered in selecting a float type for a given

marina installation. As in the case of fixed docks, piers, or wharves,

appear'ance may also be an important criterion but will not be addressed

here.

Pile foundations such as those used for fixed docks, piers, and

wharves are also used to support other structures located on soft ground.

For this reason, the various types of piles addressed in Chapter 6

are genera3.1y available regardless of location. Floats, on the other
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hand, are not as readily available because of their narrower scope

of application. The marina designer must first determine which float

types may be obtained, followed by probablk shipment and handling problems.

Xn general, flotation elements are U.ght and bullqr, so all may be

transported by land carriers. Lightweight and synthetic shell pontoons

are easily handled manually while metal and concrete shell pontoons

are heavy enough to require light machinery.

Durability is not a problem with any of the established float

materials as long as they are used within their limitations. Lightweight

shells are most suitable to calm, protected harbors where they will

not be subjected to a lot of abrasion or impact. Metal shells, regard-

less of the coating applied, should not be used in saltwater because

of their potential for corrosion. Care must be taken during the con-

struction and launching of concrete shells to avoid tensile cracks

that will lead to deterioration later on. The materials industry,

especially in the field of synthetics, is rapidly evolving and has

produced many new materials wi,th potential application to float con-

struction. The designer should be cautious in the use of these products,

however, as they lack reliable data on fatigue, weathering, and wearing

qualities  Dunham, 1969!.

When used to describe a floating dock, pier, or wharf system,

the term "stability" r +era to how steady the structure feels underfoot.

For a given deck superstructure, heavier floats will feel more stable

to the user. Massive float systems do not respond as quickly to wave

chop or dynamic live loads. Lightweight floats, however, tend. to feel

bouncy in the same conditions. The opposite is true in locations aub-
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feet to long period � to 5 minute! surge, according to Curry {1979!,

- where concrete float systems have experienced considerable damage.

Life cycle costs should also be considered when selecting flotation

elements for a floating dock, pier, or wharf. Life cycle costs include

both the initia3. installation cost and maintenance costs over a standard

design life. Generally, Lighter, less substantial floats wil3. be less

expensive to purchase, but will require more maintenance. Heavier,

more durable floats may be preferable from an operators standpoint

since they minimize downtime during which maintenance is performed.

7 4 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR FLOAT COMPONENTS

The design of a floating structure is very complex, particularly

the connections between the float modules. Unlike a fixed structure,

the vertical support is not uniform and varies continuously with changes

in. water level and deck loading. The deck and framing syst: em must

be flexible enough to conform to the water surface while at the same

time having sufficient rigidity to distribute loads without the local

overstressing that leads to the development of an artificial hinge.

This tradeoff is a difficult one and, according to Chamberlain �.978!,

the design of such systems is not safely left to amateurs. Two alterna-

tives are available to the designer of a floating dock. First, a

number of manufacturers are marketing float systems, some of which

have many years of performance records that show them to be successful.

Second, an expert with experience in the design of similar facilities

may be consulted. While it is difficult to equate the two approaches

in terms of cost, the prefabricated docks may be less expensive because

of volume production and lower design costs. Unfortunately, they
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also more difficult to adjust to site specific coaditions or owner

preference-

The basic building block of a floating dock, pier or wharf is the

float unit or .pontoon. These pontoons are assembled with some members

of the framing system on shore, launched, and then conaected ead-to-

ead to form the maim walkways and finger floats of a berthiag system.

A floatiag dock consists of pontoons, stringers or walers, a deck, and

bracing to make it. sufficiently rigid. The following discussion presents

the design considerations conceraiag each of these components as well

as the connectioa and fastening details necessary to assemble the float

sy st emu

Poatoons

The first item ia the design of pontooas is to determiae their

size and number required and how many pontoons are required for each

module. According to the principles of buoyancy, an individual pontoon

vill support a total vertical load equal to the weight of vater displaced

when it is fully submerged. The vertical load as defined in Chapter

3 is the sum of the dead and live loads. The weight of the pontoons

supporting a float module must be included in the dead load along with

the weight of the stringers, walers, decking, and hardvare. It follows

that for the same live load capacity, coacrete shelled pontooas must

be larger than lightweight units. Manufacturers of commercial flotation

elements produce standard sizes that have been found to be suitable

for a range of deck and framing designs. The designer of a float module

chooses a particular pontoon and determines the number required per

module by dividiag the total vertical load by the load capacity per pontoon.
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Some floating docks are designed with continuous, shallow pontoons

along their length, while others use a few large pontoons placed at

strategic locations for stability. Dunhsm and Finn �974! note that

systems with continuous flotatioa elements will tend to trap surface

debris, since no gaps exist for skimming or circulation. The use of

large, discrete pontoons allows surface currents to flush debris through

the gaps and results in a cleaner marina.

The attachment of the pontoons to the deck superstructure is another

very important aspect of floating dock design. Attachment refers to

the location of the pontoon within the framing members, as well as the

methods of affixing the pontoon to these members. Figure 7.4 illus-

trates three different dock profiles to demonstrate the effect of pontoon

placement on dock design. Mith respect to Figure 7.4, some definitions

are 'n order. The distance labeled "dead load" is the depth to which

the float system sinks .without any live load acting on it. The "live

load capacity" height remaining from the water line to the top of the

pontoon when the dock is floating under its dead. load only. This height

corresponds to the amount of live load the dock can support gust before

the floats submerge and the whole dock begins to sink. Most floating

docks have some height above the live load capacity line as indicated

in Figure 7.4 which is defined. as the "freeboard remaining with no live

load capacity". Dock profiles  a! and  b! cause a false =nse of

security as the live load capacity is used up long before the deck reaches

the water level. Koelbel �979! cites several cases of boat shows where

eager patrons crowded the docks until the pontoons became entirely sub-

merged  with 6 to 8 in. or 1S2 to 203 mm freeboard remaining! fallowed

by immediate submergence of the entire pier. Dock profile  c!, on the
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other hand, provides increasing live load capacity to the point where

the freeboard is virtually zero. The point to be made here is that

freeboard is not a reliable indicator of live load capacity. A float

design that minimizes the distance between the top of the pontoon and

the deck surface is to be preferred for reasons of safety.

The height at which the deck of a floating dock rides above the

water should be suited to the sizes and types of boats to be berthed.

Dunham and Finn �974! suggest that a range of 15 to 20 in. �80 to

508 mm! is appropriate for small craft docks floating under dead loading

only. Koelbel �979! recommends a freeboard of 18 in �60 mm! for the same

condition. Some agencies also require that the dock settle no more

than 8 to 9 in. �03 to 229 mm! under full live loading  Dunham and

Finn, 1974!.

Methods of affixing pontoons to the framing members of floating

docks vary according to the float materiaL. Unprotected foam blocks

or lightweight shell pontoons do not have sufficient bending strength

and must therefore bear on a flat surface under the deck superstructure

 Figure 7.5!. Bearing boards are attached to the bottom of the stringers

and contact the top of the foam or lightweight floats. Contact
2pressures of about 5 psi �4.5 kN/m ! are acceptable for most foams,

but the bearing boards should not be spaced more than 2 ft �.61- m!

apart and should be continuous along each edge  Dunhsm and Finn, 1974!.

The floats are then attached to the bearing board with skewed hardwood

dawels driven into the foam, or nylon strapping that goes around the

float. The strap method is preferable because repair or replacement

of the floats is much easier.
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Pontoons with stiffer shells of molded plastic, steel, aluminum

or concrete have adequate strength to be bolted to the framing members

of the deck superstructure. Molded shells usually have an integral

tab that is provided for bolting while the metal pontoons can have

brackets attached by welding. The most difficult attachment occurs

for lightweight concrete shells since care must be taken to avoid tensiLe

stresses that will cause cracking. 'pro basic methods are used to bolt

up concrete pontoons to wood walers: inserts or through-bolts  Curry,

1979!. Figure 7.6 iLLustrates both insert and through-bolt concrete pontoon

assembLies. Curry �979! recommends the use of through bolts since insert

assemblies can be stripped or even pulled out of the concrete. Through

bolts however are easiLy replaced if stripped or otherwise damaged.

Strin ers and Walers

The stringers and walers of a float system form the framewbrk that

holds the deck together above its supporting floats. Walers are a special

type of stringer in that they are visible on the face of the dock and

can also function as rub rails. Depending on the rigidity of the connec-

tion between the finger floats and main walk, the stringers and walers

in this area are subject to severe vertical bending stresses induced

by wave action. Assuming a harbor depth of 10 ft �.0 m!, a design

wave height of 2 ft �.L m!, and a wave period of 5 seconds, a typical

local wind wave will be about 80 ft �4.4 m! long from crest to crest

 Dunhsm and Finn, 1974!. Taking a wave approach along the axis of the

mainwalk to be the worst case, the deck structure is loaded in be~ding

with support points nearly  80 ft or 24.4 m! apart. Ordinary stringer

systems supporting only the deadweight of the deck and floats cannot
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� Defaif af facej. affachr.. ef cf'

a pafenfed system

A. Insert Assembly  ACE,1964, p. ill! Z» FAcEK
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B. Through-Rod Assembly
 Winzler a"d Kelly,
1979, p. V-30!

Figure 7.6 insert and Through-Rod Concrete
Pontoon Assemblies
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span such a distance, however, and Dunhsm and Finn  l974! note that

resultant deflections will be about 1.5 ft �.46 m! vertical in 45 ft

�3.7 m! horizontal. Properly designed timber stringer systems can

accommodate these deflections in flexure given adequate splice joints

If the joints are weak or allowed to loosen, the structure vill form

an artificial hinge at that point which leads to a rapid deteriozation

of structural integrity and major repairs.

Assuming the conditions mentioned above, a stringer system consisting

of a 2 by 6 in. �1 by 152 mm! plank inside with a 2 by 8 in. �1 by

203 mm! plank outside, as shown in Figure 7.7, would be adequate for a

4 ft �.2 m! wide finger float on lightweight shells  Dunham, 1969!.

Paler thickness is usualjy increased to a 3 or 4 in. �6 or 102 mm!

nominal thickness to allow countersinking of the attaching hardware

without reducing strength  Chancy, 1961!. The thicker members are also

found to be superioz from a wood quality standpoint, vith fewer checks

and structural deficiencies  Curry, 1979!. Dunham �969! notes that

stringer design based on the vertical stress criteria will normally

be adequate for horizontal stresses, provided that. adequate cross and

knee bracing is installed. Another important consideration in the sizing

of valers is the level of contact with the berthed craft. Walezs should

extend dovn to 8 in. �03 mm! above the vater when the dock is subjected

to a dead load only so that boats with low rub statws will not be caught

underneath  Dunham and Finn, 1974!. At the same time, vertical fender

posts may be necessary for boats vith high gunwales. Floating dock

fendering is addressed in more detail in a subsequent section of this

chapter.
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While timber stringers are the most common, lightweight metal truss

systems have also been used  Figure 7.3!. Since these propxietary systems

are prefabricated and interconnected entirely by bolting, they may be

rapidly installed, and easily expanded to create more berths. They

are only suitable to rather calm, freshwater locations, however, according

to Dunham and Finn �974! since overstx'ess and corrosion problems are

likely.

Bracin for Floatin Docks, Piers, and Wharves

Braces are required in a floating berthing system primarily to

transmit lateral loads into the anchorage points spaced throughout the

installation. They also provide the structural integrity and sense

of rigidity that Chamberlain �977! claims is so important to a success-

ful maxina. The most obvious bzace type is the knee brace located at

the finger float/main walkway junction of most floating facilities.

Other brace types include internal x braces, struts, and torgue pipes.

Knee braces, sometimes called "fillets", are used with semi-rigid

deck superstructures to augment the cantilever action of the finger

and main walk stringer connection  Figure 7.8!. A well designed ]unction

with knee braces can accommodate the lateral Loads of a finger float

up to 40 ft �2.2 m! long  Dunham and Finn, 1974!. Longer fingexs should
have an anchor pile Located on the outboard end.

Knee brace configurations have traditionally been a 45' triangle

for simplic' ty of design  Dunham, 1969!, with a leg length equal to

the width of the finger float. There is a trend however toward the

use of a skewed knee with the longer Leg on the finger side. The longer

brace stiffens the finger by reducing its unbraced cantilever length
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and is favored for long fingers, large craft, and high wind load areas.

Metal and wood are the materials commonly used for knee braces.

Metal knees are typically steel members consisting of angles of at least

4 in. �.4 mm! thickness  Curry, 1979!. Wood kaees are usually constructed

of the sama size members as the waler oa the outside of the pontoons.

Both wood and metal knee braces are then covered over by the decking

material. While aachor piles are frequently located inside the knee

braces of a floating dock, the decking or cover plate should not be .

used to support the pile guides. The pile guides instead should be

attached to additional framing members that transfer pile loads directly

to the structural elements of the main walk. One disadvantage ia the

use of knee braces is that they encroach somewhat oa berth space and

are therefore subject to mox'e frequeat impact damage by boats. Also,

larger commex'cial fishing vessels may not be able to berth with the

stern close to the main walk for ease of boarding.

Internal x braces  Figure 7.8! are installed between the pontoons

and stringers of the timber deck superstructure of some floating docks,

piers, and wharves. The primary function of x bracing is to stiffen

float systems in a horizontal plane to resist torsional and lateral

loads better without large deflections. A secoadary purpose of these

members is to provide adequate bearing area for thin shelled foam flota-

tioa elements. When used with diagonal deck plankiag, the x braces

should be iastalled ia the opposite direction for a cross-bracing effect.

Strut systems and torque pipes. ualike x braces, are installed

solely to xesist torsional buckling stresses in the deck framework.

Torsion is induced in a number of ways including eccentric deck loading,

boat impact loads that are not applied at deck level, and various
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combination loads because of waves and wind. Unbraced stringer and.

deck arrangements are easily twisted because the high point of attach-

ment of the deck forms a "C" section that is relatively weak in torsion.

X braces are effective in resisting this torsional stress because of

their low plane of action. Strut systems  Figure 7.9! have also been

found very effective in resisting torsional buckling. Struts and cross

ties are placed at frequent intervals to reduce the clear stringer length

in which buckling can occur. Torque pipes typically consist of 3 to

Q in. �6 to 89 mm! galvanized pipes with plates welded to each end

 Dunhsm, 1969!. These plates are then bolted on one end to the main

walk stringer and, on the other, to the end partition of a finger

float  Figure 7.l0!. The finger float cannot twist then without exerting
a torsional stress on the pipe which resists this load essentially as

a very stiff spring.

As a final note on floating dock, pier, and wharf bracing systems,

it should be noted that the effectiveness of the braces discussed depends

on their onnections being strong and tight. If braces are not properly

maintained, the structural integrity of the entire installation can

deteriorate rapidly, followed closely by the need for major repairs.

The design considerations regarding decking for floating docks,

piers, and wharves are similar to those pertaining to fixed structures

as addressed in Chapter 6, and will not be repeated here. One factor

that becomes important with floating systems, however, is weight.

Heavier decks feel and sound more secure under foot, but indirectly

boost overall costs because of the extra flotation required.
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Gangways for floating docks may be identical to those of fixed

structures with the notable exception being the end connections. Since

the float system must move up and down relative to the wharf it is

attached to, rigid connections cannot be used. Gangways for float systems

anchored by means of pipe struts or stiff arms can be hinged both top

and bottom  Figure 7.11!. In most cases, how'ever, the floats are

anchored by guide piles which require that one end of the gangway be

free to slide in aad out as the deck rises and falls. While simple

metal guides are adequate f' or light gangways, wheels are commonly used

to reduce the sliding friction for heavier gangvays  Figure 7.12!.

The design of the floatiag dock under the lover end of a gangvay

must compensate for its concentrated weight. Two methods are commonly

used, including adding additional pontoons to pick up the load, or

using a pile supported counterbalance system as in Figure 7.13.

Gaagvays are most often designed as lightweight decks supported by

truss systems combined with the side handrails. In this manner, ade-

quate length can be achieved without weight that would be associated

with simple beam design. Examples of gangvays are illustrated in

Figure 7.14. The deck of these ramps should be covered with a non-

skid surface, or have cleats affixed to it on 1 ft �.3 m! centers

 State of California, 1980!. A maximum slope of 3:1 is allovable at

extreme low water.

Connections and Hardware

The connections of floating docks, piers, or wharves are perhaps

the most critical areas the designer must address. The two basic approaches
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to connection design are to use rigid junctions that transmit stresses

between coanected members, or to provide hinges that allow displacement

of the joint under load. Duaham  l969! states that rigid connections

provide for loag life with respect to the deck framing of most floating

piers. Actually, the term "rigid" is probably inaccurate in describing

float system superstructure, and instead Duaham aad Finn �974! suggest

"semirigid". It was aoted earlier that stringer systems may be subjected

to deflectioas of 1.5 ft � 46 m! vertical in 45 ft �3.7 m! horizontal.

Included in this stringer system are both stringer-to-stringer splices,

and finger float/headwalk junctions that must be designed to accommodate

these large deflections ia flexure. Figure 7.15 illustrates one example

of' a semirigid crosslocked connection of finger and headwalk stringers.

The most efficieat frsmiag is obtained when fingers lie opposite

each other along the headwalk and provide balanced loading conditions.

When they do not, header framing is difficult and may lead to torsion

in the maiawalk. It is very important for the durability of semirigid

connectioas that they not be allowed. to loosea enough to form an artifi-

cial hiage. Bearing this ia mind, the designer must be careful to specify

fasteners that do not overstress and crush the wood fibers aad create

a "working joint"  Dunham, 1969!.

Hinged connections between float sections and at the finger float/

headwalk junction may be necessary for sti.ffer stringer materials, heavier

poatoons, or excessive environmental loadiag conditions. Monolithic

concrete floats, being of great dead weight and low tensile strength,

are a prime example. Since vertical bending stresses from a concrete

fi.nger float cannot be transmitted to the header, a hinge must be pro-
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vided  Dunham, 1969!. Where necessary, hinges should be massive, with

large diameter pins that are closely fitted. Poorly maintained hinges

wear rapidly, however, soon becoming loose and noisy  Dunham and Finn,

1974!. Curry �979! notes that hinges should be avoided whenever

possible since they aU.ow too much movement and "tear up" the pontoons.

Hinge fittings are illustrated in Figure 7. 16-

The fasteners used in floating dock, pier, and whaxf construction

are in most cases identical to those used in fixed structures as pre-

sented in Chapter 6. For this reason, no further discussion of fasteners

will follow.

7.5 FLOATXNG DOCK MOORAGE

Moorage design for floating docks i.s essentially the sama as for

fixed docks. The fundamental difference is that floating docks move

vertically with the berthed craft in response to tides or long period

sux'ge, while fixed docks are stationary. The most common mooxing system

is the double berth with cleats, tie lines, and tie piles as shown in

Figure 6.27. Traveling irons  Figure 6. 28! are used on the tie piles

for large watex' level fluctuations  Chancy, 1961!. Section 7.6 should

be consulted for general small craft mooring design considex'ations.

7.6 FLOATING DOCK FKziRERS

Fenders for floating docks are less complex to design than fixed dock

fenders because the docks remain at approximately the same level with re-

spect to the berthed small craft. Floating dock fenders generally take the

form of a rubrail affixed to the face of the dock in such a manner that it

contacts the boat hull first. The various materials used have included

wood rub strips, old rubber tires, discarded fire hose, or hemp hawsers,
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but these fender types are unsightly and not particularly durable  Dunhsm

and Finn, 1974!. Special synthetic extrusions or molded shapes  Figure

7.17! are now being manufactured that solve these problems. Butyl rubber

and neoprene are durable synthetics that are used. for fender materials when

reinforced with metal strips through the attachment points.

7.7 ANCHORAGE SYSTEMS

Floating docks, piers, and wharves must be provided with some form of

anchorage system to maintain their position when subject to lateral loads.

The anchorage system must allow vertical movement with all fluctuations of

the water level while restraining horizontal movement because of wind, water

current, and boat., ice, or floating debris impact. The magnitude and pro-

per combination of these loads is addressed in Chapter 3. There are two

general groups of anchorage systems for floats. The first consists of

various types of guides that attach the floats to piles or other fixed

support. The second group includes cable and sheave systems that work in

conjunction with bottom and shore anchors. The choice of a system depends

primarily on the depth of water in the basin, and the amount of water level

fluctuation that must be accommodated. A third group that pertains to the

anchorage of covered berths will also be addressed briefly.

The restraint methods of the first group include anchor piles with

pile guides, anchor piles with traveUng irons, traveling irons attached.

to other fixed structures such as bulkheads or breakwaters, and stiff

arms ar pipe struts. Water level fluctuations of approximately 10 ft

�.0 m! can be safely accommodated by most of these systems  Chancy, 1961!.

The simplest and most common are the anchor piles which are suitable

for water depths up to 30 ft  9.1 m! according to Dunham �969!.
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Piles are intended to resist lateral loads at the water surface through

cantilever bending. This requires that they be firmly fixed in the

harbor bottom. If the basin depth is too great, or the substrata too

soft, the anchor pile must be very large to be sufficiently rigid

 PIAHC, l976!. En such cases, pile costs soon become prohibitive and

cable anchorage is more economical.

All of the various types of piles, with the exception of cast-

in-place concrete, are used for anchorage. While treated timber is

the most common, prestressed concrete, structural steel shapes, and

railroad rail have all been used. Timber is popular because of its

low cost and flexibility. Prestressed concrete piles are preferred

over conventionally reinforced concrete because of their greater bending

strength and durability. Small diameter metal pipe such as well casing

may be used in well protected areas, but the system must. be carefully

designed to avoid overload  Dunham, l969!.

The design and layout of an anchor pile system may be approached

from two different outlooks. First., given the pile geometry  diameter

and length!, the penetration depth, and the soil properties of the

substrata, an allowable load for each pile may be calculated. Dividing

the allowable load per pile into the total horizontal load on the float

system will determine the number of piles necessary for safe anchorage.

The alternative is to locate piles for uniform stress distribution

in the deck members, thereby determining the number of piles to be

used. The necessary capacity of each pile is then calculated and

it determines the pile geometry and embedment depth, given the soil

properties of the harbor bottom. The spacing of piles is a matter
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of judgment that depends on the rigidity of the dock in the horizontal

plane, and the magnitude of the lateral loads to be resisted  Dunhsm

and Finn, 1974!- Efficient structural design would dictate that the

anchor piles be located at the finger ends and the knee braces of the

slips as illustrated in Figure 7.18. Additional piles are usually pro-
vided at the "T" head of main piers under the assumption that it will

be used as a breasting dock for large cruisers.

Cheung and Kulhawy �981! should be consulted for the design pro-
cedures for lateral loads on individual piles. Anchor piles are generally
designed as free-headed members with the exception of a sleeve-guide
that has been used to fix effectively the head of the pile against

rotation. Sleeve- guided anchor piles are addressed in a subsequent

section. The load applied to an anchor pile must be introduced at the

highest possible point of application which is assumed to be the expected

maximum still wat er elevat ion plus the design wave height plus the height
of the pile guide over the water  Dunhsm, 1969!. While the pile guides

of a float system will rarely contact all the anchor piles simultaneously,
it is commonly assumed that the piles are sufficiently flexible to permit
even distribution of load  Dunham and Finn, 1974!.

The installation of the anchor piles for a floating dock, pier,

or wharf presents a potential problem. Pile driving equipment is often

too big to drive the piles after the floats are in place. Instead,

the float syst' em is moved into place after the piles are carefully driven
at predetermined positions using shore control  Dunham and Finn, 1974!.

Dunhsm �969! suggests that anchor piles placed in sandy soils

should be jetted in to obtain more precise positioning and minimize

driving damage to the pile. Jetting should not be used with cohesive
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substrata, however, since the soil will not properly fill the voids

around the pile and form a good bond. Anchor piles so placed will have

a low capacity and may work loose under frequent stress reversals. In

hard rock substrata, anchor piles have been grouted into predrilled

or blasted holes  Dunhsm, 1969!. Although this provides excellent

fixity for high capacity anchor piles, the procedure is expensive

and. cable anchorage is probably indicated. While float systems have

been designed that place the anchor pile in the middle of the deck,

a location on the float perimeter or in the knee brace is to be preferred.

 P!ANC, 1976!. In this manner, overeater construction may be minimized,

and a clear deck is left for pedestrian traffic.

Pile guides are used to transmit the lateral loads of a floating

dock or pier to the anchor piles that resist these loads. While slack

or free play should be minimal, the guide must not be so tight. that

it abrades the anchor pile or damages the structural member of the float

deck to which it is attached. Guides that surround the pile are preferable

since open sided guides do not. carry any load in one direction and there-

fore cause unusually high loads on other piles  Dunham and Finn, 1974!.

The various types of pile guides may be separated into two general

groups: pile yokes and pile rollers. There are yokes as well as roller

systems, and yoke and roller combinations are also available. Pile

yokes are typically fabricated of wood and/or steel and are illustrated

in Figure 7 ' 19- Note that for the purposes of this report, rectangular

wood collars that are framed into the deck of a float are considered

yoke guides. The most common pile yokes according to Curry �969!

are metal hoops. These guides work well with wood piles, but Curry
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Figure 7.19 Pile Yokes  Purine Docks, p. 10!
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�979! has observed that 50X of a pile cross-section has been worn

away in the tidal zone of severe surge areas. Steel yokes perform

acceptably well on steel piLes with the main objection being that they

are noisy. Dunham �969! recommends the use of metal or hardvood bearing

strips attached to the pile to reduce pile damage and noise. Curry

�979! suggests wood or rubber wear strips and notes that 4 by 4 in.

�02 by 102 mm! oak has been observed to work well for many years.

Sleeve guides are used on some float systems in conjunction with small

diameter pipe piles. Given that the deck structure is very stiff in

torsion, a sleeve that fits closely will fix the pile head against

rotation. Theoretically, the load capacity of a sleeve-guided pile

is increased significantly when compared to a free-headed pile of the

same diameter. While a pile fixed against rotation at the top is

apparently more rigid, the analysis is made complex by the flexibility

of the pile and. the float components. Furthermore, any wear in the

pile sleeve or loosening of the float connection can lead to a reduction

in the degree of head fixity which results in lower anchor stiffness

and greater deflections. Cheung and Kulhawy �981! should be consulted

for the design of sleeve-guided anchor piles.

Pile rollers are illustrated in Figure 7.20. They are generally

made of hard rubber with axles of stainLess steel. Rollers are more

expensive than wear strips and yokes but look more "clean" and modern

 Curry, 1979!. They are also more quiet since they do not subject the

pile to scraping and wear. Rear of the roller itself may be a problem

however. Rollers do not generally work well against round piles

 especially concrete! and the rubber wears out prematurely in the middle.

The State of California �980! recommends octagonal concrete piles which
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offer the appearance of a round pile but still provide flat bearing

surfaces for the roller guides. Square concrete piles are the least

expensive of the concrete piles and, while they work well with roller

guides, they often rotate during driving and present an unattractive

appearance.

Traveling irons attached to anchor piles  Figure 7.21! are very

similar in performance to anchor pile/roller guide systems. The

traveler bar is connected to the floats by means of a metal ring which

allows very little slack and results in a quiet, dependable system.

Traveling iron anchorage systems are much stiffer when fastened to bulk-

heads or fixed. piers since these structures cannot deflect as an anchor

pile does. Chancy �961! notes that while traveling irons can tolerate

a maximum advisable water fluctuation of 9.5 ft �.9 m!, they become

costly if this range exceeds 7 or 8 ft �.1 or 2.4 m!. A variation

of the traveling iron that is suggested by Chancy �961! is the T-bar

 Figure 7.22!. The T-bar is a more substantial member that is capable

of withstanding greater horizontal forces and greater water level

fluctuations. Note that no stops are provided on the top or bottom.

In the event of extreme high or low water, the dock can then float free

without damage.

The final group one restraint method to be addressed is the pipe

strut or stiff arm system. This type consists of a series of rigid

struts or ramps that are hinged at the top to a bulkhead or other fixed

structure, and at the bottom to a row of floats  Figure 7-23!- The

water level fluctuations that can be accommodated by this system depend

on the length of the strut. Chancy �961! notes that a "dead water

space" between the bulkhead and float line is a necessary product of
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stiff arm anchorage and longer arms waste more area. Regardless of

strut length, however, the entire float system will move toward and away

from the support point with changes in water level. This precludes

the use of anchor piles or cable systems as supplemental anchorage.

Cable and sheave anchorage are favored over the previously discussed

systems for water depths in excess of 30 ft  9.1 m! and water level

fluctuations greater than about 10 ft �.0 m!. Anchor pi,les of suitable

stiffness must be too large to be economical in deep water. Furthermore,

piles intended for water level changes in excess of 10 ft �.0 m! are

too flexible at high water and unsightly at low water. Cable anchorage

may also be more practical at lesser overall depths andI. level changes

when ledge rock or very soft bottoms make pile driving difficult. Another

disadvantage of pile anchorage systems that. is partially overcome by

cables is the hindrance to dredging operations  PIANC, 1976!.

There are many variations of cable anchorage systems, and their

arrangement depends largely on site specific conditions. In general,

two anchor lines diverging at 4S' are attached to the outer corners

of a float system, and two lines tie the system back to the shore

 Dunham, 1969!. Larger instaLLations require more lines and larger

anchors. Two examples of drawdown adjustable systems are illustrated

in Figures 7.24 and 7.25. The type of anchor used depends on bottom

soil conditions, profile, and the magnitude of the expected loads.

Common anchors for small installations are shown in Figure 7.26. Since

these anchors derive most of their resistance from embedment in the

bottom, the line pull should be kept as near horizontaL as possible.

Dunham  l969! suggests that a "sinker" be attached to the midpoint of
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the anchor line to flatten the lower part' and steepen it near its

float attachment point so as not to foul boats moving nearby. Fisher

�980! states that for optimal performance, the angle between the

bottom and the anchor line or "rode" should not exceed 8 degrees

 Figure 7.27!. Concrete weights and large boulders are also used as

anchors and rely on their mass to resist draging. High capacity plate

anchors that require direct embedment in soft bottoms have been developed

recently. These anchors are inserted in the bottom sediments by means

of explosive propellants  Figure 7.28! or vibration. Field test data

of anchor capacity is available from the Naval Facilities Engineering

Command for conventional anchors  Taylor, 1980; Taylor and Rocker, 1980!

and. plate anchors  Beard, 1980!.

Anchors are connected to the docks floating above by means of cables

or chains. An adjustment should be made in the amount of flotation at, the

attachment point because of the weight of the anchor line. Cables

are lighter than chains for a given tensile strength, they are not as

durable, and chains may be substituted to obtain a longer life. Wrought

iron chains are preferable to those of mild steel in corrosive

environments  PIAHC, 1976!. The upper portion of the chain ar cable

is most subject to corrosion and provisions should be made for splicing

or repair. In very deep water, transverse chains may be hung from pier

to pier with ground anchors only at the extreme side piers. These chains

must be deep enough that they do not obstruct or foul boats moving
around the harbor.

Covered floating berths generally require much more substantial

anchorage than an open system because of the large side area presented

to wind loading. An ordinary guide-pile arrangement may be sufficient
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in calm areas when the number of piles required is not too great.

According to Dunham and Finn �974!, however, it is more common to

use some other anchorage system such as a pile dolphin. Dolphins

derive their stx'ength by acting as a braced A-frame instead of thxough

cantilever bendiag. Since a single dolphin may have the strength of

10 to 20 iadividual guide piles, fewer are aeeded.  Dunham and Finn,

1974!. The dolphias are then located at strategic points beneath the

cover, aad the structural framework of the roof is used to transmit

the lateral loads. Submerged cross ties  Figure 7.29! may be used to

stx'engthen the system further if the water is deep enough.

7. 8 SUMMARY

Floating docks seem to be the most popular structural type in

new marina projects. Their attributes include reasonable cost, neat'

appearances and ease of access to berthed craft. The structural geometry

of floating docks is very similar to fixed docks with the major exception

that they rely on pontooas for vertical support instead of piles.

These pontoons include coated lightweight foam blocks, and shells

made of molded synthetics, metal, and concrete. Virtually all of these

shells are now filled. with foam cores to minimize problems with iaternal

deterioration, leaking, and vaadalism. The selectioa of float material

is based on availability, durability, stability, and cost. Except as

a temporary float, oil drums and unprotected foam blocks are not recommended.

The design consideratioas relatiag to the components of the floating

dock system have been preseated in this chapter. These compoaeats include

poatoons, stringers and walers, bracing, connections, fenders, and

gangways. Lateral restraint of float systems is provided by anchorage
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Figure 7.29 Submerged Crossties  Dunham and Finn, 1974, p. 145!
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systems. There are two general categories of anchorage including fixed

support or guide pile systems, and flexible support or cable anchorage.



CHAPTER 8

UTILITIES AND SPECIAL SERVICES

Utilities are an essential part of the successful modern marina.

According to Dunham �969! the marina should be provided with all

the utilities called for in any standard community development. For

the purposes of this report, utilities are taken to be the services

commonly supplied to the public by a municipal system. These services

include electrical power, sewage disposal, telephone caamunications,

and freshwater. Host marinas do not provide telephone connections to

the berth and instead combine the..telephone service with the

public address as a subset of the electrical service. The most important

special services of a marina with respect to dock, pier, and wharf

systems are fire fighting facilities and the fuel dock.

For proper performance, utility sizing, location, design and

construction should conform to methods of accepted practice. This

chapter is intended to stress the practical aspects of utility design

to insure that the designer does not overlook any of the key items

peculiar to the marine environment. Utility subsystems must not be

considered "add-ons," but instead should be integrated into the dock

design from the planning stage. Zn addition to accepted practice,

however, utilities must also conform to applicable codes. Local regu-

lations are only the first step, as Blanton  l979! notes that many

local agencies are not familiar with marina design. To protect against

liability, the marina owner/builder should meet national standards

as well, providing they are representative of accepted good practice.

While there are some areas of overlap, the electrical, sewage,
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water, fire aad fuel services are addressed separately in the following

pages. The codes or regulations pertaining to each are presented,

followed by the design coasiderations and location details that define

accepted good practice.

8.1 ELECTRICAL SERVICE

The electrical system for a dock facility provides support for the

slips, dock lights and a communication network. It may well be the most

cx'itical of marina utilities for the following reason. While a leaky

water or sanitary system is an inconvenience and a health hazard. a leaky

electrical system is potentially deadly. Fatal accidents that occur when

a well-grounded person  water is an excellent ground! contacts a live

electrical circuit are all too common. In the case of the electrical ser-

vice for docks, piers, and wharves, these accidents can be avoided through

attention to design details, and adherence to appropriate codes.

While it is recommended that a competent electrical eagineer be

consulted to design the electrical system of any large marina  Dunham

and Finn, 1974!, owners of smaller operations may obtain constx'uction

permits to allow them to do the work themselves. Their work is thea

sub]ect to local inspection to see that it satisfies both local and

national electrical codes. The State of California �980! recommends

using the more conservative code ia case of a conflict.

In the marina environment, only codes for outdoor or damp loca-

tioas are appropriate. The National Electrical Code  National

Fire Protection Association, 1980! is generally accepted as the

aational code of record for electrical systems not controlled and.



maintained by the public utilities  Bernstein, 1979!. According to

Bernstein �979!, this code has no basis in law unless it is adopted

by local jurisdictions. The Code is prepared and revised every three

years by the National Fire Protection Association with the latest

revision being the 1981 edition. Article 555 of the National Electrical

Code is of primary interest since it applies to marinas and boat yards.

Two other relevant publications are the "National Electrical Code Hand-

book"  McPartland, McPartland and McPartland, 1981! and the "Fire

Protection Standard for Marinas and Boatyards"  NFPA 303-1975!. While

the Handbook is based on the current National Electrical Code, it pro-

vides additional discussion and illustrations to clarify ambiguous

sections. Chapter 5 of the National Fire Protection Association

Standard 303-1975 presents information pertaining strictly to marina

electrical systems.

Electrical S stem and Outlets

The general purpose electrical system used throughout the United

States is the single phase, alternating current, 120/240V, 60 Hz

system. 240V, 50 Hz is the electrical standard in Europe. A two-

wire cable is used to transmit 120V while a three-wire cable is used

for 240V service. The 240V service is preferred when transmitting

over long distances because less energy is lost for a given conductor

size, and smaller, lighter conductors may be used.

Power outlets are installed at each berth in a dock system as a

convenience to the slip renter. Power demaod will vary from 20-50

amperes per slip depending on the geogrpahic location and the type
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of boat in the berth  Dunham and. Finn, 1974!. Boat owners in colder

areas often use small electric heaters to keep craft. warm and dry,

thereby using more power  Treadwell and Kycek, 1971!. A minimum service

of 20 Amperes is recoaaaended by Dunham �969! while a more recent

source  State of California, 1980! suggests 120V/30A service for berths

less than 50 ft �5.2 m! and 120V/50A service for berths greater

than 50 ft �5.2 m!. In the latter case, the boat manufacturers

should be consulted since these larger craft may require 240V service

 Dunham and Finn, 1974!. The outlet selected for installation at

a slip should be non-corrosive and waterproof, but not so shielded

that the standard twist-lock plugs are hard to insert. Riser racks

and locker boxes provide well protected and convenient outlet locations.

In the interests of safety, outlets should be located such that an

extension cord. running to the boat in a berth will not cross a main

wall+ray  State of California, 1980!. In place of a fuse or circuit

breaker, a ground fault circuit interrupter  GFCI! should be installed

to protect each outlet. The GFCI acts both as a conventional circuit

breaker and as protection against an accidental low current to a ground

outside the circuit  Bernstein, 1979!. Since the installation of

meters at each slip is considered impractical  Treadwell and Kycek,

1971!, the cost of uametered electrical service should be included

in slip rental fees. The charges should then be based on GFCI rating

and average usage  Dunham, 1969! ~

Dock lighting systems perform two important functions by providing

safe access to berthed craft at night, and protecting these craft
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and the harbor facilities in general fram vandalism. While they may

aid an incoming craft in locating the docks from the water, navigation

and channel markers are usually furnished for that purpose. Dock

Lights are typically set on standards 8 to 12 ft �.4 to 3.7 m! tall

 Chancy, 1961!. Some authorities, however, permit only low level �0

in. or 0.76 m above deck! Lighting  Dunham> 1969!. Lights must be

carefuLly designed to provide uniform intensity over the dock without

excessive glare on the water which could interfere with night-tine

navigation. Chancy �961! recommends a minimum light intensity of

0.5 ft-candle and suggests that 300 watt lights, set on standards

10 ft � m! high and spaced 75 ft �2.9 m! apart, should be sufficient.

A separate circuit should be used for dock ].ights, with switches located

in the administrators office to control each pier independently.

Red colored lights should be used to identify fire fighting equipment..

Communications

The casmajnication systems used in marines may range from a simple

public address system to phone jacks insta].led at each pier. Communi-

cation Lines carry very Little current and are necessarily a separate

circuit fram lights or power outlets. Unlike ].ighting or power circuits,

however, they can be installed after the berthing system is in service

without much difficulty.

Conduit and Circuit Desi Considerations

Shoreside utility lines are almost always buried. Over-the-

water eLectrical lines .may either be run overhead on insulated

supports, or in conduits under the deck. Overhead Lines are less
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costly to install and repair, but they are unsightly. On the other

hand, under deck viring must' be encased in waterproof conduits to

minimize damage in case of flooding. While the under deck location

is more expensive, it provides good protection for the wires and is

more attractive  Chancy, 1961!. Electrical conduits should be non-

corrosive, waterproof, and located for ease of repair  Dunhsm and

Finn, 1974!. They should also be large enough in diameter so that

the vires are easily "fished" through them without sticking. Common

locations for conduits are in a covered utility trough down the center

of the deck, a central chase with pull-boxes, or hung under the walers

on the outside of the structure  Figure 8.1!. Curry �979! states

that deck troughs are the "best solution" and are worth the extra cost.

Grounding plates that hang in the water have been used in the past to

avoid running a ground wire back to a suitable land ground. These

should be avoided since they may cause electrical currents in the water

that damage propellers and other metal parts  Dunhsm, 1969!.

Conductor size is one of the most important aspects of electrical

circuit design. Conductors that are too large are needlessly expensive

vhile undersized conductors are a potential fire hazard. Conductor

size depends on the electrical load it must carry  measured in amperes!,

the circuit length, and the allovable energy losses. The National Elec-

trical Code  National Fire Protection Association, 1980! and Wiring

Simplified  Richter, 1977! are recommended references for the design of

marina electrical systems  Bernstein, 1979!.

8.2 SEWAGE PUK?OUT AND DISPOSAL SERVICE

Sewage pollution in the marina has been called a "topic suffering
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from overkill"  Ross, 1976! and "the greatest non-issue that has ever

been raised"  Chamberlain, 1979}. Theoretically, smalL-craft could

cause a serious pollution problem by discharging toilets or "heads"

within the confines of the marina, thereby raising the level of fecal

coliforms and the potential for disease carrying pathogens  Chmura

and Ross, 1978!. In fact, recreational marinas are little more than

parking lots for empty boats, and when these boats are in use  i.e.,

engines running and toilets flushing!, they are out of the marina

and their pollutants are dispersed in ratios of billions-to-one  Ross,

1976!. Nixon, Oviatt and Northby �973! report that with respect

to zaw sewage from pleasure craft, "No impact on the marinas could

be detected". Cited as evidence is the case of the city of Newport

Beach, California, where water samples are taken twice a week, year-

round. WM.Le its hazbor accommodates 8,000 pleasure craft, the beaches

have never been closed because of boat sewage. Nixon, Oviatt and

Northby also state that in some areas the background levels of colifozms

resulting from land-based sewage input were so high that no boat-

:elated impact could be detected.

For better or worse, environmentalists and concerned health officials

have lobbied for and achieved regulations requiring contained systems

or chemical toilets. Contained systems require support facilities

to remove and dispose of the wastes they collect. Chemical toilets

release physically and chemically treated sewage, and according to

Chmura and Ross �978}, the environmental impact of the chemicals

used may be more harmful than raw sewage. Chamberlain �979} suggests

that the sewage problem should be a part of site evaulation since

marinas may be required to meet water quality standards that are not



achievable because of existing problems. The discussion that follows

presents the marina designer with the regulations that pertain to

sewage pumpout facilities, design considerations concerning the facilities

themselves, and finally factors affecting the recommended location

of such facilities.

On the federal level, the Coast Guard and the Environmental Protection

Agency now require that boats with permanently installed toilet facilities

be equipped with marine sanitation devices  Chmura and Ross, 1978!.

These marine sanitation devices  MSD's! are separated into three type

categories. Type III devices are designed to prevent any discharge

of sewage  i.e., holding tanks! and are required on inland waters

since these waters are used for drinking supplies. Chemical toilets

 Type I and II MSD! are required on marine and navigable waters. The

treated sewage released by these toilets must meet state and. local

water quality regulations as well as the Department of Interior Federal

Mater Pollution Control Administration standards  Quinn, 3.972!. As

a result of these stringent requirements, the modern marina must provide

pumpout facilities to handle and dispose of waste fzom boats. Chmura

and Ross �978! report that such facilities are very limited and marina

operators should be encouraged to provide maze of them. A minimum

of one shoreside pumpout station is recommended f' or each marina  State

of California, l980!.

out and. Dis osal S stems

The mazina planner has a number of options concerning the sewage
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pumpout system that should be installed, including no facility, a

portable pumpout unit, or a fixed station  Blanton, 1979!. The decision

regarding which system to install should be based on applicable regu-

lations, the installation cost, and the expected demand. If a nearby

pumpout facility exists that is underutilized, marina customers can

be saved a substantial sum of money in slip rental fees with little

inconvenience by opting for no installation. In low demand areas

a portable system may be acceptable if the marina can get the local

septic service to pump it out on short notice. For heavier demand,

a fixed system with an in-the-ground holding tank is recommended  Blanton,

1979!.

Sewage pumpout facilities should include equipment to pump or

receive and transfer the contents of holding tanks into a sewage re-

tention and disposal system  State of California, 1980!. The components

required for such s, system include a freshwater pressure line and

hose, a suction hose, a sludge pump, a discharge pipe, and a shoreside

holding tank. The freshwater pressure line and hose are provided

for flushing the boat holding tank after pumpout. The State of

California �980! recommends that no domestic water out'lets be located

near the pumpout station, and that a sign reading "Not for Human Con-

sumption" be posted conspicuously. The pump unit and all associated

electrical fixtures must be explosion proof because of -ethane gas

produced by the sewage  Blanton, 1979!. The discharge line should be as

short as possible, sloped toward shore 1 in.. �5.4 mm! in 100 ft �0 m!,

and fitted with shut-off valves and drains. The last item is necessary

for "blowing out" the lines to clean them and to avoid freezing in
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cold climates  Blanton, 1979!. Holding tanks are usually made of

concrete, but properly protected steel tanks are acceptable. Because

sewage can be very corrosive, coatings inside and out are required

 Commonwealth of Virginia, 1976!. Since these tanks must be installed

at or below the level of ground water, they must be waterproof and

restrained against floating. Holding tank design with respect to

size depends on its intended use. If shoreside wastes are to be combined

with boat sewage in the holding tank, it must be much larger. Tank

size may be specified in health codes according to boat size. Blanton

�979! cautions that these figures represent the "maximum" that should

be considered for a first class installation, and that experience

indicates that tanks sized for half the specified load will provide

years of trouble-free service.

The method of disposal of boat sewage depends primarily on the

location of the marina. Because the marina is necessarily situated

on the vaterfront, it is usually not near a public sewer line, and

the water table often lies so near the surface that a septic system

and drain field is not effective  Ross, 1976!. If a public sewer

line is accessible, it must be determined if the marina is far enough

"upstream" of the treatment plant so that its biological systems are

not decimated by a concentrated dose of toxic chemicals from treated

boat sewage. Blanton �979! suggests that the best solution is to

pay the local "Port-a-John" man to dispose of the wastes in the proper

manner. He will have both the experience of handling treated wastes,

and a permit to dump into the public sewer at a point far enough from

the processing plant that the toxic materials become diluted. Chamber-
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lain �979! notes that in remote locations, marines have the option

of installing packaged sewage treatment plants, but states that proper

sizIng is a critical design parameter. If such systems are overdesigaed,

there may not be sufficient sewage inflow to make the biological processes

self-sustaining.

Location of Sewa e out Pacilities

The location of the pumpout station should be convenient to the

customer while keeping the line to shore as short as possible  Elaaton,

1979!. Depth of water aad maneuveriag room are important since it

is predominaatly the larger craft that use the pumpout facility. The

State of California �980! suggests that it is advantageous to have

the fuel pumps and sewage pumpout adjacent to each other. The shoreside

ead of the fuel dock is a location that satisfies all these requirements

as well as allowing the fueling attendent to supervise holdiag tank

discharge.

Location is not an element of design for portable pumpout units

since they are inteaded to be taken to the craft to be serviced. A

protected storage place is necessary however.

Currently there is little need. for direct connection sanitary

systems to service boats in their berths  Dunahm and Finn, 1974!.

Such service would be convenient for boaters that live aboard their

craft, but it requires adding another utility line.

8, 3 FRESH WATER SERVICE

In addition to electrical and sewage services, fresh water is

often supplied by a public utility. It is commonly piped to the slips

of the modern marina for drinkiag, filling fresh water holding tanks,
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and for washing boats  Dunham and Finn, 1974!. Because water is used for

human consumption, the piping system must be sanitary and the water must be

potable. In a small dock system, the freshwater line may also serve as

a fire fighting device. Fire fighting facilities are discussed subse-

quently. The regulatory standards, system design considerations, and the

location details that pertain to freshwater systems are described below.

Regulations concerning water services fall into three groups:

plumbing, health and safety. The Basic Plumbing Code  BOCA, 1978! is the

National standard on plumbing. Some mention of freshwater systems will be

made in State health standards since water is used for human consumption.

All contact between the water and sewage systems must be avoided to guard

against contamination. A newly installed freshwater system. must also

be completely disinfected before it is put into service  Blanton, 1979!.

Safety regulations concern the use of the freshwater system for fire

prevention and control.

The typical freshwater system for a dock starts at the shoreside

manifold. lilater is carried by pipes out along the main walks to hose

bibbs or risers installed at each slip. Dunham and Finn �974! state that

water is usually provided free to slip renters, and therefore only one

meter is required for the marina. Blanton �979! suggests that water

going to the dock system be metered separately to avoid overcharging

by the sewage treatment plant. Sewage treatment fees are often pro-

portioned to the water bill, and water to the docks usually will not

go into the sewer.
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The pipeline is the main component of the freshwater system. While

acceptable materials for the pipe include copper, galvanized iron, and

polyvinylchloride  PVC! plastic, each has its disadvantages. Copper pipe

with silver-soldered joints is good in all locations, but it has become

very expensive  Blanton, 1979!. Galvanized iron tends to have a shorter

life span and it corrodes at the joints if not properly coated and main-

tained  Dunham and Finn, 1974!. PVC plastic is especially good for

saltwater marinas since it is non-corrosive. Because i.t is easily damaged.

and becomes brittle in cold weather, Dunhsm and Finn �974! recommend that

PVC not be used for exposed risers. Translucent plastics should be

avoided as light will encourage algae growth within the pipe  Bertlin,

L976!. The low flexural rigidity of PVC favors it in pipe selection for

floating docks since it conforms to the float displacements more easily

than copper or galvanized iron  Dunhsm, 1969!. The joints, fittings, and

pipe support system require special attention in a floating system to

avoid fatigue failure. With regard to pipe supports or hangars, copper

or galvanized iron pipes must be isolated from dissimilar metals to

prevent electroLytic corrosion.

Pipe line diameter depends on the demand from the berths, and whether

the system is used for fire fighting. Blanton �970! suggests that in the

absence of legal requirements, a 0.75 in. �9 mm! line will serve 20

berths, a 1 in. �5 mm! for 40 berths, 1.25 in. �2 mm! for 60 berths,

1.5 in �8 mm! for nearly 100 berths, and 2 in. �1 mm! for 200 berths.

For proper performance of the water system, the pipe should be designed

2and sized such that a minimum pressure of 25 psi �72 kN/m ! occurs at

the most distant outlet in the system under peak demand  State of Cali-

fornj a, 1980!. A 2 in. �1 mm! pipe size will satisfy national fire
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regulations and it could serve to distribute water to the slips as well

as fire fighting stations.

Expansion and contraction of the pipe should also be addressed by the

designer  Chancy, 1961!. Temperature changes of 130'F �4'C! seasonally

aad 50-60 F �0-15'C! in minutes  as cold water runs through warm pipes!

can cause damaging stx'esses unless expansioa units are provided. Oa

long straight runs of pipe, loag radius pipe bends or slip joints should

be installed not more than 140 ft �6 m! apart  Chancy, 1961!.

The shoreside end of the fzeshwater pipe should be protected. by a

backflow preventer and shutoff valve at each pier  Blanton, 1979! ~ In

cold climates, the shut-off valve is best located where it will not

freeze. The pipe is then sloped toward shore and provided with drains

and air blow-out taps to avoid ice damage. Note that expansion beads

must be laid flat so that dx'ainage is aot impeded. Blanton �979! indi-

cates that a slope of 1 in. �5 mm! in 100 ft �0.5 m! is sufficient

for proper drainage. In the case of a floating dock, special attention

must be given to the shore-float connection to assure flexibility aad

fatigue resistance. The shore aad float pipes should end in down-turned

elbows that are connected with a U-shaped flexible hose  Dunhsm and

Finn, 1974!. The slip ead of the water pipe consists of a riser-rack or

hose bibb. One standard �.75 in. or 19 mm! hose rack is recommended fox

every two berths  State of Californi-., 3.980!. If unprotected risers are

used, they should extend no more than 1 ft �.3 m! above deck level

 Dunhsm, 1969!. Thread-on fittings and valves are recommended by

Dunham and Finn �974! since they are easier to maintain and replace.
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Location of Freshwater Service

Water lines are often hung from the timber walers that protect

most docks from boat impact. While this location is convenient in terms

of initial installation, the utilities are subject to mechanical damage

fram boats. Locating the pipes behind the deck stringers insures that

they cannot be hooked or used to tie-off boats, but it creates mainten-

ance problems. Curry �979! suggests that deck troughs are the best

solution and are worth the extra cost. Hose bibbs are often located on

the knee that forms the junction between the main walk and each fingex' pier

 Figure 8.2!. They are usually combined with the electrical outlets that

service each slip, and are often mounted on locker boxes ox stx'apped to

piles. Care should be taken to avoid placing hose bibbs where they csn

drip on pressure treated walexs and cause decay problems  Curry, 1979! ~

8. 4 FIRE FIGHTING SKRVICES

While marina fires occur infrequently according to. Blanton �979!,

the situation is potentially catastrophic. Many of the materials used

in both boat and dock construction are flammable, not to mention the

presence of gasoline and oil. lf a fire starts on the upwind side of

a harbor, a strong breeze can quickly carry it from slip to slip and

along the docks. The spzead of fire is even faster in covered sheds

whex'e access is more difficult. Some form of fire fighting equipment

must be provided by the marina to minimize damage and protect against

liability. Outlined in the following discussion are the regulations and

design considerations relating to fire fighting equipment for docks,

piers, and wharves.
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Re ulations

The National guideline of record is "Narinas and Boatyards"

{National Fire Protection Association, 1975!. Other regulations written

by the National Fire Protection Association include:

Fire Prevention Code,1975
Sprinkler Systems, 1980
Centrifugal Fire Pumps, 1974
Extinguishers, Installation and Maintenance, 1974
Fire Hydrants, 1974
Standpipe and Hose Systems, 1980
Flammable Liquids Code> 1973
Outside Protection, 1977

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

Local regulatory agencies have specific requirements for marines,

but in case of a liability suit, the marina owner may also be held to

the stricter national standards �1anton, 1979!.

Fire Fi htin Z ui ent

Preliminary to a discussion of fire fighting equipment, some mention

of the type of fire to be fought is necessary. Fires are classified A

through D according to the type of fuel  Texas A 6 N, 1911!. Class A

fires are ordinary combustibles such as wood and are usually fought with

water. Class 3 fires consume substances' such as gasoline, oil, tar and

grease. Live electrical fires are considered Class C fires and require

a non-conductive extinguishing agent'. Class D fires are not a problem in

the marina since they are caused by combustible metals such as magnesium

and sodium which are unstable in the atmosphere and do not exist in a

pure state in nature.

The method of fighting fires varies with the type of fire and the

extinguishing agent used. Water, foam, carbon dioxide  C02! and dry

chemicals are the standard fire fighting agents. Water is the most
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common substance used because of its availabiU.ty and low cost. Usually

in the form of fog, water is used on Class A fires where it acts to cool

the fire, displace available oxygen, and dilute the combustible vapors.

Foams are used on Class A and B fires but, according to Texas A & N �971!,

they do not work well on flowing liquids or at low temperatures  less than

10'F or -12'C!. Carbon dioxide  CO ! extinguishes by smothering a fire snd
2

reducing the available oxygen to a non-combustible level. CO may be

used. on all fire types, but its effectiveness is greatly reduced by

winds. Finally, dry chemical extinguishers are used on all B and. C

class fires, but they leave behind a residue that may damage electrical

equipmen t.

Marina fire fighting facilities typically consist of a water system

supplemented by small dry chemical extinguishers, and a large CO> ex-

tinguisher on wheels. Chancy �961! writes that the greatest cause

of fires in the marina is the ignition of gas and oils by faulty

electrical equipment.- The fuel dock satisfies these conditions and re-

quires the Class B and C fire fighting agents  dry chemical and C02!. A
water system is necessary at the fuel dock and throughout the berthing

system to prevent the spread of fire and protect the berthed craft.

 Blanton, 1979!. For small dock systems, the freshwater system may be

used for fire protection  Dunhsm and Finn,~1974!. Since fire regulations

usually require a supply line of at least 2 in. �1 mm! diameter, it is

advantageous to install separate systems. Blanton �979! states that

some marinas provide a hydrant at the foot of every pier, with a 2 in.

�1 mm! line running out the pier to 1.5 in. �8 mm! hose connections

and hoses on 75 ft �3 m! intervals. The pier line is connected to the

hydrant by a 2.5 in. �3.5 mm! hose adapter. This system is in com-
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pliance with NFPA-303 "Marinas and Boatyards", but is expensive and may

not be required by local laws. It does have the advantage of keeping

the pier line dry to prevent damage in freezing weather. Dunham

�969! and Dunham and Finn �974! recommend 75 ft �3 m! of

1.5 in. �8 mm! hose on racks spaced 100 ft �0 m! apart, while the

State of California �980! suggests 150 ft �6 m! intervals. The 75 ft

�3 m! and 100 ft �0 m! spacings provide some overlap that allows the

use of two hoses simultaneously on one spot while the 150 ft �6 m!

spacing does not. Dunham �969! suggests that the water pressure at the

outboard hydrant be no less than 25 psi �22 kN/m ! with two intermediate2

hoses operating, while the State of California �980! recommends water be

supplied at a rate of 20 gpm �6 k/m!. and a minimum pressure of

20 psi �38 kN/m !. Water used for fire fighting should be clean and2

fresh if possible to minimize corrosion damage after a fire.

Zn addition to the water system, fire extinguishers are provided

throughout the marina. Bertlin �976! suggests that two dry powder

extinguishers �0 lb or 5 kg! be Located on each pier in cabinets with

break-glass access. Many marinas hang extinguishers on unprotected

brackets every SO ft �5.2 m! but theft and vandalism is a serious

probLem  Blanton, 1979!. A large �0 to 300 lb or 220 to 662 kg! C02
extinguisher on a cart is recommended by Quinn �972! and BLanton �979!

for use on the fuel dock.

Nunici al Fire De artments

If within the protection of a local municipal fire department, the

marina owner should arrange for their services  State of California, 1980!.

The fire department can provide major fire fighting capabilities and
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experience that marina personnel lack. To obtain the best service from

the fire department, ready access to the site must be provided as well

as hose connections compatible with their equipment. A fire department

near the waterfront may have a fire boat to fight fires that are

inaccessible from the shore side. Some marines choose to outfit boats

with fire pumps so that they are readily available  Blanton, 1979!.

8. 5 FUELING SERVICES

Nearly all craft including most sailboats have need of fuel and oil

for their engines. It is recommended by Dunham �969! that every harbor

have at least one marine service station. In lieu of an internal fuel

dock, one that is external to the harbor but nearby may be satisfactory.

An internal fuel dock that is properLy designed and operated will produce

revenues through its fuel sales as weLl as by attracting slip renters.

The simplest solution to providing fueling facilities for a marina is

to lease the privilege to an oil company to develop and operate. According

to Dunhsm �969!, this is the case for most large fueling stations. Fueling

facilities for smaller operations may be developed by the owner with some

assistance. A competent mechanical engineer, preferably one specializing

in piping, is recommended by Blanton �979!. The following discussion

presents regulations applicable to fueling facilities, guidelines for design

of the fuel dock, and its location within the marina.

Fueling facilities are potentially very dangerous. Risk can be

minimized through proper operating procedures and safe construction prac-

tices as specified by local and national regulations. The "Flammable and
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Combustible Liquids Code"  NFPA 30-1981! and the "Underground Leakage,

Flammable Liquids Tanks"  HFPA 329-1977!, published by the National

Pire Protection Association, shou3.d be consulted, along with the

latest published regu3.ations of the National Board of Pire Underwriters.

Fuel Dock

The fuel dock is similar in most respects to a dock designed

for berthing. In the absence of code specifications, fuel docks

may be fixed or floating. Some codes require that the fueL dock be

on solid ground or a fixed pier  Dunham, 1969!. A floating dock

is preferred by both users and operators since it minimizes differential

movement between the boat and dock, making the fueling operation

much easier. The fuel dock must be more rugged and stable than the

common berth structrue  Dunham and Finn, 1974! ~ While fixed docks

present no problems with regard to stability, floating docks must

be "beefed-up" structurally with added flotation to support. the

weight of the fuel dispensing equipment and supplies. Flexible connec-

tions must be provided at each joint between floats and between the

dock and shore  Dunham and Finn, 1974!.

Fuel is generally stored on land in buried, tar-covered steel tanks

 Chancy, 1961!. Fuel tanks placed above ground are unsightly. an increased

fire hazard, and an insurance liability. The tanks should be installed

far enough behind the bulkhead line so that a bulkhead failure wi3.1

not cause the tank to move, possibly resulting in an underground fuel

leak  BLanton, 1979!. Blanton �979! also notes that in areas of high

ground water, fuel tanks must be anchored down to restrain them from

"floating" as they are emptied. Tanks should have at least 2 ft �.6 m!
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of soil cover and should be vented to a point 10 to 12 ft �.0 to 3.7 m!

above ground level  Chancy, 1961!.

The pipeline transporting fuel from the tank to the pump starts

with a foot valve in the tank that should be removable for cleaning

 Chancy, 1961!. To minimize fuel spill in case of pipe rupture. an

anti-siphon check valve should be installed where the pipeline passes

below the elevation of the tank top, and shut-off valves should be in-

sta3.led on both sides of flexible couplings  Blanton, 1979!. Chancy

�961! suggests that the fuel system be air-pressure tested before it is

put into service to check for leaks. Fuel line size can be determined

from the pumping rate and the number of boats to be serviced simul-

taneously. Chamberlain �.979! recommends 2 sets of metered, automotive

type pumps with 25 ft �.6 m! hoses so that several craft can be fue3.ed.

at once.

The area around the dispenser is classified as hazardous by the

National Electrical Code  NFPA, 3.980! and requires special wiring,

switches, and other fixtures. All electrical equipment must be of

the explosion-proof type. Automatic nozzles with latch-open devices

should be avoided because they encourage spi13.age  Blanton, 1979!. The

nozzles should be grounded to shore, and ground bars with cables and

clips should be provided for static discharge of fuel tanks  Chancy,

1961!.

Some special attention must be given to the materials used in fuel

docks. A resistant float material is to be preferred over unprotected

polystyrene since it is subject to degradation by hydrocarbons.

Concrete decks are an improvement over timber decking as the latter

material will soak up fuel and oil and become an increased fire hazard.
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Signs should be posted in conspicuous places to warn against smoking,

running the engines, or using electrical equipment during the fueling

operation  Blanton, 1979!.

Fuel Dock Location.

The location of a fuel dock within a marina is somewhat of a

dilemma. It is advantageous to have the fueling facility near the

entrance of the harbor to avoid problems with traffic, wake or fire

hazard. On the other hand, a distant fuel, dock requires lengthy utility

and fuel lines. It is more expensive to install and may be a long walk

from the administrative office so that it is hard to run at a profit

 Chamberlain, 1979!. Blanton �979! suggests that risk can be minimized

by locating the fueling facility away from restaurants, fishing piers,

and other such gathering places. The fuel dock should be readily

accessible with a minimum of travel through the berths, as well as

isolated from the berths so fire and ezplosions cannot spread and damage

other craft  State of California, 1980!. Chamberlain �979! proposes

two locations for the fuel dock: the first being a short pier perpendi-

cular to the shoreline near the marina office, and the second location

being an enlarged "T" head on a central berthing pier  Pigure 8.3 !.

Zn the first case, turning lanes must be provided on either side of

the fuel dock that result in wide fairways. A "T" head pier must be

large and strong to support a light vehicle such as a golf cart, and

possibly a pier-head store. In either case, a minimum of 200 ft �1 m!

of clear pier with space and cleats for temporary tie-ups is recommended

 Chamberlain, 1979!. The fuel dock is also a good location for sewage-

pumpout facilities  State of California, 1980!.
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A. Short, Shoreside Fuel Dock

B. Enlarged "T" Head. Fuel Dock

Figure 8.3 Fuel Dock Locations  After Chamberlain, 1979, p. 23!
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8. 6 SUMMARY

Utilities include electrical power, freshwater, sewage disposal, aad

telephone connectioas. Special services include fire fightiag facilities

and a refueling station. These utility and special services are an

essential part of a modern mariaa.

As such aa important convenience to the marina patroa, utilities

must not be coasidered add-on systems but instead. should be integrated

with dock design to assure smooth operatioa. The design of all these

systems is subject to the regulations aad specificatioas on the federal,

state, and local level of government and industry. Unfortunately, many

of these specifications aad coatrols are writtea by committees unfamiliar

with design in the waterfront environment. It is therefore recommended

that natioaal staadaxds. be met as long as they are represeatative of

accepted good practice.

The electrical service coasists of an outlet at each slip using a

waterproof twist-lock receptacle protected by a ground fault circuit

interrupter. The electxical service is also used to power flood lights

to illuminate the berthiag area at night. Typical sewage facilities con-

sist of a pumpout station that transports treated boat wastes to a hold-

ing tank for shoreside disposal. A, common location for the pumpout

station is oa the ead of the fuel dock. Freshwater is supplied to berths

through hose bibbs located at the finger piet-amia walkway connection.

Freshwater supplies may also be combined with fire fighting pipelines ia

addition to dry chemical and carboa dioxide eztiaguishers. The fuel

dock dispenses petroleum products to power boats. For safety reasons

it should be located away from the berthing area in case of fire.



CHAPTER 9

DREDGING FOR SMALL CRAFT HARBORS

Dredging may be defined as the removal of submerged material by

hydraulic or mechanical means  Schubel, Wise and Schoof, 1979!. The

materials removed may range from rock and sunken debris to fine-grained

sediments. Dredging is performed either to create snd maintain a water-

way, or to "mine" the bottom material for commercial purposes. This

chapter concentrates on the waterway and small craft harbor related

aspects of dredging. The four main topics that will be addressed are

dredging methods and equipment, when dredging is required, dredge

materials and their disposal, and the environmental impacts of dredging.

Dredging problems will also be discussed briefly.

METHODS AND EqvlPMENT

Dredging methods may be separated. into two categories: hydraulic

and mechanical. For either method, the function of the dredge is to

raise material from the bottom of a body of water  usually to some point

above the surface!, and then dispose of it. Mechanical dredges excavate

this material by means of buckets or scoops while hydraulic dredges must

reduce the material to a slurry so that it can be pumped. The most

common types of hydraulic and mechanical dredges, and their operating

characteristics were presented by Mohr in 1974  Tab '= 9.1!.

While the basic types of dredges have not changed much si.nce the

19SO's, general dredge modernization has been accompanied by a gradual

increase in size. Modern dredges are somewhat difficult to classi.fy  as

in Table 9.1! since they are often custom designed for a specific

purpose and may combine several components. Zn a recent review
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of European dredging, Hoffman �980! found the following advances in

dredging equipment: 1! electronic navigation by radar and transponder is

now used to position the dredge accurately while loading and unloading,

2! sonar mapping of bottom contours is used to estimate dredge quantities

and verify job performance. 3! automatic swell compensators have been

developed to keep the dredge head on the bottom in heavy weather and

waves, 4! self-propelling capabilities have been added to some cutterhead-

suction dredges, 5! water jets are being used on the dragheads of newer

trailing-suction-hopper dredges to help "fluidize" the sediments, and

6! split-hull hoppers have been developed to permit more rapid dumping.

Most of these improvements are aimed at increasing the production

rate of hydraulic dredges on large scale projects. Since dredges in small-

craft harbors must be able to work within the confines of slips and piers,

large hydraulic dredges are not effective. On these small scale projects,

mechanical dredging by clamshell, dragline, or dipper buckets attached to

a barge-mounted diesel crane has been standard practice. While such systems

have relatively low production rates, they also require low capital invest-

ment, are rapidly mobilized, excavate all but the hardest materials, and

produce high density dredge spoil. Waterways are most commonly maintained

by self-propelled cutterhead-suction dredges  Schubel, Wise and Schoof,

1979!. These dredges require less manpower to operate than mechanical

dredges but they require larger capital investments, produce low density

dredge spoil, and are difficult to transport and mobilize for a project.

The selection of a dredge best suited for a particular application depends

on the type of material to be handled, its transport distance, disposal

method., and some environmental factors that are becoming increasingly

important. The cost of a dredging operation is a function of the type
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of operation aad the disposal method. Hydraulic pipeline operations which

can pump dredge spoil up to 3 miles �.8 km! are generally cheaper than

hopper dredging, while "bucket and scow" operations are the cheapest of

all  Schubel, Wise, and Schoof, 1979!. As a rule-of-thumb, the cost of a

hopper or scow disposal is directly proportional to the travel distance.

9.2 PRIKQtY AW NAXHT&7A'ICE DRZDQIAQ

Primary dredging is fequired in a harbor or waterway before it will

be navigable by the deepest draft vessel anticipated. Maintenance

dredgiag on the other hand refers to dredging that may be required in the

future to maintain the same depth. It is often aot clear when maintenance

dredging should be performed. Maintenance dredging should be scheduled so

that it does not interfere with peak seasonal traffic aad so that the

damage caused by dredging and disposal operations is miaimized.. The

months of September through February appear to be the most desirable time

of year for maiateaaace dredging according to Schubel, Wise, and Schoof

�979!.

Sediments should not be allowed to accumulate until the deeper draft

craft  usually sailboats! become grounded and possibly damaged. Since

dredging frequency is directly related to the rate at which sediments

collect, it is important to be able to predict when maintenance will be

required. The process of sedimentation, commonly referred to as shoaling,

depends on maay factors such as suspended load, particle size, depth,

bottom geometry, water velocity, aad flow turbulence. Shoaling rates

are usually determined with the aid of a sediment transport budget.

Briefly, a sediment transport budget requires balancing volumetric
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sediment inflow and outflow over a specific time interval for a given

area. Budgeting methods for tidal inlets and estuaries are presented

by Bruun �978! and Ippen �966!.

Increased channel depth is usually the object of new dredging pro-

jects. Along with increased depth, channel dredging will change the

bottom geometry, decrease the avex'age water velocity, and increase the

turbulence on the bottom because of a rougher surface. Since all these

variables influence shoaling, a preproject sediment budget will no

longer be valid. In the past, a number of procedures for accessing the

effect of depth on maintenance requirements have been used. The increase

in shoaling rate with deepening has been assumed to be proportional to

the percent increase in cross-sectional ax'ea, or the percent increase in

wetted perimeter. These approaches are based on channel geometry alone

and are not reliable. Experience from nearby areas and limited historical

dredging data have also been used with somewhat better results  Trawle,

1981!. Recently, an analytical method to predict the effect of depth

on dredging has been developed by the U.S. Army Engineer Waterways

Expeximent Station  Trswle, 1981!. This method requires more effort

Chan the procedures mentioned earlier, but it is much more reliable and

can accommodate the effects of advance maintenance dredging.

9.3 DREDGED MATERIALS AND THEIR DISPOSAL

Dredged materials range from cle'an sands to fine-grained oozes. Most

dredged sand comes from the near-shore zone or from waterways where the

water velocity is relatively fast. In most cases, sand should be

considered a resource to be exploited instead of wasted. It is used in

many phases of coastal construction such as concrete work, beach and dune
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nourishment, and as a bearing surface undex' rubble-mound breakwaters

 See Khrlich and Kulhawy, 1982!. Pine-grained sediments consist of silt

and clay particles mixed with organic mattex' to form muds that settle in

the quiet waters of harbox's and bays. More than 75 percent  by volume!

of the materials dredged from harbors and bays bordering Long Island

Sound, New York are composed of silt and clay  Schubel, Wise, and

Schoof, 1979!. Malloy �980! states that about 87 percent of the material

dredged by the U.S. Navy Harbor Maintenance is mud  silty-clay or clayey-

silt! . The in-place densities of these dredged materials range f rom

80 pcf �2.5 kN/m ! for very loose muds to about 125 pcf �9.6 kN/m ! for3 3

sand deposits.

The methods of disposal of dredged materials depends on the type of

material, the type of equipment available, the location of the disposal

site, and numerous environmental concerns. Some of the alternatives

for disposal are offshore dumping, overboard disposal, construction of

artificial islands, beach nourishment, and the filling of upland areas.

Dredge spoil has been used for fertilizer in the past  mostly in Europe!,

but this practice is no longer common because the fine-gxained sediments

that contain the most nutrients are very often contaminated.

An upland disposal site within about 3 miles � km! of the dredging

site is most econoad.cally favorable according to Schubel, Wise, and Schoof

{1979!. In such a case, the dredge spoil would probably be pumped to a

diked containment area through a hydx'aulic pipeline. There are several

disadvantages to such an operation however. Relatively few upland areas

ad]acent to waterways or harbors are undeveloped, so land acquisition may

be very expensive. The containment facilities permanently change the
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landscape and. have a finite lifespan. They may not be effective in pro-

tecting water quality since some of the finer soil particles  carrying

the contaminants! can flow over the outlet wiers with the excess water.

Finally, the engineering characteristics of most hydraulic fills are poor

because of their high water content and weak soil structure. These

properties may be improved by draining the deposit and "reworking" i.t.

Sauci,er �978! indicates that surface trenching is a cheap and effective

way to dewater and densify hydraulic fills.

Beach nourishment is usually accomplished by hydraulic pipeline, but

since sand is the only suitable material, containment dikes are not

required. Sand is pumped directly onto the beach and settles quickly,

allowing the water to run off the shore. The primary reason for beach

nourishment is to create or sustain a beach for recreati.onal purposes.

Clean sand from nearby maintenance dredging is often used to repeatedly

nourish beaches that are not inherently stable. A special case of this

situation occurs when jetties are located at river mouths. Sand accumu-

lates on the updrift side of the jetty while the beach or shore on the

down-drift side erodes and recedes. If sand is allowed to bypass the

jetty, it eventually forms a shoal in the channel. One of. the methods

of controlling sand bypassing is to dredge the sand and deposit it on the

down-drift beach. Figure 9.1 illustrates some common sand bypassing

systems- In the absence of a sand bypassing system, deeper sections called

"sand traps" are often dredged in the channel where shoaling is expected.

To remain functional, these sand traps must be routinely maintained.

Jetties and sand bypassing are discussed by Khrlich and Kulhswy {1982!.
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Figure 9.1 Beach Nourishment and Sediment Bypassing
 Sorenson, 1978, p. 205!
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Artificial islands are constructed in much the same manner as the

diked upland disposal sites. First, a shoal area is outlined by a layer

of rubble to form the containment. Then the fill  usually sand! is

pumped into the midd1.e by a hydraulic dredge. While fine-grained

sediment s may also b e used to build artif icial islands, a layer of sand

around the perimeter may be necessary to act as a filter zone. Islands

formed by dred.ged material disposal provide the unique opportunity to

create an upland habitat that is environmentally beneficial and. has wide

public appeal  Saucier, 1978!. After placement, the island must be

stabi1.ized  dewatered and densified! and. planted. Roadhouse, Seneca, and

Broome �974! address the problem of establishing salt marshes on dredge

spoil. Schubel, Wise and Schoof �979! discuss the kinds of dredged

material suitable for salt marsh construction, and the mobi1.ization of

contaminants associated with these materials by salt marsh plants.

Overboard disposal is the term usually used to describe the discharge

of dredged materials in unconfined disposal sites relatively close to the

area being dredged  Schubel, Wise, and Schoof, 1979!. This method of

disposal is usually accomplished by picking up the dredge material with

a draghead and pumping it  via a discharge arm! over the side of the

vessel and back into the water. This type of dredge is called a "side-

caster"   See Table 9.1!. Side-casting dredges are limited to sand removal

because the discharge of fines produces excessive turbidity.

If the only practical alternative is open-water disposal, the

proximity and water depth of the disposal site will govern the choice of

dredging/disposal methods  Schubel, Wise, and Schoof, 1979!. Hydraulic

pipeline dredges have an economical spoil transportation limit of about

3 miles � km!. If the disposal site is farther away but relatively
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shallow, the bucket and scow method would probably be used. Hopper

dredging and disposal is most often used when the disposal site is

distant and the water depth at the disposal site is greater than about.

30 ft.  9 m!  Schubel, Wise, and Schoof, 1979!. Since the cost of open-

water disposal increases proportionately to the travel distance, the most

economical disposal area is closest to the dredging site. Environmental

concerns usually favor the more distant disposal areas, however. Saucier

�978! states that extensive deep ocean areas are environmentally more

acceptable than are some highly productive continental shelf areas,

especially for contaminated materials.

9.4 EhVIROK.6&TAL IMPACTS OF DREDGING

Dredging operations of the past usually had economics as the primary

performance criterion. With today's increased ecological awareness, how-

ever, environmental concerns are rapidly gaining importance. While it is

evident that dredging does have some environmental impact, not all of its

effects are negative. This section presents some of the advantageous and

deleterious effects of dredging followed by a discussion of some of the

less obvious items.

In a summary of their work on the environmental effects of dredging,

Herbich and Schiller �974! suggest the following:

A. Advantageous Effects of Dredging

l. removal of polluted bottom sediments for safe storage
and/or treatment.

2. re-oxygenation of sediments.

3. increase of the overall water column oxygen content
by mixing.
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4. resuspension of nutrients to make them available to
suspension feeders.

5. removal of dissolved and particulate absorbed
pollutants from the water column by tying them
up in bottom sediments.

6. modification of flow patterns.

B. Deleterious Effects of Dredging

1. removal of habitats.

2. resuspension of po11utants absorbed to sediments,
thus increasing their toxicity.

3. physical damage to organisms.

4. may present a barrier to the movement of fish or
other marine life.

5. mortality due to burial of habitats.

6. modification of flow patterns.

7. turbidity.

8. All of the above may affect the smallest of marine
organisms directly, thus removing them from the food
chain and eventually aff'ecting the food supply of man.

There is no doubt that dredging operations can have a severe impact

on marine life. With proper control, however, little damage is caused

by dredging. Major effects are physical damage to individual organisms,

removal of habitat, and burial because of open-water disposal. Physical

damage is minimized by limiting the area that the dredges can operate in.

Texas for example now allows dredges to operate =u closer than 300 ft.

 90 m! from established live oyster reefs  Laycock, 1968!. Removal of

habitat cannot be avoided. This affects fish more than shellfish

because the fish use forests of seaweed for protection. It may take

more than a year for sea grasses and seaweed to recolonize dredged areas

 Godcharles, 1971!.
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Dredged materials settle in a rapid get after being discharged into

open water. The coarser materials go directly to the bottom as -a density

flow while a small percentage  less than 5X of the total mass released!

is suspended as a turbid plume. The spoil then spreads  See Figure 9.2!

to either side to form a "pancake" that is thicker and denser at the

center. Lacking the mobility of fish, shellfish are often caught under

this layer of spoil. Saucier �978! states that the survival of buried

organisms is maximized when the type of material disposed of at a site

has the same grain size distribution as the natural bottom.

Pollutants wi11 always be found in varying degrees in dredged

materials. The impact of these pollutants is measured by its toxicity

which is related to the type of contaminant and its concentration. Con-

tsminants are grouped by Schubel, Wise, and Schoof �979! into several

classes as follows:

1. Heavy Metals. including cadmium, mercury, lead, nickel,
and chromium.

2. Halogenated hydrocarbons, including such industrial
chemicals as PCS's snd pesticides like DDT, Aldrin,
and Dieldrin.

3. Pathogenic bacteria and viruses.

4. Petroleum hydrocarbons.

5. Other exotic organic and inorganic chemicals.

6. 02-demanding substances.

These materials are all more easily absorbed by fine-grained sediments

than by coarser materials like sands. Treatment of dredged materia1 for

contaminants is not generally practical because of the very large volumes,

the variable nature of the material involved, and the very low concentra-
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Figure 9.2 Behavior of 9redged Material
Released from a Scow  Schubel,
Wise and Schoof, 1979, p. 5l!
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tion of the contaminants  Saucier, 1978!.

The process of dredging in itself tends to re-oxygenate sediments.

Especially during hydraulic pipeline operations, in-line re-oxygenation

appears to be economically and operationally feasible  Saucier, 1978!.

The rate at which spoil areas are repopulated can be markedly increased

by an increase in the dissolved oxygen content of the sediments.

Turbidity is the one most obvious environmental impact of dredging.

Turbidity is caused by the resuspension of fines during dredging and

disposal. Turbid waters are much worse in appearance to the observer

than they are in their impact on aquatic life. Open-water pipeline

disposal causes the greatest turbidity of any dredging method, yet less

than 5 percent of the total amount of solid material discharged is incor-

porated in the turbid plume  Schubel, Wise and Schoof, 1979!. Concerning

regulatory actions of prescribing maximum turbidity levels, Gustafson

�972! states that such actions have been taken "in almost complete

ignorance of the degree of damage, if any, and in spite of the fact that

wind and tide generated turbidity dwarf those of man's actions."

On the effect of turbidity or suspended sediment particles on both water

quality and aquatic organisms, Saucier  l978! wrote, "turbidity is

primarily a matter of aesthetic impact rather than biological importance."

"most adult organisms can tolerate turbidity levels and durations far

in excess of what dredging and disposal operations produce." One of the

beneficial effects of turbidity is that in resuspending bottom sediments,

nutrients are provided for fish to feed upon.
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9. 5 DREDGING PROBLEMS

Dredging operations are subject to problems that adversely affect the

operation of coastal facilities. These problems may be categorized in

three groups, probl.ems that are directly related to the dredge itself,

problems caused by the character of the material to be dredged, and

problems dealing with the surrounding structures.

Small craft harbors are not generally large enough to justify pur-

chasing a dredge solely for that project. It is therefore necessary to

obtain a dredge from some outside source and have it transported to the

marina site. The first problem that arises is the cost and difficulty

of moving a dredge that may need to be partially dismantled. Secondly,

the dredge type available may not be suited to the material to be dredged,

and modifications are necessary to prevent an inefficient operation.

Prior to dredging, the character of the bottom materials is usually

determined by drilling a number of test holes or test pits scattered around

the area to be dredge. By Interpolation. these bore hole logs are used

to identify the soil types and their distribution. It is relatively easy

however to miss pinnacles of bedrock intrusion or large boulders

suspended in a softer matrix. Layton �979! cites a case where a cutter

section hydraulic dredge was contracted to excavate a basin in northern

Puget Sound, Washington. Although tests indicated only silt deposits,

the dredge soon encountered boulders that jammed the pump and pipeline,

and caused structural damage to the cutter head assembly.

Host coastal structures can be easily damaged by dredging operations.

Damage occurs either by physical contact with the structure, or by

removing the underlying soil so that the structure becomes unstable.

Inner harbor structures such as docks, piers, and wharves are the most
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vulnerable since there is little room to maneuver. Bray {1979! states

that mechanical dredges are more suitable for keeping close, tolerances

under such conditions because of their accuracy in dxedging to a prede-

termined depth and their positive digging action. Sucti,on dredges, on the

other hand, often overdredge to an excessive amount and can easily cause

stability problems at the toe of a sheet pile or gravity wall structure.

Dredging operations also present some othex problems that are not so

obvious. Dredging alters the shoaling characteristics of a harbor bottom

and may result in an increase in the depositional rate. The impact of

dredging on the environment because of disruption of habitat at the

dredging and disposal sites may also be significant. While these factors

are difficult to assess or quantify, environmental impact is an Important

issue that should not be taken lightly.

9. 6 SUKCQVZ

Dredging is an Important aspect of harbor design and maintenance.

Dredging is performed to excavate basins or watexways for navigation or

to maintain these areas as sedimentation occurs with time. Primary

dxedging is likely to encounter harder, more consolidated materials,

while maintenance dredging must remove soft sediments and debris.

There are two genexal categories of dx'edges differentiated by the

method of spoil removal, including mechanical and hydraulic processes.

Within these categories, dredges are often custom designed using com-

ponents of vaxious types to meet specific conditions.

Dredged materi.als are eithex used as fill to create or maintain

adjacent land areas, or they are taken to some external disposal site as

a waste product. The use of dredged material for agricultural purposes is
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discouraged because of the presence of heavy metal contsminants.

The environmental impacts of dredging iaclude favorable as well as

deleterious effects. Dredging both destroys and creates mariae life

habitat, modifies bottom flow patterns, aad influences future sedimeata-

tioa rates.

Dredging leads to problems related to the dredge equipmeat, dredge

materials removed, adjacent, structures, aad the environment. Proper

planning sad control can minimize these problems and easure a successful

operation.



CHAPTER 10

Sl29'GIDDY AND CONCLUSIONS

Docks, piers and wharves are coastal structures constructed on the

shoreline or waterfront to provide an interface between land and ~ster

modes of transportation. These structures are often supplemented with

the construction of bulkheads and boat ramps for ease of access from the

landside. Breakwaters and Jetties prowtde protection on the seaside -and

create a calm, sheltered harbor that is easily navigated.

Harbor layout and planning should encompass the inner harbor struc-

tures as well as the surrounding protective works. Model studies are

a very useful tool during the planning and layout phase to confirm that

the coastal processes are as expected and to ensure that the resulting

installation'will be a functional and financial success-

The "ideal" marina should have a land to water ratio of'approximately

one to one, with convenient access by land and water. It should be

located reasonably close to a center of population and to recreational

boating waters to minimize trave1 time for users. Efficient dock, pier

and wharf layout requires proper orientation of these structures for

convenient use in the least possible space w'bile providing add-on

capabilities for future expansion needs.

The various loads that should be considered during the structural

design of docks, piers and wharves may be separated into two broad

categories: natural and man-made. Natural Loads are those caused by

environmentaL processes and occur in the form of waves, wind, current

or ice. Man-made loading conditions include boat impact, and dead and

live loads. Although the magnitudes of these loads are dependent on

297
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site specific conditions, wind loads are generally dominant. It is

common practice to combine the various loads in a rational manner when

determining a structural design load. While it may be technically

feasible to build docks, piers or wharves to resist the severe design

loads that are caused by exposed locations and heavy storm action,

construction and maintenance costs become excessive. Under these condi-

tions, breakwaters and jetties are generally provided to attenuate the

environmental loads and create a sheltered berthing area. Catastrophic

events such as earthquakes, hurricanes and tsunamis can cause loads

that are impractical to consider in routine design. Instead, an emphasis

should be placed on early warning and evacuation systems to minimize bodily

injury and property damage.

The principal materials used in coastal construction are concrete,

steel and wood. Aluminum, wrought iron and various synthetic materials

are used less frequently. Most structures are constructed from several

different materials since each material has properties that make it

suitable for different applications. Material selection for a given

application depends on availability, strength, durability and cost.

Because of the harsh marine environment, durability may become a more

critical design parameter than strength with respect to the sizing of

members. Oversizing of structural members is one method of compensating

for the loss of section that results fram deterioration snd corrosion.

Additives, preservatives, alloys aud coatings are also used to increase

material durability.

There are three broad categories of structures used in the con-

struction of docks, piers and. wharves. These include solid fill struc-
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tures, fixed or pile supported structures, and floating or pontoon

supported structures. Small craft harbor facilities are generally a

combination of each of these structural types. The trend in modern

marina construction is toward the use of a floating berthing area that

is accessed by a fixed pier approach. Solid fill walls are used to

stabilize the harbor perimeter and provide an abrupt land/water

interface.

Solid fill. type docks, piers and wharves are constructed of fill

that is held in place by a retaining wall. While the anchored bulkhead

is the most common wall type, others include the cantilever sheet pile

wall, cantilever "L" wall, gabion wall, crib wall, cellular sheet pile

wall, concrete caisson wall, and walls supported by relieving platforms.

The selection of the appropriate wall type for a given location depends on

the project' scope, the required depth of water, the consistency of the

underlying soils, the loads imposed, and the allowable movement of the

wall after completion. Dredging and backfill operations conducted during

construction of a solid fill wall must be carefully controlled to avoid

damaging the wall.

Docks, piers and wharves that are pile supported are considered

fixed structures. They are generally suitable for the construction of

berths where the water surface fluctuations do not exceed about 4 ft

 l.2 m!, the basin depths are less than about 20 ft �.0 m!, and the average

user craft are more than 30 ft  9.0 m! in length. The usual structural

geometry of a fixed dock or pier starts with a row or "bent" of piles

tied together at the top by a pile cap. The bents support longitudinal

stringers upon which the decking is laid. Bracing is provided in the
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veztical and horizontal planes to create a rigid framework. The long-

term performance of such a structure demands prompt maintenance since a

loose connection or damaged member may create an artificial hinge that

quickly destroys the overall structural integrity of the system.

Pontoons, instead of piles, provide the means of vertical support

for floating docks, piers and wharves. Lateral restraint must be

provided separately by bracing from the shore, by installing guide piles,

or by anchoring with cables to the bottom. Floating docks are generally

favored for sites with water level variations greater than about 4 ft

�.2 m!, basin depths in excess of 20 ft �.0 m!, and user craft less

than about 30 ft  9.0 m! in length. The foam filled shell or pontoon

is the building block of the floating dock. These pontoons support a

framework of stringers, walers, braces and decking that behaves in a

semi-rigid manner. Floating docks aze well suited to modular construc-

tion and prefabrication.

Utilities and other services have become a necessary part of the

successful modern marina. Utilities that aze commonly provided at. the

berth include electrical power and freshwater. Sewage disposal facilities

may be provided in the form of a portable holding tank or a fixed

pumpout station. in some cases, however, sewage hookups as well as

telephone connections are installed at the berths. Fire fi.ghting

capabilities and a station for refueling are examples of special services.

These systems are subject to many regulations on t' he federal, state and

local level. For proper performance, it. is important that utilities and

special services not be treated as add-on systems.

Dredging or the removal and disposal of submerged materials is
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often required for the creation or maintenance of waterways and harbors.

There are two broad categories of dredges distinguished by the method

of spoil removal. Mechanical dredges excavate underwater deposits by

means of buckets or scoops while hydraulic dredges must reduce the

material to a slurry that can be pumped. Dredged materials can range

from very fine-grained soils to large boulders, trash and debris. Some

of this material may have value as beach or structural fill. Most

dredged spoils are considered waste products and are transported to a

disposal site. The environmental impacts of dredging include the creation

and destruction of marine life habitat, modification of bottom flow

patterns, and increasing turbidity levels.

This report has presented guidelines for the planning, layout and

design of dock, pier and wharf structures. With the aid of knowledgeable

professionals, these guidelines can help to ensure a successful marina

installation. Tt should be noted, however, that there can be no substitute

for sound engineering !udgment in coping with unanticipated or unusual

conditions that are often encountered when building on the waterfront.

Several cycles of analysis and design may be necessary before an

optimal design is achieved.
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ll- Design Criteria

A MATER AREAS

3.a CHANNELS � ENTRANCE

2 I C HANNE LS � 1 N TER l OR

0 Q FAIRMAYS

a. Minimum width:

~ length of fingerfloat

ib ~ length of boat  KA!

b. Ãinimnm Depths r

sssb os berths,
rooorod booSs,
soo roll, eso.

a. Minimnm Width: 75 ft. at design depth.

b. ! inimum Depth: 3 ft. below deepest draft vessel
anticipated to be berthed in harbor, or 5 ft., which-
ever is greater. Design depths shall consider
anticipated wave action and rate of siltation.

a. Minimnm Width: 75 ft. at design depth

b. Kiniaans Depth: 2 ft. below deepest draft vessel
anticipated to be berthed in harbor, or 4 ft., which-
ever is greater.

 l! l.75 times length of longest berth where berths
are perpendicular to the fairway.

�! 1.50 times length of longest boat where boats
are berthed parallel to the fairway.
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BERTHS - SlNGLE

a. Minittntm water depth: Same as for fairways

b. Minimum width t lb ~ length of berth  fingerfloat!

Single Berth

Recotmended
foz Wb ~ 8 1n lt, - 14'

Design
Work

Wb ~ 6 5 ln lg � 10 5'

W ~ � + 5.5' - R
b 5 5

R = 0.075 ft. for each
foot of berth length
over 40 feet.

5. BERTHS DOUBLE

a. Minimttm water depth: same as fairways and singles.

b. Minimum width:

Soabte Serth
Wdb ~ Wb x 2  see 4b above!

c. where doobie berths consist of two berths of
different lengths, the doobie berth width  Qdb!
will be ecptal to the sum of the two single
berth widths:

Wdb ~ Wbl + Wb2
N

d. tthere it is desired t.o convert a doobie berth into
ttro single berths by installing a finqarfioat down
the center, additional width most be provided for
the fingerfloat.. Encroachment upon the berthing
space will not be permitted.

Double Sarth
�1 f ter ant lengths !

faamptat tor a eingte
powerboat berth 54 long:
%be Sin 54-t4

= 8 XS.SS-I4
o 17.S

fxamptat tor a single
ueiiboot berth 54 long;
tttb � + 5.5- C54-40!.0755

*l08 4 58-1.05
~ I5.3

Recommended
for

Preliminazy
Layont and
Planning
W'ork

Wb ~ width of berth
~ beam of boat I waterline + 2 ft..

R ~ 0.!. ft. for
each foot of berth
length over 40 feet.

Motet See Page 5 for table of
recommended berth widths.

Wdb w width of doobie berth fft>
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RECOMA4ENDED SINGLE BERTH WIDTHS

SAILBOATS

Recommended
Widths ***
 Feet!

Recommended
Widths
 Feet!

ln L
Vj 81nL � 14 **

 Feet!
W = 6.5 ln L � 10.5 **

 Feet!

7.5
8.3

7.5
8.5

8.5
9.5

16
18

2. 77
2.89

8.2
9.1

~ Poz double berth widths, multiply by tvo.

** These equations were developed by Cal Boating on an empirical basis via field
observation and measurements, and review of boat manufacturers specifications on
length and beam of power and sailboats typically found in California mariws and
harbors.

*a* Recommended widths are rounded "up" to the nearest half foot.

Botel To convert feet to meters, multiply by 0.3048.

gLN

Berth
Length
 Feet!

20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66
68
70
72
74
76
78
80

3. 00
3. 09
3. 18
3. 26
3. 33
3.40
3. 47
3. 53
3.58
3.64
3.69
3.74
3. 78
3. 83
3. 87
3. 91
3. 95
3-99
4.03
4.06
4. 09
4.13
4.16
4. 19
4. 22
4.25
4.28
4. 30
4.33
4.36
4.38

10.0
10.7
11.. 4
12. 1
12. 7
13.2
13. 7
14. 2
14. 7
15.1
15.5
15.9
16.3
16. 6
17.0
17.3
17.6
I'7. 9
18.2
18.5
18.8
19. 0
19.3
19.5
19.8
20.0
20.2
20.4
20.6
20. 9
21.1

10. 0
11-0
11.5
12.5
13. 0
13.5
14. 0
14.5
15.0
15. 5
15. 5
16. 0
16.5
17.0
17. 0
17.5
1.8.0
18. 0
18.5
18.5
19.0
19.0
19. 5
19.5
20.0
20. 0
20.5
20.5
21.0
21.0
21.5

9.0
9.6

10.2
10.7
11.2
ll. 6
12.0
12.4
12.8
13.1
13. 5
13. 8
14. 1
14.4
14.7
14.9
15.2
15.4
15.7
15.9
16.1
16.3
16.5
16.7
16.9
17.1
17.3
17. 5
17. 6
17. 8
18.0

9.0
10. 0
10.5
11.0
11.5
12.0
12.0
12.5
13. 0
13.5
13.5
14.0
14.5
14.5
15.0
15.0
15.5
15.5
16.0
16.0
16.5
16. 5
16.5
17.0
17.0
17.5
17.5
17.5
18.0
18.0
18.0
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TABLE ll-A

BERTHING LAYOUT PLANNING DATA FOR SINGLE BERTHS

PQWBRBOATS SAILBOATS

OlPinger float

Actual

131. 772.0 330. 7 70. I352. 5
427.1

123.6
I,02.0

16
79.9 77. 4 109.918P ~ 2.5'

504.9 87.4 84.4 93. 620 86. 3 464. 6

71.7 557.2607.5 I.07. 222 103.8 78.2
62.9692.4 I.15. 3 63I.. 6

707.8
111.5 69.0

779. 6 61.526 123.2 55. 9 119. 0P 3.0'
28 869.0 131.0 50.1 785.8 55.4126.5
30 960.4 138.6 45.4 865.5 50.3133.8

1053.7
I.I.48.8

32 146.2 41.3 946.7
1029.4

141.1 46.0
37.934 153. 6 148. 3 42.3

1316 200.0
209. 3

33. I 1183. 9
1273.0

194. 4 36. S
1418.2 30. 7 34.2203.4

2I.S. 540 1521.9
1626.9

28.6 I.363. 3
1454.7

212.4 32.0
227.742 26. 8 221.4 29.9

1733.4
1841.1

25. I236.8 1547.3
1641.0

28 ' 2230.3
239.2

P ~ 4.0'
46 245.9 23.7 26.5
48 1950. 2

2060.4
1735.6
183!.. 3

254.9
263.9

22. 3 248.0 25.1
50 21.1 256.8 23.8

2171.8
2284.3

272,8 1927. 9
2025.4

20.1 265.5 22.6
281.7 274. 319.1 21.5

2397.9
2512.5

290.6 18.2 2123.8
2223.0

283.0 20.5
299.5 17.3 291.7 19.6
308.360 2628.2 16.6 2323.1 300.3 I.B. 8

2864.0 382.1 374.015.2 2543.2 17.1
2985.3
3107.6

392. 8 2648.5
2754.6

384. 6
395.2

16
66 403.6 14.0 15.8

3230.7
3354.6

68 414.3
425.0

13.5 286!..4 IS.2405.8P ~ 5.0'
70 13.0 2 69.0 416. 14.7
72 3479.4

3605.1.
435.6
446.3

!.2. 5 3077.2
3186.0

426.9
437.4

14.2
74 13.712.1
76 3731. 5

3858.7
11. 7 3295.5

3405.7
447. 9
458.5

456.9 13.2
78 467.6 12.Sll. 3
80 3986.6 478.2 I.O. 9 3516.4 12.4

Motez Numhers in circles refer to equations on page 7.

Midth

 Peet!

Length
of

Berth
 Pest!

Total
Berth

Area
 Pt2!

Deck
Area

 Pt2!

Berths
per

Acre

Total
Berth

Area
 Pt2!

Actual
Deck
Area

 Pt2!

Berths
per

Acre
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{SUPPORT DATA FOR TABLE II-A!

MINIMUM
VALUES FOR F'

 SEE PAGE I2!

=8lnL-l4b

.5ln'L- I0.5

SEE Pa.e

TIONS

 F+8ln L - l4!

8ln L> l4!

43560.

Ol

5ln L- I0.5!

43560O~ BERTHS/ACRE~ Q4

NOTE: The equations are baaed an the aesumption that main walkwaye are 6 feet wide  see pq. IZ!
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TABLE lIi-A

Bf RTH RG LAYOUT PLAHNI�G DATA FOR DOUBLE Bf RTHS

SArLB0ATS

07 Q<0

Total
Berth

Area
.  Ft2!

Actual
Deck
Area

 Ft !

Length
of

Berth
 Feet!

Total
Berth

Area
 Ft2!

Actual
Deck
Area

 Ft !

Berths
per

Acre

Berths
per

Acre

150.516 3j.l. 2 48.3 140. 0 289.5 46.3
F ~ 2.5' 381.2 114. 3 350.5 51.1 124.3

105.220 454.2 58.6 95.9 55. 7414. 0

541. 1 69.7 80.5 66.3 88.8490.822
620.4 74.8 70.2 71.0 77.8

F ~ 3.0' 702.0 79.7 62.I. 75. 5 69.1
62.055.428 785.7 84. 5 80.0

871. 5
959.2

30 89.1 50.0 56.184.3
93.7 51.1SB. 6

1048. 734 98. 1 41. 5 929.2 92.8 46.9

36 1175. 1 122.0 37 1 1042.9 116. 4 41.8
38 1269.7

1365.9
127. 3
132.5

34. 3 1I.24. 5
1207.3

121. 4
40 31.9 126.4 36.1

137.7
142.8

1463.4
1562.4

29.8 1291.2
1376.3

131.4 33.7
F ~ 4.0' 44 27.9 136.3 31.6

46 I.47.9
152.9

26. 2 14 .2
146. 0

29.8
24 7 28.1

50 I.57.9 1.50. 823.3 26.6
162.8
167.7

22.1 155.5
160.321.0 24.0

56 172.6 20.0 165.0 22.8
58 177.5 19.0 169.7

174.3
21.8

60 I.82. 3 18. 2 20.8

2565.9
2677.8

219.6 17.0 21j.. S 19.42245.0
2341.0225.3 I.6. 3 217.1 18.6

2790.7
2904.4

231.1 15.6. 2437.8 222.7
228.3

17.9
F ~ 5.0' 68 236.8 15.0 2535.2 17.2

70 3019.0
3134.4

242.5 14.4
13.9

2633.3
2732.2

233.8 16.5
72 248.1 239.4 15.9
74 3250. 7

3367.7
253.8 13.4 2831.7 244.9 15.4

76 25 .4 12.9 250.4 14.92931
3485.5
3604.1

265. j. 12.5
12 1

256. 0 14.43032.6
3133.980 270. 7 13.9261. 4

Hate: Huubers in circles refer to equations on page 9.

Fingerfloat

width

 Feet!

662. 6
1764. 2
1866.9
1970.8
2075.8
2181.9
2289.0
2397.2

S59.6
630.2
702.6
776.6
852.2

1462.5
1549.6
1637.8
1726.9
1816.9
1907.8
1999.5
2092.1
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ABLE iii-8
 SUPPORT DATA FOR TAttLE Bl-A!

43560I 8ERTHS/ACRE Q~p
l40TE'. The equatinne are based on the oseumption thot main wolkwaye ore 6 feet wide  see pg. l2!
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STRUCTVRES

ENSIONS

Marginal Walkways

�! When serving main walkvays which do not have
individual gangways, the minimum unobstructed
width shall be 8 ft.

�! When serving main walkways which have individual
gangways, the minimum width shall be 6 ft.

Main Walkways

�! Hinimum unobstructed width shall be 6 ft.

�! Maximum Length shaLl be 750 ft.

Pingerfloats

�! For berths up to 20 ft,. long, the miniaasa width
shall be 2.5 ft.

�! For berths between 21 and 35 ft. Long, the
minimum width shaLL be 3 ft.

�! For berths between 36 and 60 ft. Long, the minimum
width shall be 4 ft.

�! Por berths longer than 60 ft., the minimum width
shall be 5 ft.

�! Tie"down cleats shall be provided as reauired.
8cwever, not less than two �! cleats shall be
provided on each side of each fingerfloat. One �!
cleat per berth shall be provided on the main walkway.




